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Abstract
Autonomous long-term operation of social robots has always been a challenge in
Human robot-interaction. Social mobile robots acting as companions or assistants
will need to operate over a long-term period of time (days, weeks or even months)
to perform daily tasks and interact with users. Therefore they should be capable of
operating with a great degree of autonomy and will require sustainable social intelli-
gence. Social robots are fallible and have their own limitations with the service they
provide. One of the most important limitations of mobile robots is power constraints
and the need for frequent recharging. Social mobile robots generally draw power
from batteries carried on the robot in order to operate various sensors, actuators and
perform tasks. However, batteries have a limited power life and take a long time
to recharge via a power source. While the recharge behaviour is active, which may
impede human-robot interaction and lead to service degradation. This thesis raises
some important issues related to recharge behaviour of social mobile robots which
appear to have been overlooked in social robotics research.
This work investigated service degradation in long-term interaction due to recharge
behaviour of autonomous social mobile robots and proposes an approach to manage
service degradation due to recharge. First we performed a long-term study to inves-
tigate the service degradation caused by the recharging behaviour of a social robot.
Second we conducted a more focused social study which helped to understand user’s
attitudes towards a mobile robot with respect to recharge activity. We explored a
social strategy by modifying the robot’s verbal behaviour to manage service degrada-
tion during recharge. The results obtained from our social study indicates the use of
verbal strategies (transparency, apology, politeness) made the robot more acceptable
to the users during recharge. We believe that social mobile robots should behave in
a socially intelligent manner while managing service degradation. We also provide
some recommendations for social mobile robots to manage their recharge behaviour
in this thesis.
Keywords: Long-term interaction, service degradation, companion robots,
recharge behaviour, social intelligence, user expectations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It has been predicted that in the coming years, social robots will be part of our daily
lives in domestic and work environments. According to the report by World Robotics,
in 2013 alone about 4 million service robots for personal and domestic use were sold,
28% more than in 2012. Projections for the period 2014-2017 state, about 31 million
units of service robots for personal use to be sold [6]. As social robots find a role
in our everyday life, it is important to study the social interactions of humans with
robots over a long-term period. The study of long-term interaction with social robots
in real social settings can provide us with valuable insights into various social and
practical issues in developing and designing socially acceptable robots [7].
Robots are fallible and have their own limitations in many ways and will continue
to be so for the medium or even long-term [8, 9]. The classic strategy for dealing with
this, seen in industrial robots, is to engineer the environment to make it easier for
the robot [10, 11]. However, in human social environments it may be very challenging
and sometimes infeasible to engineer the social environment. So can we engineer the
social context to change user expectations by giving the robot social strategies? We
know that expectations are flexible - the uncanny valley [12] shows that the degree of
“human-likeness” impacts the perceptions of human interaction partners.
Also setting the right expectations about a robot’s capabilities and service degrada-
tion can influence users’ perception and acceptance of the robot [13, 14]. Expectancy-
setting and recovery strategies can be effective in mitigating the negative impact of
a robot’s service error on users’ impressions of a robotic service [15]. In this thesis
we investigated this in the context of one of the most important limitations of mobile
robots - power constraints and the need for frequent recharging.
2
1.1 Motivation
Social mobile robots will need to operate over a over a long period of time, i.e. days,
weeks or even months in order to perform daily tasks; hence they should be capa-
ble of operating with a great degree of autonomy and will require sustainable social
intelligence [16]. In order to operate various sensors, actuators and perform tasks,
autonomous mobile robots generally draw power from batteries carried on the robot
[17]. However, batteries have a limited power life and take a long time to recharge
via a power source. The batteries must be recharged either manually by a human or
through an autonomous recharging capability [18]. While the recharge behaviour is
active, the robot may be prevented from performing its normal tasks and this may
hinder the flow of human-robot interaction (HRI) and lead to service degradation.
Earlier studies [19], [20] indicate that battery life and long recharge times break
engagement between robots and their users and can pose a challenge to long-term
social bonding as well as acceptance of social companion robots. Due to health and
safety reasons a robot charger or docking station cannot be placed in the middle of a
room [21]. Hence the robot has to stay near a wall while recharging, thus becoming
immobile and less accessible to the user. This can become a barrier in HRI and even
unacceptable for the user.
It is therefore important for social mobile robots to demonstrate social abilities
to manage service degradation due to recharging. Moreover, they should also be
able to mitigate the user’s disappointment at not being at service while recharging,
in a socially intelligent manner. According to Dautenhahn [16], Socially intelligent
Robots show aspects of human-style social intelligence, based on possibly deep models of
human cognition and social competence [22]. Thus, in HRI the term social intelligence
is used in the context of human-style social interaction and behaviour by the robot.
In the context of this thesis, the robot needs to produce behaviours towards the
human that are comfortable and socially acceptable to manage user’s expectations
while undergoing a service degradation due to recharging.
We anticipate that service degradation due to the recharge behaviour of the robot
may be negatively perceived during long-term interactions. Typically, long-term
human-robot interaction studies are conducted in a controlled environment with re-
peated interactions on a fixed task rather than continuous operation [23]. Thus, the
aspect of managing service degradation while recharging appears to have been over-
looked in social robotics. We aim to investigate this novel area, exploring the use
of social strategies during recharge behaviour for mobile robots to manage service
degradation in a socially intelligent manner.
3
1.2 Aim
To study the impact service degradation of the robot due to its recharge activity during
long-term human-robot interaction and to propose an approach during recharge to
manage user expectations in a socially intelligent manner.
1.3 Objectives
• Develop robust navigation, auto-recharging and ubiquitous user presence de-
tection capabilities for a robot that can operate over a long-term period with
users.
• Establish the main power consuming factors for a mobile robot by conducting
long-term navigation runs.
• Investigate the social impact of service degradation due to robot’s recharge
activity on human-robot interaction by means of a long-term experiment.
• Propose an approach during recharge that can manage user expectations in a
socially acceptable manner.
• Provide design recommendations for power management and recharge behaviour
during long-term human-robot interaction.
1.4 Research Goals
In this work, we investigate the impact of service degradation due to the recharge
behaviour of a robot during its long-term interactions with users and on how the
users perceive it. We hypothesise that mobile robots having a socially intelligent
recharge strategy will be more acceptable to the users. We expect to find answers to
the following research questions:
• How does the robot’s recharge behaviour impact the user’s perception of the
robot?
• How does service degradation of the robot during recharging impact its social
perception during long-term interaction?
• What strategies employed by the robot can provide a socially acceptable solution
while it is recharging?
• Can the use of verbal strategies have a positive impact on acceptance of the
robot while it is recharging?
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1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured into 7 chapters. In Chapter 2 we introduce background work
on social handling of mistakes and limitation of robots, power autonomy and long-
term interaction. Chapter 3 describes our approach based on some ideas adopted
from background work. We started by designing and building a robotic platform and
a robust recharging mechanism which could be used for performing long-term exper-
iments. Chapter 4 describes two preliminary pilot experiments, first to understand
the power usage characteristics by the robot and second to understand user’s per-
ception during long-term interaction. Both these experiments provided insights into
the technical and social challenges which helped to refine our approach. In Chapter
5 we performed a long-term study with 5 participants for 3 weeks which highlighted
the social challenges caused due to robot’s recharge activity. We made some design
recommendations for managing the recharge behaviour of the robot following the
long-term study. We then carried out a social study with 50 participants reported
in Chapter 6 focusing on the use of verbal strategies by the robot and investigated
the users’ perception of the robot during recharge. Finally, Chapter 7, provides some
concluding remarks, outlines the contributions of this thesis, and the future directions
this research might take.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we describe existing research work relevant to this thesis. We have
structured this chapter into 3 main topics. Long-term HRI poses greater technical
and social challenges, earlier work has shown that the use of social strategies by
the robot can help to overcome some of the technical challenges and limitations of
robots in HRI. Hence, we start by describing various approaches on social handling
(verbal/non-verbal) strategies that can be used by the robot to manage the mistakes,
limitations of robots and user’s expectations in Section 2.1. We then describe the main
challenges for power autonomy in Section 2.2, important for long-term survival of an
autonomous mobile robot system. Since the work described in this thesis is relevant
to long-term human-robot interaction (HRI), we discuss relevant work relating to
long-term studies carried out in different social environments in Section 2.3. We then
finally summarise some key findings from this chapter in Section 2.4.
2.1 Social Handling: Mistakes, Limitations and Ex-
pectations
The fact that short battery life and long recharge time may influence human-robot
interaction means it is imperative that researchers consider the social elements of
human-robot interaction that allow individuals to properly calibrate their reliance
on these systems. The current state-of-the-art robotic technology is limited in its
ability to handle uncertain situations and it is inevitable that service robots will
make mistakes. For instance, a hospital delivery robot may interrupt nurses dealing
with an emergency [8]. Mistakes while providing service can affect people’s acceptance
of the robot and lead to disappointing users. People are often found to be upset when
there is a service breakdown, and can be more dissatisfied by a failure of the recovery
than the mistake itself [9].
Mobile robots will have their own limitations with battery life and will make
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mistakes while performing tasks over a long-term period. Earlier studies indicate
that humans do hold robots accountable for their mistakes, at least more so than
they would an inanimate object such as a vending machine, as reported in the study
by Kahn et al. [24]. It is therefore important to look at literature on social handling
by robots to manage user expectations and limitations of robots. It is suggested that
if the robot is more transparent about its ability, intent and internal state then it
might help to manage users’ perceptions of the robot in a positive manner (Hanheide
et al. [25]).
Research suggests that transparency has positive effects on people and improves
acceptance of the system. In HCI, Herlocker et al. presented experimental evidence
showing that explanations can improve the acceptance of automated collaborative
filtering (ACF) systems [26]. They first categorised the sources of error for ACF
systems as model/process errors and data errors. Providing explanations for these
errors, gave users a mechanism for handling errors associated with a recommendation.
While the idea of transparency has an intuitive appeal, few studies have examined
the impact of transparency on human-robot interaction.
In a previous study by Kim and Hinds [27], transparency was operationalised
as the user’s understanding of why a machine (in this case a robot) behaved in an
unexpected way. They defined transparency as the robot offering explanations of
its actions. In their experiment transparency also had two levels: low transparency
and high transparency. In both cases the robot showed an unexpected behaviour - it
suddenly spun three times in one place. For the high transparency conditions, after
the unexpected behaviour the robot explained the reason for its action by announcing
“I have recalibrated my sensors.” For the low transparency conditions the robot
offered no explanation. They found that when the robot explains its behaviour (e.g.
is transparent), people blamed other participants in the study (but not the robot)
less.
Lyons [28] proposed a model of human-robot interaction including key elements
of robot-to-human transparency. This robot-to-human transparency model includes
factors like: an intentional model, task model, analytical model, and environmental
model. Lyons also suggested that the robot-to-human communicative interface should
naturally involve a voice or text exchange between the human and the robot. However,
the physical interface could also include features such as robotic emotional expression
and gestures, which in combination are effective in communicating a robot’s emotional
state [29]. To further elaborate the point about transparency we describe some studies
which used both the verbal and non-verbal abilities of the robot.
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2.1.1 Transparency: Non-verbal Interaction
A long-term human-robot cohabitation experiment by Lehmann et al. [30], involved
two professional artists living in a Robot house (adapted for Human-Robot Interaction
studies) for a period of one week. The artists lived in the Robot House full-time along
side various robots with different characteristics in a smart home environment. The
artists immersed themselves in the robot populated living environment in order to
explore and develop novel ways to interact with robots. The main research aim was
to explore in a qualitative way the impact of a continuous week-long exposure to robot
companions and sensor environments on humans. These experiments involved gaze
tracking during social interaction, the expression of non-verbal cues as indicator for
intended actions, the use of a robot in remote communication and a sensor grid to log
daily routines and analyse behavioural patterns. At different stages of the scenario the
participants were asked specific questions concerning how the robot should perform
the particular task and why (i.e. “Should the robot make any sound and if so, what
kind of sound?”; “Should the robot display something on its colour LED display?”;
“Where should the robot position itself?” etc.). Both the users supported the idea
of the robot using its LED colour display as a status indicator for battery charging
level (refer Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Experiment at the Robot house with a Care-O-Bot 3.
Further analysis on the above study by Koay et al. [31] investigated robot eti-
quette, in particular focusing on understanding the types and forms of robot be-
haviours that people might expect from a robot that lives and shares space with them
in their home. The experiment was intended to tease out the reasoning behind partic-
ipants’ choices and preferences. The participants gave suggestions for passive robot
behaviours that could complement the robot’s active behaviours in order to allow the
robot to exhibit considerate and socially intelligent interactions with people. The
experiment involved the experimenter collecting information from the artists with re-
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gard to how they preferred their Care-O-bot robot to behave and interact with them
within the scenario.
This study involved the robot using two of its main expressive channels, sound
(beep or tune) and the LED colour display to provide cues to signal a) the potential
level of hazard of the current robot task/action, and b) the state of the current robot
task. Feedback related to the default location of the robot while it is at charging point,
showed that participants preferred: an Amber colour when charging (i.e. fading in
and out, with adaptable intensity depending on environment’s lighting condition),
and a green colour when it is fully charged. In feedback on when the robot leaves the
charging station and approaches the user, participants preferred: the robot making a
noise to indicate it is about to move, blinking green when it is moving and a green
colour when it stopped. These behaviours may form important aspects of robot
etiquette. The experimental results presented above have limitations (i.e. only two
participants were involved, both have experience with robots and are not in the age
group of the target users), and may not be generalised for all robots and users.
Figure 2.2: Frames from two of the animations: Recharge scenario- there were two
possible pre-action animations (showing forethought or no forethought), two possible
functional task outcomes (success or failure), and two possible post-action animations
(showing a reaction to the task outcome or not) [32].
A study with the PR2 robot by Takayama et al. [32] drew ideas from principles
of animation, they were able to illustrate forethought and reaction. By employing
techniques of engagement, confidence and timing, they were able to help people read
robot behaviours with more certainty. For the purpose of this study, four tasks were
selected in order to cover a variety of activities: opening a door, delivering a drink to
a customer, ushering a person into a room, and requesting help from a person to plug
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into a power outlet for recharging, refer figure 2.2. They performed an online video
prototype experiment (N=273), and found that perceptions of robots are positively
influenced by robots showing forethought, the task outcome (success or failure), and
showing goal-oriented reactions to those task outcomes. They found that showing
forethought makes people more sure of their interpretations of robot behaviour, and
makes the robot seem more appealing and approachable. The authors also discov-
ered showing a reaction to the task outcome can make the robot seem to be more
intelligent/capable, even if it fails to achieve the functional task at hand.
The approaches covered in this section [32, 31, 30] often assume that humans are
supervising the robot and are always aware of what the robot is doing. However in
a social environment like homes, office/workplace it may not always be the case that
users are looking at the robot all the time.
2.1.2 Transparency: Verbal Interaction
With regards to verbal transparency we focus on some studies on apologies and on
polite behaviour of the robot used to demonstrate its intentions. Existing research
on verbal transparency suggests that use of apology and polite verbal behaviours can
positively influence the perception of the robot, hence we cover some approaches in
this section.
Apology: In a study by Lee et al. [15] with an interactive robot ‘Snackbot’, (refer
figure 2.3) that delivers a personal service incorrectly, a mobile robot delivers the
wrong drink. The authors tested different mitigation strategies in an online scenario
study with 317 participants. All participants saw a video of one of two service robots,
and then viewed a scenario in which the robot either gave correct service or made
an error. They investigated people’s reactions to the robot’s error and to different
mitigation strategies (forewarning, apology, compensation, options, and no recovery
strategy). The results from the study indicated that breakdowns in robotic service
had a severe impact on evaluations of the service and the robot, but forewarning and
recovery strategies reduced the negative impact of the breakdown. They also found
that an apology strategy was effective in making the robot seem more competent,
making the participants feel closer to and liking the robot more.
A study by Jost [33], used a robot to detect the facial expression of the person in
order to analyse his/her emotion and express back an appropriate emotion. The ex-
perimenter asked participants to imagine the following context: the robot had advised
them to watch a movie. When they came back home, two scenarios were investigated.
Scenario A: participants did not like the movie and reproached the robot for its ad-
vice. Scenario B: participants liked the movie and thanked the robot. In both cases,
participants had to observe three possible behaviours and to indicate if the robot
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Figure 2.3: Snackbot delivering snacks
provided a credible and sincere answer. In the A scenario, the robot said: “I’m re-
ally sorry. This movie has good critics. I thought you liked it.” In the B scenario,
robot said:“Thus, you liked the movie! I’m happy to give you good advice.”. The
results from this study confirm that during scenario A – when the robot apologised
for the wrong advice – the robot was judged credible and sincere. Furthermore, a
similar study with a virtual agent, ‘Greta’ [34], provided similar results. When Greta
apologised under Scenario A condition, 65% of participants found Greta “rather” sin-
cere (39%) or “totally” sincere (26%) and 70% of participants found Greta “rather”
believable (52%) or “totally” believable (18%).
Work by Lindner and Eschenbach [35] proposed the idea of modelling social affor-
dance spaces in relation to the physical placement of a robot while it is recharging.
They proposed a model to determine the most socially adequate placement of a robot
for an activity, so that the social robot can reason about where its own and others’
activities can be placed (functional level) and how activities of different agents can
spatially interfere (social level). They suggested that a robot that is aware of socio-
spatial constraints should also be aware of violating such a constraint. The authors
suggested that in situations where a robot is likely to violate social constraints, the
robot should apologise for the violation or even justify its choice. They further gave
an example of a robot choosing a power outlet for recharging and thereby partially
blocking a whiteboard. They argued it should explain this behaviour to the user by
telling them that recharging is really urgent and the other available choices would
lead to blocking a doorway. A robot in need of a power outlet should choose one of
the affordance spaces near the outlet close to the whiteboard. The result is depicted
in figure 2.4, the robot obtains an affordance space it has most socio-spatial reasons
to use.
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Figure 2.4: a) Result of the social activity-placement procedure. Potential agent re-
gions are shaded relative to their social adequacy (the brighter the more adequate).
The potential agent region of the selected affordance space is marked by a checker-
board pattern. (b) Robot placement in the lab after navigating to the selected affor-
dance space [35].
Politeness: Work carried in the domain of pedagogical agents by Wang et al. [36]
reported on the effect of politeness strategies on students’ learning performance. They
focused on the manner in which a pedagogical agent communicates with learners, i.e.,
on the extent to which it exhibits social intelligence. A model of socially intelligent
tutorial dialogue was developed based on politeness theory, and implemented in an
agent interface within an online learning system. A series of Wizard-of-Oz studies were
conducted in which subjects either received polite tutorial feedback that promotes
learner face and mitigates face threat, or received direct feedback that disregards
learner face. Across all students, a polite agent, compared to a direct agent, had a
positive impact on students’ learning outcomes. In particular, for students with need
for indirect help or who had lower ability for the task, the polite agent was much more
effective than the direct agent.
In the HRI domain, the results from the study performed by Nomura and Saeki
[37] did not show a beneficial effect of the robot’s polite behaviour (non-verbal) on
human task performance, but suggested that only human perception of the robot was
affected. Another study by Hendriks et al. [38] discovered that people prefer a calm,
polite, and cooperative robot vacuum cleaner that works efficiently, systematically
and likes routines. A study by Salem et al. [39] investigated how the use of politeness
strategies may affect social perceptions of a robot and HRI. For the study, they
conducted an experiment in which they employed a receptionist robot intended for use
as an interaction partner. The results indicate that the manipulation of the politeness
level, although perceived by the participants, had no major impact on participants’
perception of the robot and overall HRI experience following the interactions, nor on
their task performance.
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2.1.3 Managing User Expectations
Expectation can be defined as “a strong belief that something will happen or be the
case” (Oxford Dictionary). A study by Paepcke & Takayama [13] with AIBO and
Pleo robots, indicated that setting expectations about a robot’s capabilities influenced
users’ beliefs about what the robot could do. The results from their study suggested,
upon interacting with the robot, people whose expectations were set high became
more disappointed with the robot’s capabilities than people whose expectations were
set low. Furthermore, people whose expectations were set high (as opposed to low)
ultimately perceived the robot as being less competent. Another study by Lohse [40]
showed that users’ expectations are influenced by the robot’s behaviour. The author
concluded that robot behaviour should be designed to shape users’ expectations and
behaviour to enable them to more efficiently solve tasks in the interaction. Moreover,
it can be assumed that these expectations change based on the situation and on how
it is conceptualised by the user. Komatsu et al. described in their study [14], the
difference between the users’ expectations and the function that the users’ actually
perceived of an agent as “adaptation gap”. The authors suggested that when the users’
expectations exceed their perceptions, they would be disappointed by the agent and
do not believe the agents’ outputs. In contrast, when their perceptions exceed their
expectations, they would get interested in the agent and do believe the agents’ outputs.
The results from their study showed that the participants with positive adaptation
gap signs had a significantly higher acceptance rate than those with negative ones.
Thus indicating that managing user expectations in HRI can ease social acceptance
of robots.
Managing user expectations of robots can be challenging especially when the users
have interacted with it before and are aware about its capabilities/limitations. So it is
possible that when humans experience a negative unexpected behaviour from a social
robot, they will be disappointed and may not accept the social robot as an interaction
partner. Conversely it is possible that when users experience a positive unexpected
behaviour they can be surprised and may accept the social robot as an interaction
partner. We believe by using transparency (explaining more about its limitations)
combined with social verbal behaviour from the robot (being more polite and apolo-
getic) about its limitation of recharging can help to manage user expectations. We
aimed to formulate our approach in this thesis based on these factors (transparency,
social verbal behaviour).
Discussion: Studies by Mutlu et al. [8] and Kahn et al. [24], suggests that users
are critical of the mistakes and disruptions during service made by robots. In order
to better manage mistakes/limitations, transparency from the robot about its ability,
intent and internal state has been shown to have positive effects on people and im-
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proved their acceptance of the robot. Studies have also shown that user expectations
can be influenced by the robot’s behaviour [13, 40]. Recharging can be considered as
one of the fundamental limitations of mobile robots, adding more transparency from
the robot about its battery limitation and constant need to recharge appears to be an
interesting approach to manage user expectations that we investigated in this thesis.
In a study by Kim and Hinds [27], the robot was better accepted when it offered
an explanation about its condition than when it made a mistake. Transparency can
be expressed through both verbal and non-verbal behaviour by the robot. Koay et al.
[31] reported a study with two participants who expressed their preferences about how
the robot should indicate it intentions using light or sounds. However, the modality
(verbal/non-verbal) of transparency depends on the capabilities of the robot and the
social context. For example users might not be looking at the robot all the time
(e.g. in workplaces), so expressing intent using verbal/sounds seems a more viable
approach. Studies reported by Lee et al. [15] and Jost [33] explored the idea of
transparency using verbal behaviours (apology) and found promising results on the
robot’s acceptance overall. Lindner and Eschenbach [35] proposed the idea of having
a socially appropriate placement for a robot while recharging and should apologise in
case of violation of social constraints. Although the authors did not study the effects
with real users interacting with the robot, social placement and verbal apology from
the robot while it is recharging appears to be an avenue for further investigation.
In relation to verbal transparency using politeness, studies conducted on the po-
liteness of virtual agents have shown promising results [36], but most studies on
politeness in the HRI domain have not shown encouraging results [37, 41, 39] making
this a valid avenue for further investigation. The model proposed for robot-to-human
transparency by Lyons [28] using verbal, non-verbal robot abilities can provide a use-
ful guideline for designing future experiments. Also Lehmann et al. [30] reported
that the expression of non-verbal cues as an indicator for intended actions of the
robot such as the recharge behaviour is important for the users. Although the term
‘transparency’ can be a bit ambiguous in the examples presented in this section, the
core idea behind it appears to be intuitive, but more HRI studies are required to
validate this concept.
2.2 Power Autonomy
Power autonomy is an important aspect of a mobile robot system if it is to operate in
an environment without human intervention. In this section, we describe some of the
key challenges for power autonomy. We begin with battery technology which appears
to pose an immediate challenge for long-term operation of mobile robots (Section
2.2.1). In order for mobile robots to be fully autonomous, they should be capable of
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recharging their batteries without human intervention. Hence, we describe approaches
to autonomous charging in Section 2.2.2. Finally, we look at existing work on power
autonomy in robotic systems inspired by biological systems to develop approaches to
solve the energy self sufficiency problem in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Battery Technology
Autonomous mobile robots generally use batteries as their power source in order to
operate various sensors, actuators, computation and perform tasks. However, bat-
teries have a limited power life. The life span of batteries has been a fundamental
challenge for long-term interaction with mobile robots. Although computer process-
ing and sensors have become cheaper and more powerful over the years, batteries are
still inefficient and slow to recharge. Lithium (Li-ion), Lead acid, NiMH (Nickel Metal
Hydride), NiCad (Nickel Cadmium) etc. are the main types of batteries in use for
mobile robots. These batteries vary in several important aspects according to the cell
chemistry and the technologies used. Choosing a suitable battery technology often
involves a trade-off based on characteristics such as cost, charge-discharge properties,
weight, charge retention, energy density etc. Some types of rechargeable batteries for
example NiCd, NiMH exhibit the so-called memory effect [42], i.e. if they are not
fully discharged during several cycles, then the amount of power they can deliver di-
minishes with time. It is as if the battery would “remember” that, for example, only
50% of its capacity has been used for many consecutive cycles and then, when more
power is required, it would not deliver more than 50% of the maximum capacity. The
memory effect is also important if the robot decides to recharge and returns to full
operation without fully recharging, as this can severely affect its long-term battery
health.
The charge/discharge characteristics of the battery are of particular importance
as the battery life can become severely affected, if the battery is overcharged or deeply
discharged [43]. In the long-term human-robot interaction context, as a battery ages,
its capacity is reduced, so it may affect the performance of the robot throughout
the battery’s lifespan. The depth of discharge (DOD) describes to what extent the
battery has been discharged before being connected to a charger and undergoing a full
recharge. A commonly used type of batteries in mobile robots is Lead Acid. It may be
a bad practice to repeatedly deep cycle Lead Acid batteries as this severely reduces the
number of cycles of use that the battery will survive. For example a Lead Acid battery
used in a Pioneer robot platform [44], if persistently discharged to 100% throughout
its life, it can only expect to provide 180 cycles before its capacity falls to 60% of the
specified capacity [45]. The number of cycles increases greatly as the DOD is reduced
during its operation. If always drained to 30% depth of discharge for example, the
battery would be expected to last 1200 cycles before its capacity dropped to the same
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60%. Hence, to preserve the long-term health of a battery it is important for a mobile
robot to decide when to engage/disengage in recharge behaviour and this can vary
according to the type of battery used on the robot. A comprehensive description of
various battery characteristics, advantages/disadvantages and recommended battery
types for robots is covered by Cai et al. [1] (refer Figure. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Battery types, advantages/disadvantages and robots, [1]
A common challenge in all battery technology is the low continuous operational
and comparatively high recharge time. A widely used research mobile robot platform,
the Pioneer P3AT robot manufactured by Adept Mobilerobots [44] uses Lead acid
batteries and has an on-board computer that takes about 3 hours to recharge and
delivers about 3 hours of operational time depending on usage. A popular commercial
vacuum robot, Roomba[46] uses NiMH batteries and takes about 2 hours to recharge
and delivers about 1 hour of operational time on a single recharge. A Honda humanoid
robot can barely walk for 30 minutes with a battery pack on the back [17]. Table
2.1 provides a summary of some popular robots used in research, their operational,
recharge time and the recharge mechanisms they use.
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Fig. Robot Platform Type Battery Type
Operational
Time (hours)
Recharge
Time (hours)
Recharge Mechanism
1 ASIMO [47] Humanoid Lithium-ion 1 Manual N/A
2 Nexi [48] Self-balancing Lithium-ion 0.75 N/A N/A
3 FLASH [49] Self-balancing Lithium-polymer 2 2 Manual
4 NAO [50] Humanoid- H25 Lithium-ion 1.50 2 Manual
5 PR2 [51] Wheel-Mobile Lithium-ion 2 N/A Autonomous (electric outlets)
6 PeopleBot [52] Wheel-Mobile Lead Acid 3 3 Autonomous (extra attachment)
7 Roomba [53] Wheel-Mobile Nickel-metal hydride 2 1 Autonomous (selected models)
8 Care-o-bot [54] Wheel-Mobile Lithium-ion 4 4 Autonomous
9 Paro [55] Static N/A 1.5 N/A Manual
10 Pleo [56] Static Lithium Polymer 1 3 Manual
11 SCITOS A5 [57] Wheel-Mobile Lead-acid 10 5 Autonomous (Visual localisation)
12 Sunflower [58] Wheel-Mobile Lead-acid 4 4 Manual
13 Aibo [59] Legged-Mobile Lithium-ion 1.5 2.5 Autonomous (Visual localisation)
Robot Figures
Table 2.1: Robots Battery and Recharge Summary. Some data collected and reported in this table is an approximation. Some research
groups/companies had to be contacted in order to gather this information where there was no information stated formally on other
resources. N/A means these details could not be obtained.
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As we see from the examples summarised in Table 2.1, if a mobile robot has
to perform tasks over a long period then it would spend about the same amount
of time recharging itself as performing tasks. It is true that battery technology is
constantly improving and emerging technologies like fast charging solutions [60], may
eventually charge in a matter of minutes, rather than several hours. However, these
new technologies seem years away and too expensive to put into use for current state-
of-the-art mobile robots. This encourages the idea of having behaviours produced by
the robot while it spends time recharging so that it’s not completely useless during
recharge. We in this thesis have proposed an approach based on verbal behaviour
while recharging.
2.2.2 Autonomous Recharging
In terms of power autonomy, battery operated mobile robots should be capable of
recharging themselves without human intervention if they are to be truly autonomous.
Autonomous recharging is a major challenge for long-term operation of mobile robots.
There have been several approaches in developing auto-recharging mechanisms. Com-
monly they involve 3 main steps: finding the charger; approaching the charging sta-
tion; and plugging into the charger (in the case of wireless charging, coming close
to the charger). Most of the approaches involve navigating to the charger where vi-
sual markers are used as beacons. Essentially, there is a trade off between efficiency
and accuracy while designing auto-charging mechanism for a robot. The recharg-
ing approaches discussed in this section gives an overview of the technical challenges
of autonomous recharging. We categorise the approaches presented in this section
primarily into Direct Contact Charging and Inductive/Wireless Charging.
Direct Contact Charging: In the late 1940’s Grey Walter developed perhaps the
first autonomous recharging for mobile robots, “Tortoises” [61]. These robots used a
light following behaviour to find their way into a ‘hut’ containing a light beacon and
a battery charger that made electronic contact when the robot entered. Grey’s three
wheeled robotic vehicle, which came to be known as “Grey Walter’s turtle”, had two
motors, one for progression by the front wheel dragging the hind wheels like a child’s
tricycle and one for turning the front wheel. The robots consisted of: a shell with a
photocell on its top, a bumping sensor, two motors, two radio tubes, and a battery
(refer Figure. 2.6). One of the motors was used for translating, the other for steering.
The light sensor was connected to the steering motor.
This configuration allowed the robot to explore its environment. When it did not
detect any light, the robot turned on its two motors, describing a cycloidal trajectory.
The steering motor also rotated the photocell in search of a light stimulus. This
combination of actions generated an exploratory behaviour. If the photocell detected
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light, the steering motor was turned off, causing the robot to move toward the light
stimulus. However, if the light stimulus became too strong, the robot turned away
from the light. This ensured the robot would not stay under the light the entire time.
Figure 2.6: Left: Turtle robot about the size of a football is shown by a double
exposure and by the trail of light that shows the looping cycloid by which it moved
toward the illuminated hutch (charging station) with its front steering-driving wheel.
Right: The robot consisted of a shell with a photocell on its top, a bumping sensor,
two motors, two radio tubes, and a battery, [61].
This last behaviour depended on the voltage level of the battery. If the battery
level was below a threshold, the photocell amplifier increased its gain to detect the
light from farther away. Then, when the robot detected light, it ran towards it. How-
ever, since its battery was low, the amplified light signal remained below the threshold
that would cause the robot to run away. Therefore, in this low power condition, the
robot would continue approaching the light source. In order to use this behaviour for
feeding the robot, a light bulb and a recharging system were placed inside a hutch.
When the robot got into the hutch and the recharging system was activated, the mo-
tors were disconnected. Once the battery was recharged, the motors were reconnected
and, because both the battery voltage and light intensity were above their thresholds,
the robot ran away from the hutch. The design was simple and effective. However,
there is no evidence that the recharging of the batteries was automatic or even that
it really existed. In order for the robot to recharge its batteries automatically, the
recharging system would have had to have some kind of alignment process that was
not described in Walter’s literature. It is interesting to note that Walter referred to
his robots as an “Imitation of Life” [62]. The basic idea for recharging in this work
was adapted by some approaches described as follows.
In the late 1990’s, Hada and Yuta proposed an approach for long-term automatic
charging [63]. Later, they performed a long term experiment [64] with their robot
which survived for over a week while repetitively going in and out of the battery
charge station every 10 minutes. The aim of this work was to develop an autonomous
mobile robot which could perform many kind of tasks in a real environment for a
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(a) Scenario for docking. (a) Step 1: Ap-
proaching to the area for docking. (b) Step
2: Docking procedure
(b) Configuration of docking mechanism.
(a) Female connector of docking station.
(b) Male connector of docking module.
Figure 2.7: Docking mechanism, [2]
long duration without any support by humans. Segon et al. [2] presented a docking
mechanism with a localisation error-compensation capability. Their proposed mech-
anism uses a combination of mechanical structure and magnetic forces between the
docking connectors. Their docking mechanism had a design to improve the allowance
ranges of lateral and directional docking errors, so that the robot is able to dock into
the docking station. As shown in Fig. 2.7a, the robot moves to an available area
for docking using its range sensors such as sonar (Step 1). When the robot reaches
this area, it approaches a docking station using information from the IR LED sen-
sors attached to the docking station, as shown in Fig. 2.7b (Step 2). This docking
process is carried out only with the hardware and software attached to the docking
station and docking module without any help from other sensors or mechanisms on
the robot. Having a compliant docking mechanism can reduce dependency on the
robot controlling the final adjustments for docking and allows easy docking with only
mechanical configuration. However, the work by Hada [63] and Segon et al. [2] by
did not appear to investigate the user’s perception of the recharging activity of the
robot. Considering the social implications of recharging activity seems to have been
overlooked in HRI. In the work carried out in this thesis we investigated the social
perception of users on recharging activity of the robot.
Seungjun [65] proposed a docking system similar to an aircraft landing. The robot
approaches the recharging station and begins to align itself to the AC power plug when
the alignment guidance is visible. When the robot is in proximity to the station, a
laser range finder was used to align the robot to a grid with a pattern designed to
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distinguish it from the surrounding environment. Cassinis et al. [66] designed an
electro-mechanical part, consisting of a station into which the robot can dock. It can
then wait during the charge and a software part to program the robot with essential
operations it has to execute to reach the docking-charging station. They used two
lamps on the charging station that act like active markers, these could be better seen
by a camera as they emit light, helping the robot to navigate successfully towards
the charging station. Their approach was inspired by an ancient navigation aid called
Bowditch [67] used by ships. The light pairs indicate a specific line of approach when
they are in line. The higher rear light is placed behind the front light which aids the
navigation depending on the position from where the light pairs are seen, refer Figure.
2.8. It uses a vision system to find these markers and calculate its displacement so
as to home into the charging station. On entering the station the contacts on robot’s
front side exactly fit into the matching electrical contacts mounted on the charger.
Figure 2.8: Robot entering the charging station on left and markers configuration
scheme, [66]
Silvermann et al. [68] developed a docking system which allowed a high angular
and displacement error during the docking process. A combination of vision and laser
beacons was deployed to perform the autonomous recharging of a Pioneer 2DX robot.
The docking station is designed with 2 DOFs, providing compliance for numerous
robot docking angles and conditions. Vision was initially used to find the docking
station using the robot’s pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera. An orange coloured piece of
paper was mounted on the wall above the docking station acting as the vision target,
and this attracts the robot towards the docking station. The laser range-finder on
the robot scans for this beacon and upon detection determines its angle to the wall.
This information was used to orient the robot with the docking station. At a distance
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of approximately 55cm from the docking station, the robot executes a turn as shown
in Figure. 2.9. The robot may enter the docking station with a high probability of
success within a total entry angle of 12”. At this position the robot will initiate a
turn and blindly move towards the docking station until the drive motors stall. When
electric contact is made, the IR-LED mounted at the top of docking station turns off
which triggers the robot to stop. Results of the 100 trials showed a 99% success rate
for mechanical docking, and a 97% success rate for electrical docking.
Figure 2.9: Recharge station set-up and docking sequence a, b, c, d (arrows indicate
the trajectory of the robot)
A similar approach was adopted by Luo [3], where an artificial landmark is detected
and recognised by the proposed image processing system. Then, the geometrical
relationship between the robot and the docking station (the depth and orientation)
is estimated. The robot moves directly right in front of the docking station. Finally,
the robot approaches the docking station. They proposed a virtual spring model,
in which the robot and the docking station are connected by a virtual spring. The
compliant forces act both in the direction of the translation deformation and bending
(refer Figure. 2.10). In work done by Su et al. [69], the docking station was designed
with a multiple degrees of freedom connector, providing an optimal docking angle
for the mobile robot. The auto-recharging process uses multiple sensors and a laser
range finder located on the mobile robot. The mobile robot uses its laser range finder
to search for the landmark of the assigned docking station and computes a motion
trajectory to move forward to the docking station. The docking station supplies a
charging current to the mobile robot by means of a charger.
Michaud et al. [70] developed a robot that contains two charging pins protruding
from its back with an infra-red sensor ring used to detect the charging station. Dock-
ing was achieved via the robot driving backwards into the charging station. Contact
switches must be activated to allow power to flow to the batteries, using a micro-
controller for the logic. The charging station was designed to recharge the batteries
as fast as possible. The robot docking mechanism was attached to the back of the
robot. Mounting this on the back of the Pioneer robot requires the robot to drive
backwards blindly into the docking station, since all useful sensors are located in the
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Figure 2.10: Docking Station, (a) Undocking condition, (b) Docking condition, [3]
front ( i.e. camera, laser range-finder, etc.). Also, additional motion adjustments are
necessary to orient the robot with the docking station (i.e. turning around to align the
docking mechanism properly), instead of driving forward if using vision for example.
These issues resulted in an interesting docking strategy. If the robot is unsuccessful
at docking after the first attempt, it will move away from the docking station a short
distance (approximately 1-2cm), and attempt to dock again. After three repeated
failures, the robot will drive away and manoeuvre to use vision, repeating the docking
procedure. To accommodate unsuccessful attempts, the minimum battery voltage
level includes a margin of error for these processes. Having a contingent behaviour
to sense a docking failure and re-attempt docking can be useful for mobile robots to
manage docking failures. As docking failures can disrupt service provided by social
robots and can negatively affect their perception and use by users. Previously dis-
cussed docking approaches [2, 65, 66, 68, 3, 69] did not seem to manage the issues of
docking failures.
Charging From Power Sockets: In 1964, the Hopkins Beast robots (Figure 2.11)
were built at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. These robots
were able to navigate the corridors using sonar. When they ran out of power, they
looked for outlets to recharge themselves. One of the Hopkins Beasts found the power
outlets by feeling along the walls. Another used photocells to optically find the outlets
from a distance. The outlets had to contrast with the wall in order for this to work.
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Figure 2.11: Hopkins Beast robots
Work by Torres-Jara [71] acquired electric energy from the power outlets in the
walls. The energy from the power outlets was used to recharge the robot’s batteries.
Therefore, their robot had skills such as: searching for power outlets, connecting to
power outlets, and recharging its batteries. Similar work by Mayton[72] and Busta-
mante [73], explored the idea of using electric outlets as a means to recharge the robot
battery using an electromagnetic sensor to localise electric outlet holes, since stan-
dard electrical outlets are widely available in most parts of home and office buildings.
This approach allows a robot to travel less distance in comparison to a custom built
charging station located in one section of the building. The robot can then look for
an unobstructed path to an electrical connection and thus provides a flexible recharge
option. Work by Eruhimov and Meeussen [74] on a PR2 robot developed a system
that enables a robot to plug itself into a standard electrical outlet. Plugging in allows
a robot to travel long distances in a building and use the nearest outlet when the
battery charge is low. They described an algorithm for detection of electrical outlets
in images obtained by a monocular camera for calculating 3D coordinates of outlet
holes with accuracy high enough for a robot to plug in without visual servoing. Dur-
ing their 13 day continuous run, only 5% of the recharging attempts failed, and 60%
of those failures were caused by obstacles in the recharging location, meaning overall
success rate of 98%.
However, recharging from power sockets as described in [71, 72, 74] may not always
be feasible as the robot needs to keep knowledge of all the available power sockets
locations. In addition, power sockets may not be easy to reach due to obstacles and
also may be taken up by other electrical devices. There are some commercially avail-
able automatic recharge solutions for robots like iRobot’s vacuum robot Roomba [75]
and Sony’s entertainment robot Aibo [59], but these recharge solutions are compat-
ible only with the manufacturer’s robots and may not to be compatible with other
robot platforms. Robot designers seem to develop their own approaches for recharging
mechanisms for their robots. This also makes it challenging to establish a common
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ground to investigate recharging behaviour of the robot given the different types of
robot and their recharging mechanisms in terms of the physical setup and recharging
mechanisms used.
Inductive/Wireless Charging The wireless charging station consists of a power
supply and two coils for the wireless power transfer, one attached to the docking
station and one attached at the bottom of the robot. Since a mechanical plug is
not used to establish the electrical connection a high precision alignment docking
is not required. However, the better the two coils are aligned, the more power is
transferred and higher the efficiency of the recharging system. Compared to direct
contact charging, inductive charging efficiency is lower and resistive heating is higher;
moreover, due to the large air gap between the primary and secondary windings,
contact-less transformers have large leakage inductances, small mutual inductance
and low efficiency and the actual charge time can take longer. Compared with plug
and socket charging, the primary advantage of the wireless charging approach is that
the system can work with no exposed conductors, no interlocks and no connectors,
allowing the system to work with far lower risk of electric shock hazards and, avoiding
bad contacts between plug and socket, preventing also fire hazard. We describe a few
wireless recharging approaches in this section.
Marostica et al. presented a system for the autonomous recharge of the batteries
of an electric powered mobile robot, developed in the context of agricultural robotics
[76]. The system was composed of a wireless charging station at high power and
an autonomous docking algorithm exploiting a camera and a laser range finder. The
robot used for this work was the Pioneer 3AT Figure. 2.12 shows the charging system.
There was a generator attached to the wall plug that supplies the field coil. The robot
mounts the pick-up coil at its bottom that it is attached to a rectifying circuit that
supplies the on-board battery charger. The docking was performed in three steps, a)
autonomous navigation algorithm to reach a position in front of the docking station.
(b) a motion planner for the docking station’s approach using datamatrix tag attached
over the docking station sensed by the camera. (c) a bearing correction component.
The goal of the final step was to reach a very small angle between the robot’s bearing
direction and the robot-target direction. The overall experimental results claim that
about 43%-62% power transfer efficiency was achieved.
Jae-O et al. [77] investigated a wireless power transmission method for a mobile
robot. To obtain the maximum efficiency of power transmission, a vision based posi-
tion control of a transmission antenna was implemented. To recognize the antenna,
the Hough Transform and SURF(Speeded-Up Robust Features) methods are used.
The pose of the antenna is used to control the mobile robot, refer fig. 2.13a. Some
researchers have also investigated continual charging from an electrified floor in the
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Figure 2.12: The overall system configuration used in the experiments
(a) Mobile Robot and the wireless power
system, [77]
(b) Khepra robots charging from electri-
fied floor, [79]
robot arena to provide power to the robots (Khepera Product Literature) [78, 79].
They proposed this as a solution to the energy autonomy problem for experiments
with real robots over several hours, but such techniques involve expensive installations
and are impractical to use in real settings (refer figure 2.13b). Song et al. [80, 81],
proposed the development of an automatic docking system with recharging and a bat-
tery replacement process for a surveillance robot was proposed. They suggested an
approach where the robot can return to the docking station for recharging operations
when the battery is low and replace the battery physically. The battery is automat-
ically exchanged within 30 seconds. So the robot does not need to be turned off for
a long duration while replacing the battery. Although this work involves complex
mechanical installation for the battery swapping mechanism and may not be feasible
to install on existing robot platforms.
Recharging in other applications:
Leading technologist Bill Gates, quoted “the emergence of the robotics industry, which
is developing in much the same way that the computer business did 30 years ago”1.
We envisage that the future robots will have similar limitations that computers and
other electronic devices have in relation to battery life and recharging. The users
1Scientific American, 2007, http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-robot-in-every-home/
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perception/habits about recharging these devices seems relevant to our work. For
example, Banerjee et al. [82] conducted a systematic user study on battery use and
recharge behaviour on both laptop computers and mobile phones. They collected
data from users of 56 laptops and 10 mobile phones. They reported 3 main findings
from their study. The first is that the users frequently recharged their devices with
a large percentage of their battery remaining. The second is that the test subjects’
charging behaviour was driven by one of two factors: context, such as location and
time, or battery levels that are much higher than an empty battery. This finding
can be contrasted by the fact that their charging habits were only occasionally driven
by a low battery level. The third is that there are significant variations in patterns
exhibited by users and particular mobile systems. For instance, laptop users typically
use either very little of the battery capacity or almost all of it, whereas the mobile
phone users generally use a greater portion of their battery, but rarely run completely
out. For each type of device, more than 50% of recharges occur when the battery is
more than 50% full. Furthermore, nearly 70% of laptop recharges and nearly 80%
of phone recharges occur when the battery is more than 20% full. In summary the
users were careful about making sure that they recharged their devices before they
ran out of battery and were acting in a very conservative manner. However, a laptop
or mobile phone can still be used while charging, while a social mobile robot may not
be able to move around while recharging, so its service may be limited. So for social
mobile robots to decide at what battery capacity (when it is higher than operational
capacity) it needs to initiate a recharge may depend on other factors such as number
of users it needs to service, tasks it needs to finish within a time frame etc.
A similar recharge behaviour effect is found with Electronic Vehicles (EV) where
the duration of the charging or refuelling process is very important for the consumers’
buying decision [83]. A survey by Segal [84], found that few consumers would be
willing to accept a charging or refuelling process of at least one hour. The charging
process of six hours would discourage consumers from purchasing an Electric Vehi-
cle more than its limited driving range. In terms of users perception about robot
recharge, a study by Frennert et al. [85] conducted in Sweden focused on how older
people in Sweden imagine the potential role of robots in their lives. The questionnaires
in their study involved 36 older adults, with an average age of 77.6 years, most of the
respondents used a computer daily (64%). When they were asked to rate, “My Robot
would make sure its batteries are always charged”, 100% of the respondents agreed
to the fact that they would like their robot to be autonomous and make sure that its
battery was always charged. Reeves and Nass indicated that people treat comput-
ers, television as social actors [86], so we interpret that peoples’ expectations about
recharge capabilities for future personal social robots may have similar implications
as personal electronic devices like phones, laptops or electronic vehicles.
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Discussion: Most of the recharging approaches described in this section 2.2.2 in-
volve navigating to the charger where visual markers were used as beacons. Some
examples of auto-recharging were given by the “Tortoises” [61], Zelinsky and Taylor
[65], Hada and Yuta [63] and Silvermann et al. [68]. These approaches mainly use
electric or wireless contact with the charger [77, 76]. Essentially there is trade off be-
tween efficiency and accuracy while designing auto-charging mechanism for a robot.
A common problem to all these approaches is the robot had to recharge near a wall
where the charging connector could be placed (due to health and safety reasons). To
the best of our knowledge, the social impact of robot recharging near a wall has not
be studied in HRI yet.
The recharging approaches discussed in this section gives an idea of the technical
challenges of autonomous recharging. These were carried out on different types of
robots and hardware used for recharging mechanisms. Also, most of these approaches
were carried out in labs with hardly any level of human interactions and over a
short period. It appears that none of them have considered the social context while
developing their approach. In other applications like mobile phones and laptops [82],
users exhibit conservative recharge habits. In the case of electronic vehicles, customers
buying decisions are influenced by battery recharge times [83]. This suggest that users
may expect social robots to manage their recharge behaviour carefully. We believe
that it is important to investigate the user’s perspective on the recharging activity of
the robot especially when the robot is being used in a social environment over the
long-term. In this thesis we have taken a step forward to investigate the impact of
recharge behaviour during HRI.
2.2.3 Power Self Sufficiency
In this section we describe some biologically inspired approaches used to design the
recharge behaviour of robots. The long term survival and autonomy of an autonomous
system (living or artificial), are governed by energy resources available in the environ-
ment and its ability to adapt itself to changing conditions. From an energy autonomy
point of view, it is important that a mobile robotic system has awareness of its dy-
namically changing energy requirements in order to autonomously search and regain
its replenished energy from the environment [87]. Adaptiveness of a robotic system
allows to tune its behaviour/operations with internal and external system dynamics.
For example, the foraging principle as in nature, has been applied in a variety of
ways to develop the control and behaviour of a robotic swarm – both individually and
collectively. Work has been carried out on a collection of objects scattered around
an arena to assemble them in some random or a predefined location [88, 89] and in
investigating the collective behaviour of a multi-robotic system [90].
McFarland and Luc Steels at AI lab VUB at Brussels [91], had developed an
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artificial ecosystem in which robots cooperated in maintaining both their short-term
and long-term energy supply. The approach focused on mutualism, which requires
co-operation between robots, whereby one robot aids another out of self-interest.
According to McFarland, self-sufficiency is an ability of an autonomous system to
maintain itself in a viable state for a longer period of time [92]. A self-sufficient robot
therefore needs to have the ability to perform the “basic cycle of work”, i.e., find fuel
and refuel itself [93]. To achieve self-sufficiency, the robot must be able to replenish its
energy source independent of human intervention with some appropriate behaviour.
The form of the behaviour will depend upon the type of energy source.
Thus a robot may be able to go to a station to recharge batteries, or it may seek
sources of light or heat to activate specialised energy gathering apparatus, such as
solar cells. The behaviour by which a robot obtains its energy, itself expends energy
and uses time that the robot might otherwise use for other purposes (e.g. working).
If refuelling took all the robot’s time and energy, the robot would have no time or
energy for other purposes, thus there is a trade off between refuelling activities and
activities designed to please the owner (authors call this the two-resource problem).
The authors further introduced the notion of utility from the owner’s viewpoint, and
performed experiments at AI Laboratory of the VUB, Brussels (refer figure 2.14),
with a cue - deficit rule which is related to such utility. The results from their
long-term experiments of a simulated autonomous robot, demonstrated that it leads
to opportunistic refuelling behaviour in a real robot. However, the authors did not
carry out experiments in a social environment to study users perception on recharging
behaviour and how it impacts its social acceptance.
Figure 2.14: A picture of the experimental arena at the VUB with two robots. The
recharging station is illuminated (identified by the attached power cables suspended
from the ceiling). [93]
Kubo and Melhuish in [94] explore the idea of robot ‘trophallaxis’, which is a food
sharing phenomenon found in nature, that enables a robot to donate an amount of
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its internal energy reserve to its weaker (having less energy) fellow robots in a swarm.
In their model, robots that are engaged in a cleaning task share their energy between
each other using a simple collision based mechanism in which after a simple arbi-
tration mechanism, one becomes energy “donor” and the other becomes the energy
“recipient”. In the results from the simulated run it was noticeable that the “do-
nation” (battery level is larger than the voltage threshold) strategy was better than
the “empty call” (battery level is lower than the voltage threshold). The “donation”
strategy allows the localised and relatively high density of resources available to only
a few robots to be efficiently spread across the robot group. In general this mecha-
nism causes energy to be transferred long before a robot would reach a dangerously
low battery level and might be considered a “preventative” strategy. In contrast, the
“empty call” mechanism initiates a transfer only when a robot has run into trouble
in that its on-board energy value is dangerously low. In this case the advance into
potentially energy rich “ground” can be disrupted since a robot cannot move forward
if its neighbour is “calling for help”. The results from simulation indicated that,
building an energy transfer capability into a collective of autonomous robot might
prove worthwhile and advantageous. Although, such energy sharing approaches will
require a group of robots to be employed at the same time (not always feasible) in a
social environment with complex mechanisms to share energy. Also the authors did
not appear to consider the time required to transfer energy from one robot to another
to switch roles (“donor”, “recipient”).
Other approaches have looked at extending the operational time and improving the
energy autonomy of individual autonomous modules. In a robotic swarm the authors
applied different techniques that use either, threshold mechanisms which are based
on the battery voltage level [18], activation variables [95] or time [96] to determine an
appropriate action for a robot. Michaud and Robichaud [96] explored an approach
that allows robots to predict and reason about their energy capabilities, as individuals
and as a group. Their approach allows robots to determine when to recharge, when to
change their activity level and how long they should recharge while sharing a charging
station. They highlighted the potential issues that arise in an arena with limited
energy resources, e.g., “when is it appropriate for a robot to recharge”, “how long
should the robot recharge itself”, “what can be done to preserve energy”, however, their
approach does not resolve all issues. In their approach, the operational time estimated
from the battery voltage value is used to determine the appropriate “time” to recharge
a robot. Validation of their work is carried out in simulation to demonstrate the
versatility of the approach for different numbers of robots and power sources. Their
algorithm for making each robot accomplish tasks and share power sources in a group
environment is illustrated by the state diagram shown in Figure. 2.15
Link A represents the conditions for which a robot will start searching for a power
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Figure 2.15: State diagram of the approach [96], it represents the decision process
followed by each robot.
source, Link B monitors similar conditions to link A, but to determine when to go from
the Activity mode to the Waiting mode. Link C allows a robot in the Waiting mode to
become active again because it anticipates that it can go back into the Activity mode
without compromising the survival of the group. Finally, link D monitors conditions
like no energy sensed at the power source or maximum energy reached for the batteries
to make a charging robot leave a power source. For the group to survive, the amount of
time spent charging by the group must be lower or equal to the amount of time spent
in activity or waiting: otherwise robots will be shutting down (battery voltage <=
10V). The authors carried out this work in simulations and not in an actual physical
environmental and the underlying challenges with recharging and having humans in
the interaction loop did not appear to have been investigated. It is important to
consider the real challenges of having a humans as an interaction partner while the
robot is providing services to users and how it impacts the social perception of the
robot.
Kernbach et al. in [97] presented a kinetic model of swarm foraging to maintain
energy homoeostasis in an arena with fixed recharge stations. Energy homoeostasis
is a means of keeping the energy flow balance/equivalent among the individuals in
a robotic swarm. Their model uses the time spent by the robots during working,
searching, waiting, and recharging, to measure the energy efficiency of the swarm.
The model assumes the charging and discharging time of the robotic modules to be
the same as charging and discharging currents of the robot. This implies, while op-
erating in the environment, one half of the swarm population keeps itself busy in
performing the assigned task and the other half is docked to the recharge stations.
Another approach to recharging was proposed in [98], where the robots in the team
can physically exchange batteries. Their approach is inspired by the swarm behaviours
of honey-bees and forms a strategy game: the honey-bee is fairly collecting food to
common nest while the strategy game imagines a society in which “farmers” are work-
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ing to support energy requirements of “solders” and “fighting units”. They focused
on energy to prove that a multi-robot system can have long-life survival if they can
carry and share energy with other robots using social rules. This system is different
with respect to the rate of energy transfer between team members, though it requires
a high degree of synchronisation to be successful. The idea of using robot swarms to
serve each others energy needs is very challenging to achieve in a social environment,
also to deploy multiple robots in a social environment can be impractical due to the
high costs of robots.
To make advances in energy autonomy, robots may need to extract energy from
the environment [99]. In many ways robots will face the same problems as animals.
Examples include the Mars rover Sojourner [100]. Sojourner does not need to look for
its energy sources because its solar panels automatically relay power as soon as the
sunlight hits them (non-chargeable batteries were used as a back- up) and is a well-
known representation of robots that survive from their environment. Recently the
Rosetta mission in November 2014, where the Philae robot lander sitting on a Comet
ran out of power after an attempt to nudge it into better sunlight apparently came
too late to charge its batteries and keep systems up and running. However, Philae
came nearer to the Sun later this year to get enough solar illumination to wake up
the lander and re-establish communication2. So depending on just one energy source
can be risky in some cases. However, in social environments like homes, workplace,
public spaces, recharging from solar energy can be impractical and time consuming
for a full recharge of batteries.
Figure 2.16: Philae lands on the comet
The SlugBot [101], tried to establish a cycle of catching slugs and using them to
generate power via a on-site bio-gas generator (figure 2.17). When the on-board slug
container is full, or when the robot needs power, or when it appears that more energy
will be used in hunting than is expected to be gained from it, the robot will return to
2http://www.esa.int/Our Activities/Space Science/Rosetta
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the bio-gas fermenter, where it will deposit any slugs and perhaps recharge itself. In
contrast with its predecessor Slugbot, the team at Bristol Robotics Laboratory, later
developed two robots namely EcoBot-I and EcoBot-II. EcoBot I, was the first robot
in the world to acquire all its onboard power from microbial fuel cell, MFCs (i.e. it
carried no batteries), employed E. coli and was fed with sugar, this was a proof-of-
concept sugar-eating robot, that follows the light. Later they worked on EcoBot II
[102] where they investigated raw foodstuffs such as flies or rotten apples for energy.
They explored the feasibility of extracting electrons from biological substrates (insects,
fruits) using microbes in mediator-less Microbial Fuel Cells (MFC) to power small
robots. Furthermore, they showed that it is possible to use oxygen as the electron-
acceptor of the MFC to work with air. EcoBot-II could successfully perform token
tasks including phototaxis, temperature sensing and data transmission. A functional
performance has been shown to continue over a period of twelve days with low system
efficiency, for the closed system MFCs.
Figure 2.17: Prototype three fingered gripper with wiper blades and compliance gim-
bal (left), and the arm and gripper system mounted on a turn table (right) [101].
What makes these approaches of extracting energy from slugs [101], sugar, raw
foodstuff [102] etc. particularly challenging is that, even with unlimited supplies of
slugs, sugar, foodstuff, their system will at best be on the borderline of survivability
due to the energy acquired from these sources in comparison to energy required to
sustain an operating system. Moreover, since the scheme used for energy recovery
is likely to be at least an order of magnitude worse than any biological system, the
performance requirements are likely to be even more severe than those which an
animal living entirely on slugs would face.
Discussion: In this section 2.2.3 we looked at approaches based on concepts from
nature and applying them to the design of recharging systems for robots. Power
autonomy is important for mobile robots for long term survival and to achieve true
autonomy. Work by McFarland [93] motivated the idea of self-sufficiency, to per-
form the “basic cycle of work”, i.e., find fuel and refuel itself and manage the trade
off between refuelling activities and activities designed to please the owner. Kubo
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and Melhuish [94], Michaud and Robichaud[96] explored the idea of battery sharing
between robot teams. While Kernbach et. al. in [97] presented an approach to main-
tain energy homoeostasis as a means of keeping the energy flow balance/equivalent
among the individuals in a robotic swarm. These approaches tried to manage each
individual’s as well as groups power needs in a collaborative manner. However, these
approaches were not conducted in real social environments where the robots may re-
quire to interact with human subjects. Sojourner [100] and work by SlugBot [101],
EcoBots [102] explored the idea of robots extracting energy from the environment.
Although the idea of power self-sufficiency sounds interesting, the approaches dis-
cussed in this section were not very energy efficient and more impractical to meet the
power demands of a robot in a realistic case. It is important to note that the work
described in this section 2.2.3 was carried out in labs with hardly any level of human
robot social interaction. So how recharging behaviour of robots might be impacted
when you put a human in the loop was not the focus of their research.
2.3 Long-term Interaction
We see two main challenges to long-term HRI; firstly the technical challenges of build-
ing systems that can operate in sustainable manner and secondly the social challenge
to keep the user engaged and motivated to interact with the robot inspite of its in-
evitable errors and limitations. We present some existing work on long-term human-
robot interaction studies focusing on the two main challenges (technical and social)
in this section. We describe some work in different social contexts for example work-
places, public places, therapy, education and domestic environments. In order to
narrow down the discussion to fit our research goals, we focus on long-term stud-
ies centred around social mobile robots in this section. We define mobile robots as
physical embodiments that can physically move and require batteries as their power
source.
2.3.1 Workplaces
In the context of social mobile robots in workplace environment, Severinson-Eklundh
et al. reported perhaps one of the first long-term studies in a real-world setting
involving a social robot Cero [103, 104]. The Cero robot had a simple, fetch-and-carry
functionality. The robotic platform was based on a Nomadic Super Scout platform
with 16 sonar sensors to support navigation, graphical user interface (GUI), a mobile
interface on a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), and an animated character on the
robot platform to support the understanding of a spoken natural language interface,
refer Figure. 2.18a. The goal of the study was to investigate social aspects of the
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interaction with a fetch-and-carry to assist a partly motion-impaired user with the
transportation of light objects in an office environment. The robot was evaluated
in a long-term usage study over three months, with a single target user, a female
academic with a walking disability. The overall conclusion of the study was, that
addressing only a primary user in service robotics is unsatisfactory. They concluded
that the focus should be on the setting, activities and social interactions of the group
of people where the robot is to be used. As shown in their study the secondary
users did not know how to deal with the robot when they encountered it. This is
particularly important when a robot is used as a shared device in the same physical
space and will have to deal with meeting the demands of multiple users in a realistic
scenario.
Robots deployed in a workplace environment operating over a long-term period
may face challenges with localisation in changing environments. We describe two ap-
proaches to localisation for long-term navigation, one focused on developing technical
capabilities [105] and other focused on a social solution [106]. In the first approach
Krajnik et al. [105] presented a new approach for topological localisation that makes
use of information about the dynamics of the environment to improve the localisation
process. They proposed a spatio-temporal world model which is able to predict en-
vironmental changes in time using observations composed of image and point clouds
obtained using an RGB-D sensor, allowing the robot to improve its localisation ca-
pabilities during long-term operations. In their study a mobile robot autonomously
patrolled an office environment for a period of one week, during which the robot built
two types of spatio-temporal models of eight office locations with different dynamics.
The results showed that the experience learned during one week is applicable for topo-
logical localisation even after a gap of three months by showing that the localisation
error rate is significantly lower compared to static environment representations.
The second approach by Biswas and Veloso [106] developed collaborative robots,
CoBots (figure 2.18c), which have been autonomously traversing multi-floor buildings
in CMU. The authors’ main goal was long-term autonomy for indoor service mobile
robots with an ability for them to be deployed indefinitely while they perform tasks
in an evolving environment. CoBot accepted requests from users, autonomously nav-
igated between floors of the building, and asked for help when needed in a symbiotic
relationship with the humans in its environment. Their results show that CoBot while
asking for help can reduce localisation uncertainty as well as the number of replan-
ning steps the robot must take compared to autonomous navigation. As a result, the
robot backtracked less and took less time to navigate without asking many questions
(50% reduction in the replan steps, and a 9% reduction in navigation time). Social
solutions to hard technical problems of localisation for robots can also prove effective
in some cases.
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2.3.2 Public Spaces
In public spaces, Tomatis et al. [107] presented a study to maximise the autonomy
and interactivity of the mobile platform while ensuring high robustness, security and
performance. The authors developed an interactive mobile robot that can operate
in human environments and interacts with them by talking to, and looking at them,
showing them icons and asking them to answer its questions. In their paper they
presented and analysed the number and type of robot failures. In public spaces,
Stubbs et al. [108] examined how people’s cognitive model of a robot changes over
time. The target robot was PER (Personal Exploration Rover), a robot designed
as a tool to educate the public about certain aspects of NASA’s Mars Exploration
Rover (MER) mission (figure 2.18b). The subjects were museum employees who
interacted with PER on a daily basis for a period of 6 months. The study consisted
of interviews of 11 museum employees at different stages of their relationship with
the robot. Some open-ended interviews were conducted once before the PER exhibit
had been installed, one to two weeks after the exhibit had been installed, one and a
half months after installation, and three and a half months after installation. Over
a period of time employees became more familiar with the PER, and they tended to
focus on the robot’s actual successes and failures rather than what it was supposed to
be capable of achieving. This indicates that limitations and failures in robotic services
can be negatively perceived especially over long-term.
(a) Cero Robot, [103]
(b) Personal Exploration
Rover [108]
(c) The CoBot Visitor-
Companion Robot [106]
Figure 2.18: Robots in Public spaces
Work by Nourbakhsh [4], what can be called as one of the most successful long-term
run of an autonomous robot Sage, a robot tour guide in a museum. SAGE gave tours in
the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, its goal was to provide educational content
to museum visitors in order to augment their museum experience. The robot had very
simple obstacle avoidance and navigation routines and used 2D/3D markers placed
in the museum for localisation. Sage provided 174 days of service to the museum,
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with only a few breakdowns (the paper did not specify how many breakdowns and
why) and totally unsupervised operation. The robot had eight hours of autonomy and
could measure the charging and discharging current of its batteries: as well as their
voltage levels. This information was used to determine the batteries’ state relative to
a discharge curve (which is not provided in the paper). The robot had a mean time of
224 hours (9 days) before failure, including the time the robot was recharging (which
is not described in the paper) and it was probably not working when the museum was
closed. The robot could recharge itself when it returned to its base and could dock
into an unmodified plug. However, it used very visible artificial markers to identify
its base and to recharge its battery. The overall power consumption of the entire
Sage robot used about 300 watts during active operation. On-board battery capacity
was designed to allow for eight hours of activity with 25% charge remaining, refer to
Figure 2.19. Having a battery capacity that can operate for a working day/shift (8
hours) can prove effective so that the robot is available for the maximum duration it
is expected to provide service. However, this would also require installation of more
or bigger batteries on the robot increasing the overall weight of the robot, which may
result in more power consumed during navigation.
Figure 2.19: Sage robot in Museum [4]
Kanda et al. [109] evaluated a Robovie robot in a shopping mall. In this study, the
robot was programmed with a set of behaviours particularly relevant to a shopping
mall environment. Apart from building rapport with users by identifying them using
RFID tags, employing self-disclosure mechanisms and adjusting the dialogues based
on the previous dialogue history with each user, Robovie was also capable of offering
directions and advertising specific shops and services of the mall, refer Figure. 2.20a.
The long-term study had 162 participants, however only 72 of them interacted with
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the robot more than once and only 23 participants interacted with the robot more
than 5 times. The authors interpret that this effect may have been caused by the
continuous presence of many people (visitors of the shopping mall but not official
participants of the study) around the robot. Due to the large queues, participants
hesitated before deciding to interact with the robot. The questionnaires mailed to the
study participants (even the ones who only interacted with the robot once) suggested
that their perception of the interaction was positive, not only in terms of perceived
familiarity, intelligence and interest towards the robot, but also regarding intention
of use and adequacy of the route guidance behaviours. Moreover, repeated visitors
provided significantly higher rankings in the questionnaire. In addition to these re-
sults, the study also concluded that people’s shopping behaviour was influenced by
the robot’s suggestions. However their work did not mention the charging character-
istics of the robot, also due to the large sample size of participants, each participant
may have got less one-to-one time to interact with the robot. Having a more intimate
interaction experience with a social robot allows more in depth insights into the user’s
perspective on the robot.
(a) Shopping Mall Robot
Robovie, [109]
(b) Robovie robot at School
[110]
(c) QRIO robot interacting
with toddlers, [111]
Figure 2.20: Robots in Malls and Schools
2.3.3 Education and Therapy
Kanda et al. [110] also reported a practical and long-term experiment with au-
tonomous humanoid robots in an educational environment. Students in an elementary
school interacted with the robots over 18 days. The robot, “Robovie” used RFID tags
to identify individuals and adapt its behaviours to them. In this experiment, the robot
spoke in English with Japanese students, refer figure 2.20b. The study revealed that
the robots failed to keep the children’s interest after the first week, mainly because
the first interaction created high expectations in the children. However, children who
kept interacting with the robots after the first week improved their English Skills.
They also found that, very often, children interacted with the robots together with
their group of friends.
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These results inspired some changes to the system where Robovie’s capabilities
were extended to better support long-term interaction with children [112]. The new
capabilities include a pseudo-development mechanism (the more a child interacts with
the robot, the more different behaviours are produced by the robot to that child). Self-
disclosure behaviours were added (e.g., the robot may reveal its favourite baseball
player). This enhanced version of Robovie interacted with children in Japanese in
their classroom for 2 months (32 actual experimental days). In contrast to the results
obtained in the previous experiment, Robovie was capable of engaging children after
the second week (although with a slight decay), which the authors attribute to the
new capabilities implemented in the robot. The children’s motivations for interacting
with the robot were also studied. Most children answered that their main motivation
was to become friends with the robot. Both these studies by Kanda et al. [112, 110]
highlighted that novelty effects fade over time. Children’s interest and engagement
decreased over time. They did not appear to mention recharging of their robots during
the studies. So how recharging behaviour can impact interaction and perceptions of
children does not appear to be the focus of their research.
Tanaka et al. [111] reported a longitudinal study where a robot QRIO interacted
with toddlers in a day care centre for 45 sessions of 45 to 60 minutes each. The sessions
ended when the robot sensed low battery power, at which point it laid down and
assumed a sleeping posture. Thus the authors adapted the battery limitation into the
social interaction. The authors did not give any details about the recharging behaviour
of the robot assuming a sleeping posture in their paper. In their study QRIO would
display several behaviours including choreographed dance sequences and mimicking
some of the children’s movements (Figure. 2.20c). Moreover, when introducing two
inanimate toys in the environment (a teddy bear and a toy very similar to QRIO),
QRIO was still the most hugged by the children followed by the toy that looked
like the robot. The results of this study suggest that toddlers progressively started
treating the robot as a peer rather than as a toy, as they exhibited an extensive
number of care-taking behaviours towards the robot. Blending the battery limitation
of the robot into the social context seems to be a sensible approach especially with
young toddlers as they can associate more with the needs of the robot playing with
them. However, such an approach with adults may be perceived differently in regards
to its social acceptance and it would require further studies to validate this approach
for adults.
In robot therapy, Wada and Shibata [113], [114] developed the robot Paro, a
seal-shaped robot specifically designed for therapeutic purposes. The robot has five
senses, and uses them to perceive touch, light, sound, temperature and posture. The
robot is also programmed to behave as much as possible like a real animal, waking
up a little dazed and confused, enjoying cuddles and pats, complaining if it wants
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attention or ‘food’ (a battery charge), and reacting with fear and anger to being
hit. Paro’s battery can be recharged by plugging in a pacifier in its mouth (figure
2.21a) so the recharge is designed to blend into the social context of its use. In
their study, two therapeutic seal robots were introduced and used for over 9 hours
every day to interact with residents of care house. After one month, the results for
12 subjects indicated that PARO strengthened the social ties among the residents
of the care house and that most residents established moderate or strong ties with
the robot (e.g., greeting Paro when they passed by). Also, results of urinary tests
showed that the reactions of the subjects’ vital organs to stress improved after the
introduction of the robots. Furthermore, the results of the case studies indicate that
the residents’ social interaction with each other increased through interaction with
the seal robots. Although, the overall results from their study were positive, the
participants’ perception during recharging was not investigated by the authors.
(a) Paro’s pacifier is also its battery
charger [113]
(b) Pleo robot,
[115]
(c) Roomba robot at home,
[116]
Figure 2.21: Robots in therapy and homes
2.3.4 Domestic Environments
In domestic environments, Fernaeus et al. [115] reported a study with Pleo, a robotic
toy dinosaur (Figure. 2.21b). Six families took a Pleo robot home for 2 to 10 months
(each family decided for how long they wanted to keep the robot). One of the goals
of the study was to obtain a better understanding of the design challenges involved
in developing advanced interactive toys for everyday setting. Most families were
interviewed twice after having Pleo in their homes. The feedback from the participants
was that they found recharging Pleo became a time-consuming activity. The fact that
Pleo allowed only one hour of play but required four hours to recharge frustrated both
the adult and child participants. Participants did not like the fact that there was no
way of telling when the robot was going to run out of battery, and that you actually
need to remove the battery from Pleo to recharge it. When reflecting upon this,
several parents compared Pleo with regular home appliances and how even a simple
electronic toothbrush can recharge itself without having to remove the battery. The
authors received many suggestions about how this could be improved and made more
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“integrated” into playing with Pleo. For instance, parents suggested that recharging
could be done simply by putting it in a special bed, similarly to the Roomba vacuum
cleaning robot which has a docking station for recharging. That the battery needs to
be removed from Pleo also became a serious obstacle for play in another way. The
fact that Pleo froze and became unpleasant to handle and play with when it was
switched off or when the batteries had run out, disturbed the children in their play
experience. Moreover, as an electronic device, this kind of maintenance was difficult
for the families to accept. This is one of the very few studies in HRI where participants
feedback on recharging was collected. However, the robot used during the study was
smaller in size (smaller battery capacity) and did not have to move around much. A
larger mobile robot which can navigate and interact with users in a social environment
will require a larger battery capacity and may magnify the negative perception of the
robot. We therefore investigated the perception about robot’s recharge with a larger
mobile robot in a social environment in this thesis.
A longitudinal field study was carried out by Sung et al. [117, 118] with 30 house-
holds over a period of 6 months using a commercially available vacuum cleaning robot
Roomba (Figure. 2.21c). An experimenter visited each household five times during
the six-month period. The first visit took place a week before Roomba was intro-
duced, the second visit when families had unpacked the robot and used it for the first
time, and the other three visits took place respectively, two weeks, two months and six
months after Roomba was introduced. During the visits, interviews were conducted,
and in addition drawings, probing techniques and check-lists of the activities they
performed with Roomba were collected in order to understand people’s routines and
acceptance of the robot. Participants were also encouraged to report their experiences
with the robot via e-mail. The authors argue that two months is long enough to ob-
serve stable interactions between robots and households in a domestic environment.
They also found that the combination of several data collection methods is extremely
useful for capturing people’s routines and interaction with the robot, especially in a
domestic environment. From their study experience they also established a long-term
experimental framework [116]. This framework includes four different temporal steps
that contain key interaction patterns experienced while households were accepting the
robot: pre-adoption, adoption, adaptation and use and retention. This methodology
of the combining several data collection methods was also adopted during the analysis
of studies performed in this thesis.
Another important aspect that constrained this study [118], was the location of
electrical sockets, as the robot’s charging station needs to be plugged in so that the
robot could automatically go back to it. In three homes there was a lack of electrical
sockets in the living room and in two of them, the height of the sockets meant that
the charging station could not be placed on the ground because the cable was too
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short. This was clearly impractical and it made it difficult to use the robot in its
intended way because it constrained its autonomy. The authors reported that, in the
end, this negative experience hindered people in integrating the robot in their cleaning
routine. Some people had difficulties with having the robot’s charging station visible
in a prominent open social space, such as the living room. People did not want to have
either the robot or its charging station visible in the living room. Robots and humans
sharing the physical same space, need to adapt to each others technical and social
requirements. Also Roomba robot hardly has any social interaction capabilities and
is much smaller (crawls along the floor) than other social mobile robot platforms used
in research for example Peoplebot robot. We anticipate that the social implications
with bigger mobile robots and its recharge activities require further investigation.
2.3.5 Mobility
From the above long-term studies we interpret that one of the main limitation caused
by the robot while it is recharging is its ability to move and perform tasks. The
movement of an object or organism regardless of its appearance is a powerful inter-
action medium, humans, like most animals, are highly sensitive to perceived motion
[119]. In human-human interactions, proxemic behaviour and interpersonal spacing
is found to be profoundly communicative. Hall [120] showed that proxemic behaviour
in humans indicate relationship, mutual attitude and relative status to each other.
Burgoon and Walther [121] suggest that proxemics behaviour can dramatically alter
the nature of our relationships, and that changes in how we feel or reason about the
people we interact with depend on responses to such changes in proxemics. Given
the strong evidence in human-human interaction being dependent on this spatial in-
teraction dimension, it seems that even for robots the ability to move may influence
the user’s perception of the robot [122]. The ability for a social robot to physically
move around to perform tasks such as communicative or transporting objects makes
them different from other electronic appliances. There are important advantages for
a social robot in being able to move in a shared space with human users [104].
A particular study by Syrdal et al. [58], examined the role of spatial behaviours
in building human-robot relationships in a long-term HRI study. A group of 8 partic-
ipants, interacted with an artificial agent using different movement capabilities over
a period of one and a half months. The two robots used in their study had similar in-
teractional and expressive capabilities, but only one robot was capable of moving, the
other was stationary, refer figure 2.22. Both robots were capable of performing most
socially assistive tasks, such as reminders and providing information but only the sta-
tionary robot could be used for communicating with another person via Skype, while
the mobile robot could follow and guide the participant when walking around the
robot house. Participants interacted with both the robots through touch-screens for
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Figure 2.22: Living Room Area with mobile robot in the front and a stationary robot
in the back.
approximately the same amount of time. Participants interacted with the agent in its
robot embodiments in 9 sessions, two sessions a week, and filled in the questionnaire
at the beginning of the 10th, debriefing session. The results reported participants
feeling closer to the robot embodiment capable of physical movement and rating it as
more likeable, even though the two robots had very similar interactional capabilities.
A second analysis of a long-term, continuous human-robot cohabitation experi-
ment by H. Lehmann et al. [30] (previously reported in section 2.1) involved two
professional artists living in a Robot house for a period of one week. The robot house
at University of Hertfordshire is dedicated to HRI research in a realistic, domestic
environment. Another interesting finding in this study was that the users would pre-
fer to have the robot around them in the living room instead of having it come to
them to inform or remind them, then move away to charging station between interac-
tions. These results on mobility of the robot [30, 58] suggests that interactions that
involve moving in shared physical space and robot’s spatial behaviour, do play a role
in building of a relationship between a social robot and a human user.
Discussion: The studies describe in this section provide valuable insights into long-
term interactions with robots in different social settings. In workplace environments,
2.3.1, the study on the social office robot Cero [103] with a single user concluded that
addressing only a single user may not be the best practice and that the focus should
be on the setting, activities and social interactions of the group of people where the
robot is to be used. This is particularly important when a robot is used as a shared
device in the same physical space and will have to deal with meeting the demands of
multiple users in a realistic scenario. In public spaces, 2.3.2, Tomatis et al. [107] and
Nourbakhsh [4] provided successful examples of long-term interaction in public spaces
with a high degree of robustness and performance. Robustness is vital for long-term
interaction with robots as failures will be picked up and criticised by the users as
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reported by Stubbs et al. [108].
Long-term studies by Stubbs [108], Nourbakhsh [4] and Kanda [109] highlighted
that novelty effects fade over time and the user’s interest and engagement decreased
over time. However, none of these studies investigated the impact of recharging be-
haviour of the robot. How recharging is perceived by users in long-term interaction
context still appears to be an open question. In domestic environments, 2.3.4, Fer-
naeus et al. [115] reported study with Pleo, a robotic toy dinosaur, the families that
interacted with Pleo reported issues with the battery recharge and how this severely
affected their perception of the robot. The issues with battery maintenance were
difficult for the families to accept. Families also made many suggestions about how
the recharge behaviour could be integrated into playing with Pleo. On the other
hand, in the study with Paro seal robot, Wada and Shibata [113] provided the robot
with a pacifier charger which the users could to plug into the mouth of the robot,
thereby giving an impression to the users that they have something to take care of.
Similarly, Tanaka et al. [111] incorporated a sleeping behaviour for their robot QRIO
while interacting with the toddlers and when the battery was low. From the studies
on Paro and QRIO robots, although they did not report the impact of the recharge
behaviour on the users in their study, it appears that integrating the battery recharge
behaviour into social interaction may perhaps be more acceptable to the user and give
an impression of life like characteristics to the user.
Sung et al. [117] proposed approaches to conducting long-term studies in domestic
environments and also established a long-term experimental framework [116]. Domes-
tic environments require different means of investigation from public spaces such as
hospitals and schools due to the private nature of domestic routines. The study re-
ported methodological challenges in understanding households’ usage patterns and
recommended that some interventions such as logging may be necessary to mine nat-
ural interactions. For the interventions that require participants carrying out tasks
without the interviewer’s presence, the authors proposed the use of activities that fit
into users routines (e.g., emailing photos rather than keeping a scrapbook). Fink et
al. [118], reported feedback from the participants that the recharging mechanism of
roomba was sometimes impractical and this hindered people in integrating the robot
in their social as well as cleaning routine. Careful consideration of both the social and
technical requirements is necessary for robots in domestic environments to be viable
and socially acceptable.
The study by Syrdal et al. [58] suggests that the role of the robot’s ability to
move and share the physical space with the user has an impact on the formation of
human-robot relationships. While the recharge behaviour is active, the mobile social
robot may be prevented from movement and fixed in a particular location, this may
impact human-robot relationships in the long-term. So movement of the robot is
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important and there is a greater need of some sort of social behaviour to manage user
expectations while the robot is incapable of movement while recharging.
Although some long-term studies reported in this section may not be directly
relevant to recharging issues, they provide some useful insights on the methodology
used to carry out long-term studies. For example Kanda [109] on data collection and
Sung et al. [116] suggested a long-term experimental framework. While these long-
term studies highlight different issues that arise during long-term interactions, they
also have different social environment (domestic vs public) and users to serve.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we reported some work relevant to the aspect of recharging for social
mobile robots. We summarise some key findings from the existing work related to
this thesis.
• Social Handling: Social handling and transparency appear to be important to
mitigate the negative effects caused due to the limitations and mistakes from the
robot. Using non-verbal transparency strategies Lehmann et al. [30], Koay et al.
[31] and verbal transparency strategies such as apology, Jost [33], and Lee [15]
reported positive impact on social acceptance of the robot. Paepcke & Takayama
[13] and Lohse [40] showed that users’ expectations can be influenced by the
robot’s behaviour. When the perceptions of an agent exceed users’ expectations,
it can ease their social acceptance, as shown by Komatsu et al. [14]. These
findings highlight the importance of social mitigation strategies in HRI, how
they might be used during robot’s recharge behaviour is still an open question.
Hence, we investigated an approach based on verbal strategies in this thesis.
• Autonomous Recharging: Autonomous recharging involves 3 main steps;
finding the charger, approaching the charging station and plugging into the
charger. Some examples of auto-recharging were provided in section 2.2.2 by the
“Tortoises” [61], Zelinsky and Taylor [65], Hada and Yuta [63] and Silvermann
et al. [68]. There is a trade off between efficiency and accuracy when designing
auto-charging mechanisms for a robot. However, there seems to be a strong
argument for having a direct charging mechanism as this significantly reduces
the recharge time. In this thesis we developed an approach using direct charging
following the insights from existing work.
• Battery Issues: The limited life span of batteries and long recharge times also
encourages the idea of having some sort of behaviour produced by the robot
so that it is not completely useless during recharge(section 2.2.1). We tried to
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address this issue in this thesis, with an approach based on verbal behaviour.
In our approach, the robot can perform verbal tasks in a socially intelligent
manner.
• Autonomy: Robots need to be self-sufficient in order to achieve true autonomy.
To achieve self-sufficiency, the robot must be able to replenish its energy source
independent of human intervention with some appropriate behaviour. There is
a trade off between refuelling activities and tasks designed to please the owner,
McFarland [93] (section 2.2.3). In this thesis we investigated the social impact of
recharging and the robot was not able to perform tasks to validated our research
goals.
• Robustness: Robustness is a very critical aspect while developing mobile social
robots operating over a long-term period given the uncertainty of dealing with
real social environments. People tend to pick upon issues with failures and lim-
itations of the robots quite critically [8]. Tomatis et al. [107], and Nourbakhsh
[4] provided examples with robust autonomous robotic systems that lived in
social environment for a long-term period and provided service to users. We
developed robust navigation and recharging mechanism for our robot in this
thesis.
• Long-term interaction: Long-term studies with the Pleo robot (Fernaeus et
al. [115]), reported issues with limited battery life which negatively influenced
their social acceptance. However, Tanaka et al. [111] and Wada and Shibata
[113], implemented the recharge behaviour as a part of social interaction to
manage the limitations of the robot with limited battery life. Other long-term
studies provided some useful insights on the methodology used to carry out long-
term studies for example Kanda [109] on data collection and Sung et al. [116]
suggested a long-term experimental framework (Section2.3). We have considered
these previous work on long-term interaction to plan our approach.
• Mobility: Mobility can have an impact on the robot’s social acceptance as
shown by Syrdal et al. [58]. Lindner and Eschenbach [35] proposed an idea
on social placement for a mobile robot taking into account affordances while
recharging (section 2.3.5). While the recharge behaviour is active the robot can
become immobile hence the aspect of mobility was investigated in this thesis.
Existing work reported in this chapter had different research goals to those of this
thesis and were conducted in a variety of social environments for example in work-
places, public places, therapy, education and domestic environments. Some studies
directly pointed to the issues caused by a robot’s recharge behaviour and how it im-
pacted its social acceptance. The important and fundamental issue of robot’s recharge
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behaviour does not appear to be widely addressed in a socially intelligent manner.
This strengthened our research aims and makes this a valid and interesting avenue for
further investigation. We have taken some useful insights obtained from this chapter
summarised in this Section 2.4 to design our approach presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Approach
This chapter describes the approach adopted to develop the scenario to investigate
our research questions. In order to design our scenario, we first wanted to under-
stand the scenario requirements and the user activities in the workplace environment
in which we planned to conduct our research. We have taken some useful insights
gained from the previous Chapter 2 on existing work to design our approach. We
first describe our approach to scenario design in Section 3.2. Then we describe our
research methodology in order to carry out the proposed research in Section 3.4. We
then discuss how we designed the robot hardware in order to meet the scenario re-
quirements and perform the designed tasks in the workplace environment (Section
3.5). We also then describe the capabilities developed for the robot, for example nav-
igation (Section 3.6), auto-recharge (Section 3.7), user monitoring ( Section 3.8), and
proxemic adaptation (Section 3.9). Followed by description of the architecture used
in our scenario in Section 3.10. Finally summary of our approach in Section 3.11.
3.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter 2 we discussed long-term experiments carried out in a variety
of social environments. Existing work in social robotics, in practice has nearly always
considered short life-time systems. These robots interact for at most a few hours
with people and usually just once for any particular person involved in a given study
[23]. Exceptions to this have considered very rudimentary long-life capabilities such
as the ability for a robot to autonomously recharge itself, or repeated (but still short-
term) exposures of people to a robot [3]. These early studies have shown that the
novelty effect of robots and characters quickly wears out and that people change their
attitudes and preferences towards the robots over time [111, 110]. It appears that
very few studies have investigated in depth the effects of people’s interaction with
such systems over extensive periods of time where the functional and social skills
of the robot are thoroughly tested. We argue that if robots are to become true
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personalised companions, then the functional and social requirements, as well as the
consequences must be understood and addressed in order to make such future systems
acceptable and usable. In this thesis we wanted to study how a robot’s recharge
behaviour impacts on people’s perceptions and interactions. Our work has addressed
these issues from a technical and social perspective to study human-robot interaction
“in the wild” and to develop and evaluate the technology required to provide socially
intelligent recharge behaviour.
3.2 Scenario Design
In order to investigate our research questions (Chapter 1 Section 1.4), to study the
impact of recharge behaviour during long-term human-robot interaction, it was neces-
sary to have a scenario within which to conduct this work. This research was carried
out in the context of a scenario that was part of the EU project LIREC (LIving with
Robots and IntEractive Companions1. The LIREC project aimed to create interac-
tive, emotionally intelligent companions, capable of establishing long-term relation-
ships with humans in social environments. The “Spirit of the Building” showcase
at Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, aimed to produce a social helper robot that
could act as a “Team Buddy”; an office assistant within an office (a room located in
the Computer science department at Heriot-Watt University) inhabited by a group
of people who work at their allocated desks.
This scenario was tailored for adults; it involves the robot interacting and per-
forming tasks with one user at a time in a group of at most five people. The LIREC
project anticipated that our target user group would be adults who can interact with
a robot without having much technical background. The project envisaged that a
workplace/office environment would be an appropriate scenario to study the long-
term effects in an ecologically valid setting. In this chapter and following chapters
of this thesis we state clearly which part of the reported work was performed by the
LIREC project team and which part was developed for this thesis.
To better understand how people will interact, use and perceive the service a
workplace robot in a long-term context, it was important that the robot embodiment
be placed in the same physical space as the users over a long-term period. Sharing
the same physical space with the robot would allow the users to closely experience
the patterns and habits of the robot’s recharge behaviour and its service. Such a
scenario involves technical challenges and privacy issues with the user, so that do-
mestic, educational establishments, care homes etc. were not well suited to carry out
our research. Hence, we anticipated that the LIREC “Team Buddy” scenario would
be appropriate to conduct our research which also has a high ecological validity (ap-
1www.lirec.eu
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proximating real-world settings) [123]. We thereby, adapted the LIREC scenario to
study the effects and users’ perceptions of the robot’s recharge behaviour. Table 3.1
summarises the requirements for the LIREC scenario adapted to our research goals.
Scenario Requirements
Environment shared room (workplace)
Robot Behaviour mobile, speech capabilities
Interaction Long-term
Subjects Adults, n>1
Privacy Shared between users
Table 3.1: Scenario Requirements
In a formal set-up like an office environment, social interactions with a robot can be
quite distinct from traditional lab-based controlled experiments, as the users may not
interact with the robot all the time given they need to carry out their routine work.
The office environment offered an interesting avenue for our research, as it allows
both the social and functional skills of the robot to be investigated and specifically
the recharge behaviour. Very few long-term HRI studies have captured the overall
experience from the users’ perspective, sharing the same physical space with a mobile
companion robot performing multiple tasks. Some previous long-term HRI studies
have focused only on one aspect of the robot behaviour: for example, proxemics [122],
hand overs, fetch and carry [104], passage behaviours [20] etc.
The LIREC project (finished in August 2012) designed a set of tasks for the robot
in a workplace setting which provided some level of social interactions. Developing
useful tasks for a robot is challenging given the technical limitations in terms of
perception and understanding with currently available sensors. Other research groups
that have studied human-robot interaction in workplace environments, the robots were
deployed in neutral spaces like corridors [124] or reception [125] etc. where the robot
is not always in close proximity with humans.
Having a robot in the same physical space as the human can pose privacy issues
also it is more likely that the users become aware of the limitations of the robot as
they can closely observe its autonomous performance over a long-term period. Also
according to our literature survey, it appears that there have been no long-term studies
on recharge behaviour of the robot in workplace environments where the users share
the same physical space with the user. We envisaged that this work could provide us
with novel understanding of the users perspective on the robot’s recharge behaviour
of a robot.
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3.2.1 Scenario Requirement Specifications
The LIREC project had outlined the following scenario requirements which we adapted
for our own research.
• Key idea: Robot acting as friendly helper for a work team.
• Actors/Roles: The scenario was tailored for adults. It involves interaction
with one user at only a time but requires successful repeated interaction with a
group of maximum six people and the ability to move completely in the shared
office space.
• Motivations for the user:
– Able to ask about people not present and important lab events
– Personalisation of the interaction – the companion “remembers” what the
user likes/dislikes and something about their personal life
– Establishment of a relationship between the user and the companion
• Activity Description: The robot acts as a workplace buddy within a given lab
inhabited by a small group of people. It keeps track of who is there, remembers
for people who are not there where they have gone and why; knows about impor-
tant collective events in the office like demos or equipment upgrades; important
individual events like paper deadlines and project meetings, delivers messages
left by other team members. The Team Buddy will interact with members of the
group through a real robot, a Pioneer with suitable sensors including a camera.
• Activity Model: In the first interaction, the robot is introduced to each mem-
ber of the team and acquires some basic information about them (age, sex).
Thereafter it can be approached for interaction by a team member and can
move around the office to initiate an interaction. It adjusts its physical position
according to the interaction it is carrying out or according to its need to locate
people or objects in the office. It has a “home” or default location to which it
can retreat when not interacting. It must recognise a low power condition and
either ask for help to recharge or be able to recharge itself.
• Place/Setting: The interaction takes place in a room with desks and lab
equipment in fixed positions but some moveable items such as chairs, plus the
occupants of the office as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Map of the office environment, with desks marked 1-6 and 7: recharge
station, 0: home/default position.
• Behaviours/competences required:
– Ability to recognise a small set of individual people with some acceptable
margin of error.
– Ability to localise and navigate in the office without hitting fixed obstacles
or impeding people moving around.
– Ability to notice entries, breaks and exits in the room.
– Ability to temporally localise in a human context: date; day (morning,
afternoon)/night; working day/weekend/holiday; season-of-year semester.
– Access and process internet information, for example: local weather fore-
casts, university news etc.
• Artifacts/Media: An embodied robot that can express its affective state and
other social cues to the user through a graphical/robot face.
• Time/Flow: The scenario to be evaluated through a shorter-term basis (2
week pilot run) and a longer-term (3 weeks) study.
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• Research Questions include:
– Impact of recharge behaviour during long term HRI (our specific research
goal was added to the overall project goals).
– How to sustain engagement in longer-term interactions.
– Acceptance/user experience - How users perceive the overall experience in
the longer term in terms of enjoyment, levels of comfort in the interaction,
social presence, etc.
– Usability of the companion.
3.3 Robot Capabilities
Our research team performed a brainstorming session to select useful tasks for an
office robot to perform. A brainstorming exercise has been used in some previous
robot design methods to get feedback from users [126, 127]. The tasks for the robot
were chosen based on technical feasibility as it can be very challenging to develop
tasks which require a major hardware upgrade to the robot or logistical changes in
the office. For example during the brainstorming some team members suggested tasks
like bringing coffee, though the robot cannot prepare coffee, fetch and carry of printed
material from the printer in the room, though there is no way to tell which user has
printed in what order and the printer tray is located on the back of the printer near
the wall which makes it harder for the robot to reach it. In particular when there was
no gripper/manipulator installed on the robot.
Tasks: From the brainstorming the following tasks were selected and actually im-
plemented for the robot (summarised in Table 3.2). The robot can greet participants
when they arrived in office, deliver messages left by visitors/fellow workers, give re-
minders about events (from their Google calendars), carry a phone placed on its body
to user’s desk, pass remarks to the user by engaging in a limited social interaction by
asking pre-programmed questions (these questions can change every day randomly).
The robot could sense the phone was ringing through a light sensor (the LCD
screen on the phone is illuminated while ringing) and bring the phone to the nearest
user present in the office. The robot could autonomously recharge its battery if the
battery voltage went below a set threshold (battery low). The robot would wait
at its home position when there was no active task and perform idle behaviours
(making small idle motions with its head and eye blink). Providing idle motion for
the robot also contributes to human perception while the robot is performing passive
movements.
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Nr. Task Name Task Description
1. navigateHome Navigate from interaction position (desk) to
home (default) position after the task
2. dock Navigate and dock to the charging station
when the battery is low
3. undock Undock from the charging station to home
position when battery is charged
4. remindOnMissedPhoneCall
(NS)
Remind the user to check the phone for a
missed call
5. deliverMessage (NS) Deliver a message left by a user/guest to a
designated user in the office
6. eventReminder (NS) Remind the user of an upcoming event from
their Google calendar
7. logBookReminder (NS) Remind the user to fill in daily diary
8. greet (NS) Greet the user when they first arrive in the
office during a day
9. makeRemark (NS) Make small talk; e.g., “How is the weather
today?”
10. deliverPhone (NS) Deliver phone (placed on the robot) when it
starts to ring to the nearest user in the office
11. ReplyWhereAbout Tell the user where other users are (if they
have specified so to the robot)
Table 3.2: Tasks for the TB. The tasks marked (NS) involves the robot navigating to a
user’s desk and speaking (TTS). The tasks numbered 1-3 are the system maintenance
tasks and rest 4-11 are service tasks.
Previous work by Song et al. [128] describes the design of idle motions which
service robots can perform in its standby state. They suggested that if a robot does
not make any motion in their standby state, users may feel that the robot has been
turned-off or even that it is broken. On the other hand, if robots do make idle motions,
then this makes people feel that the robot is alive and are more they are likely to
interact with it. The placement of the charging station and the home position in the
room for our scenario was chosen from the feedback received from the brainstorming
session and was located in a way that each user in the room could atleast partially
see the robot in the room sitting at their desks.
Communication Interface: The tablet placed on the robot allowed users to login
(and be greeted by name) and to tell the robot if they were going somewhere, and also
to ask the whereabouts of other users if they have specified their status. The robot
was equipped with text-to-speech capabilities using artificial an synthesised voice2.
The robot had no speech recognition so users could only interact with it using a
2www.cereproc.com/
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web-based android tablet interface placed on the robot. The robot would respond to
request verbally, for example if it has seen the user on that day e.g., “I have seen X
today” and would also speak out any status left by the other user e.g., “X is at a coffee
break”. The tablet interface could also be used to type messages for other users, to
which the robot would respond “I got your message for X and will deliver it when I
see X”. Finally, the user could reply to small talk made by the robot such as “How
is the weather today?” However, since the robot had no language understanding
capabilities, it would reply to all queries by saying “ok”. The robot would also carry
out lip-syncing while speaking by moving the lower and middle discs on the EMYS
head (explained later).
3.4 Research Methodology
In order to investigate both the goals of the LIREC project and the thesis research
goals, we adopted an iterative and user-centric research methodology to gradually
improve and validate our approach. The user centred approach is characterised by
a strong focus on the user. The key idea is a series of iterative design cycles to
evaluate and refine the interface. Many of the design principles in robotics have been
inspired by the field of human-computer interaction Gould et. al [129]. The three
proposed principles are: (1) early focus on users and task (2) empirical measurement
(3) iterative design. The first principle focuses on understanding the user and task,
through close contact with the user by means of interviews/feedback. These initial
interviews/feedback should be constructed before the first design prototype. The
second principle demands a careful investigation of how people interact with the device
at hand. The third principle is to gradually improve the design through iterative
development.
Investigating robot-human interaction from a user-centred perspective involves not
only a consideration of the technological requirements of such a robot, but the study of
psychological, social and cultural factors, which is a great challenge for HRI robotics
research [16]. A user-centric study by Ljungblad et al. [130] surveyed participants that
own exotic pets to investigate what kind of forms and roles of characters people are
interested in. The idea of designing and validating scenarios rather than focusing on
personalities for character design also proved to be useful for designing a personality
for the personal robot PaPeRo [131]. Meerbeek et al. [132] described a process to
design and evaluate personality and expressive behaviours and applied this to design
the personality and expressive behaviour of a domestic robot. In our research we
wanted to study the long-term effects of human-robot interaction in the office using
the “Team buddy” scenario using an iterative user centric design approach. The
user centric approach we adopted is described in Figure 3.2, with the flow of different
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studies/experiments that were performed in order to refine the scenario. From the top
of the diagram each study/experiment fed into the next phase where improvements
were made to the scenario. The segments in the diagram denoted by a circle show an
iteration to the system. More details about these segments are described in sections
in this chapter and chapters to follow.
Figure 3.2: Research methodology flow, circles denote iterative development
1. User observation study: A User observation study was performed in order
to understand user activities in the workplace which led to the initial design of
various activities for the robot described in Section 3.4.1.
2. Brainstorming exercise: The initial design of activities were further used
in the brainstorming exercise to define and develop concrete tasks taking into
account the technical/hardware limitations of the robot. We also developed and
modified the hardware for the robot (Section 3.5) which significantly improved
the interaction capabilities of the robot for long-term operation.
3. Preparatory experiments: Preparatory experiments helped to test and im-
prove the capabilities of the robot especially navigation, localisation and au-
tonomous recharge capabilities for the robot described in Sections 3.6, 3.6.1,
3.7. From the user observation study, user monitoring capabilities for the robot
were developed to perceive user presence information like Entry, Exit, Break
(Section 3.8). Feedback from the participants in our proxemic study (Section
3.9.2) helped to validate our approach for the robot to obey social norms. The
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distance of 0.51m was found to be comfortable while interacting with the robot
approaching them.
4. Pilot experiments: Once the initial system was validated we performed pilot
experiments to test the robustness of the system (covered in Chapter 4). User
feedback was gathered and evaluated to make improvements to the system and
to prepare it for the long-term experiment.
5. Long-term experiment: A long term study was performed with the aim of
studying long-term interactions with the robot in a natural setting. The robot
operated continuously in the office environment for three weeks, interacting with
five participants (Chapter 5). The study combined quantitative questionnaires,
interviews, the robot tasks and activity logging, along with a user diary to
record their daily experiences with the robot. The long-term study helped to
gain a deeper perspective on user attitudes toward the robot and perceptions of
recharge behaviour of the robot.
6. Social experiment: The data and feedback received from the participants
of the long-term study was used constructively to design a social strategy for
the robot. A final quantitative study was performed with 50 participants by
implementing social strategies for the robot to manage the user expectations in
a socially acceptable manner (Chapter 6).
3.4.1 Understanding User Activities in Workplaces
In order to validate tasks and capabilities outlined for the LIREC project scenario,
it was important to understand the primary activities that take place in an office/-
workplace environment. An evaluative study carried out by Appel et al. on the
effectiveness of activity-based office concepts [133]. Their research methods consisted
of a wide research of relevant literature on workplace design, both from environmen-
tal psychological and economical perspective. They collected and analysed empirical
data based on both an observation and a survey of 182 end users from four different
service organisations in the Netherlands, using questionnaires. Appel et al. adapted
taxonomy of activities of office workers from Tabak [5] and applied to typical office
activities to produce a matrix of activities in Figure 3.3.
They suggested that activities can differ from each other in attributes like fre-
quency, duration and importance also time of year can influence. From their results,
in an average week, the respondents spent most of their working time in the office
each day between 74-94% with an average of 86%. Due to meetings and physiological
activities the workplaces in use were still empty at the time of the round for 38% of the
times. The main activities were working behind the computer (34%), informal talk
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Figure 3.3: Activities of office workers, [5]
(12%) and being on the phone (6%). Appel et al. carried out their observation during
summer as they suggested that advantage of using this period to do the observation
rounds, is that people can express their actual preference.
User Activities Observation Study:
In order to understand the user activities of our office environment for a routine
day, we conducted a two day observation study during September 2010. We selected
Tuesday and Thursday as the mid-week days where most users were likely to present
in the office (including part-time workers) and when none of them were away on
holiday/conference. We manually observed and recorded the activities from the users
mainly focusing on Entry (the first time users enter the office during that day), Break
(User takes a break for more than 20 minutes from their desk), Working (when the
users are working behind their computer), Discussion (when the users were discussing
with each other), Exit (when the user exited the office at the end of the working day).
This study helped to identify the activity patterns in a routine working day in the
office. For example what time they arrive in the office, take a break, leave the office etc
(refer Figure 3.4). We anticipated that these primary activities (Entry, Exit, Break)
will be important for the robot to sense and engage in an interaction with users. We
chose only to observe the Entry, Exit and Break activities because for other set of
activities presented by Tabak [5], it was not feasible for the observer to record the
activities which were not occurring in the room itself (for example lunch, toilet breaks
etc.).
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Figure 3.4: User activity patterns for users (Entry, Exit, Break, Discussion, Working)
3.4.2 Task/Activity Design
Based on the user activities observation study (Figure 3.4), we produced an outline
activity schedule for our team buddy robot we named as “Sarah” with an example
schedule (Figure 3.5) for a typical routine day for our robot.
Figure 3.5: Example activity routine for “Sarah”
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3.5 Robot Design
At the start of the LIREC project, Heriot-Watt research team had a Pioneer P3AT
robot [44]. Systematic modifications were made to the robot in order to make it
suitable for the office workplace buddy scenario. Although the physical design of the
robot was not the main goal of our research it was important to develop a robot
platform suitable for long-term human-robot interaction and to meet the scenario
requirements mentioned in Section 3.2.1. In this section we describe the design devel-
opments/changes made to the robot in order to carry out our research. The hardware
development was performed with the help of a technician from electrical engineering
department following our guidance.
3.5.1 Robot Height
The initial version of the robot was very short in height (30 cms) and thus not well
suited for face-to-face human-robot interaction for our scenario, Figure 3.6 (left).
We upgraded the physical structure of the robot by developing a superstructure to
increase the height of the robot. Previous research has indicated that robot height
plays an important role in people’s perceptions of a robot and their interactions with
it, so is also found to be true with human-human communication [134]. For example,
Walters [135] found that participants judged shorter human-like robots to be less
conscientious than taller human-like robots. In a robot design study by Lee et al.
[136], users preferred the taller robot version of 56 inches (142 cm) to shorter versions
because they did not want to bend down to interact with it. A Robotic telepresence
systems study by Rae et al. [137], showed that, when the robotic system was shorter
than the user and the operator was in a leadership role, the user found the operator
to be less persuasive. Furthermore, having a leadership role significantly affected the
user’s feelings of dominance with regard to being in control of the conversation.
We anticipated that most of the interactions in our scenario will take place while
the user is sitting at their desk and the “Team Buddy” was like a peer to the workers
in the office. We envisaged the robot should be of a similar height as the user (in
a sitting position) and shorter when the user is standing and interacting with the
robot, so that there is less influence of dominance or perceived power relationship of
the robot with the user. Hence, we constructed a superstructure on the robot which
would increase the height of the robot to 1.20 meters (47 inches), roughly at a user’s
eye level while sitting on a chair at their desk. We measured the approximate eye
level height of 5 users which depends on their personal height and how they adjusted
the height of the their chair, which was found to be roughly between 40-50 inches
high. The upgraded robot height (1.20 meters, Figure 3.6 right) also conforms with
previous studies in human-robot interaction about height of the robot [137], [136].
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Figure 3.6: Left: Robot before upgrade, Right: Robot after upgrade-“Team Buddy”
(TB) with enhanced superstructure, height 1.2m
3.5.2 Robot Hardware
As the robot initially had limited sensors3, 4 motors/wheels with encoders, microcon-
troller, Front and rear SONAR arrays (8 on each side) for obstacle avoidance. We
equipped it with additional sensors. This included a camera placed in front of the
robot on its torso. A Stargazer sensor for indoor localisation [138] (explained in detail
in Section 3.6.1) was also added. For computation a laptop PC4 (Toshiba T6570,
Intel Core 2 Duo processor, battery: Lithium-ion 56Wh), was installed on the robot.
An expressive head EMYS [139] developed by LIREC project partners was installed
on the robot in order to express robot’s internal emotional state (Happy, Sad, Neu-
tral). Given the fact that additional hardware increases the power requirements of
the robot, the robot’s battery capacity was doubled from 3 to 6 lead acid batteries (6
× 12V, 7Ah = 504 watt hours) offering an approximate operational time of 3 hours
when fully charged (depending on usage). These require about 3 hours to recharge.
The robot was also equipped with Phidgets sensor5 relays boards (controls the switch-
ing of sensors, actuators, laptop) and power measurement sensors to measure power
consumption on sensors, actuators and the laptop. Figure 3.6 shows the robot before
upgrade (left) and upgraded robot (right).
3http://www.mobilerobots.com/Libraries/Downloads/Pioneer3AT-P3AT-RevA.sflb.ashx
4http://www.toshiba.co.uk/discontinued-products/tecra-m10-1k1/
5http://www.phidgets.com
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3.6 Navigation
In order to interact with the users and perform tasks, the robot needs to move close
to users’ desks and navigate in the room without hitting obstacles. There have a
been a variety of approaches for autonomous robot navigation. We employed a local
navigation method that relies on current and local information from sensors to give the
mobile robot an online navigation capability which can be computationally efficient
compared to grid based approaches [140, 141]. We focused our approach on simplicity
and efficiency, we employed a local navigation technique based on potential field
method for navigation which been used extensively for mobile robot path planning
[142, 143]. The potential field method does not require a previously known map of
the environment to be provided to the robot. In the traditional artificial potential
field methods, an obstacle is considered as a point of highest potential, and a goal as
a point of lowest potential. Although many forms of potentials have been studied,
the concept behind them is relatively simple. The basic concept is to fill a map of
the workspace with an artificial potential field in which the goal exerts an attractive
force (-) on the robot and every obstacle exerts a repulsive force (+). The vector sum
of all forces give the resultant direction and speed of the robot’s motion at any given
position, refer Figure 3.7, [140].
Figure 3.7: Potential field and gradient forces acting on the robot to achieve complete
path [140].
The potential field method for path planning has some limitations, namely; local
minima; oscillations in the presence of obstacles; absence of passage between closely
spaced obstacles; and oscillations in narrow passages. We envisaged a mechanism
where the robot can ask for help verbally to clear away obstacles to the users in the
office in the case where it gets stuck in a local minima. The approach of asking for
help to overcome hardware and potential algorithmic limitations by the robot was
explored by Rosenthal and Veloso [144]. In this work, they focused on mobile robots
that can proactively seek humans in offices assist with travel to the target location
(e.g., to push buttons in an elevator or to make coffee in the kitchen).
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3.6.1 Localisation
Along with the navigation capability it was important to develop a robust localisation
capability for our robot. Localisation using methods like dead-reckoning (odometry)
consists of periodically measuring the precise rotation of each robot drive wheel (using
for example optical shaft encoders). The robot can then calculate its expected position
in the environment, if it knows its starting point of motion. The main problem with
this technique is drive wheel slippage. If this occurs at the drive wheel, the encoder on
that wheel would register a wheel rotation, even though that wheel is not driving the
robot relative to the ground. The other problem is that the errors accumulate thereby
causing the robot to have incorrect information about its environment. The problem
with wheel slippage was evident during our initial tests with navigation. With the
major hardware upgrade to our robot reported in section 3.5 (Figure 3.6), increasing
the weight of the robot, the wheels had to be taped in order to reduce the friction
between the wheels and the carpeted floor in the office.
To reduce uncertainty during robot localisation, we installed a localisation sensor
on the robot called StarGazerTM from Hagisonic co. ltd.6, sensor system used for
indoor localisation of intelligent mobile robots (Figure 3.8a). The sensor analyses an
infra-red ray image which is reflected from a passive landmark placed on the ceiling
with an unique ID for each landmark. Through an on-board digital image processing
unit, the sensor calculates the position and angle of a robot by analysing the acquired
image (Figure 3.8b). The output data provided by the sensor includes the position
(X, Y) and heading angle of a robot in relation to the landmark identified. The sensor
is robust against noise such as infrared light, fluorescent light, sunshine and it works
well at night (dark) in low light conditions as well. The power requirement of this
sensor is low (12 V: 70 mA), can read landmarks at 20 times/sec, with a precision of
(+/-) 2 cm and an angle resolution of 1.0 degree.
(a) StarGazerTM Sensor (b) Passive Landmark ID
Figure 3.8: Stargazer and Landmarks
6http://www.robotshop.com/media/files/pdf/stargazer user manual ver 04 080417(english).pdf
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The landmarks do not require power source as they are passive, so the system is
easy to set-up. Each landmark can cover an area of 2 square meters. 20 landmarks
were placed at intervals of 1.5 m on the ceiling so that there is no dead zone in the
room where the sensor fixed to the robot cannot see a landmark, refer Figure 3.9.
Using the potential field method discussed in Section 3.6, we developed an algorithm
to calculate the angle and direction required (in relation the sensor reading provided
by the stargazer sensor) in order for the robot to navigate to a goal position in the
room. We envisaged that the robot in our environment does not require an accuracy
of more than 0.5 sq meters as during most interactions with users in the office the
robot just needs to come close to user’s desk.
Figure 3.9: Landmark Setup map, landmarks ID’s: 1-20, (Map not to scale)
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Summary: An important task in meeting our research goals both of the LIREC
project and this thesis was to develop a reliable and robust navigation for our robot.
Other approaches using probabilistic navigation is required primarily because of the
poor information content of range-finding sensors [145, 146]. We anticipated that
navigation using potential field method and localisation using stargazer sensor might
obviate the dependence on probabilistic approaches like SLAM [147], thereby intro-
ducing significant computational and power savings to the robot which was necessary
for our scenario.
3.7 Autonomous Recharging
Along with a robust navigation capability it was important to develop a recharging
mechanism for our robot. The recharging capability was very important to our work
as the robot was required to operate over a long-term period without any human
assistance. We presented some approaches to autonomous recharging in the previous
Chapter 2 Section (2.2.2). The auto recharging process commonly involves 3 main
steps; 1) finding the charger, 2) approaching the charging station and 3) plugging into
the charger (in the case of wireless charging, coming close to the charger). Most of
the existing approaches involve navigating to the charger using visual markers used
as beacons. The robot platform we used, the Pioneer P3AT from Adept mobiler-
obotics, provides a recharging station which requires additional complex electronics
to be installed internally, at a high cost7. Also the robot cannot be fully recharged
due to system limitations (i.e. computer and other systems modules running during
recharge). Operational time is therefore limited before another recharge is necessary.
We therefore decided to build our own charging system.
Other research groups working with Pioneer robots have also built custom charging
stations designed for Pioneer 2DX robots, as described in [70]. In this work, the robot
after an unsuccessful attempt at docking, moves away from the docking station a short
distance and repeats the docking procedure. Other than Pioneer-based recharging
systems, work by Hada at al. [148, 64], describes a recharging system with increased
functionality and repetitive docking over the course of a week using a robot similar to
the Pioneer robot. Sensors are an important part of their docking strategy, providing
them with the information needed to find a large docking station that houses the
robot during the recharge process. This previous work influenced the design of our
recharging mechanism.
7http://www.mobilerobots.com/Accessories/ChargingSolutions.aspx
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3.7.1 Recharge Mechanism
A plug-in faster charger is supplied with the Pioneer robot from Adept mobilerobotics,
manufactured by Power Sonics Corp, which provides a 12V, 4A power supply. We
integrated this plug-in charger into our docking station to keep the electrical design
simple and cost effective. We designed and fabricated the charging connectors locally
in the University. These consisted of two main parts, the charging connector fitted on
the charging station and a connector on the robot, refer Figure 3.10. The connector
on the charging station was connected to the plug-in charger (Figure 3.10a) and the
connector on the robot’s front side was connected to the robot’s on-board batteries
(Figure 3.10b). We used a kettle connector for the actual charging end points as these
pass the safety standards and leave no electric ends exposed. Both the connectors were
designed to be compliant, to allow approximately 25 deg. error on the horizontal axis.
This would allow the robot to approach the charging station at an acceptable angle
(+/- 25 degree) and still manage to make a connection with the charging connector
even if it’s not perfectly aligned to the centre of the connector. Our recharge connector
design provided a less complex and cheaper solution compared to other designs [2, 3]
with a error-compensation capability. Designs of the connectors are described in
Appendix A Section A. 1.
(a) Charging Connector (b) Robot connector
Figure 3.10: Recharging connectors
Informed by literature covered in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2. The most commonly
used and reliable auto-recharging approaches are based on visual servoing. Also util-
ising the limited sensors we had on the robot (camera, sonar, stargazer), we developed
an auto-recharge mechanism based on a visual servoing approach. A visual marker is
used by the vision system on the robot to guide the robot into the charging station.
The visual markers were placed on the recharging station, and consisted of two black
coloured circles (diameter 10 cms each) separated by a distance of 4 cms. The vision
system uses the camera placed on the robot to find two circles in an image using
the Hough transform using OpenCV library (open source computer Vision library)
[149]. Once the robot is guided by the navigation module to the start position (facing
towards the charging station), the docking process then begins. The vision system cal-
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culates the mid-point between the two circles (indicated by the arrow, Figure 3.11a),
which are in vertical alignment with the charging connector and aligns the robot’s
position to the the centre point of the two circles (circled red in the Figure 3.11a))
via the robot’s navigation system.
The robot can then approach the charging station in a straight line slowly until
the bump sensors on the robot make contact with the base of the charging station.
The charging connectors then make contact with each other; the bump sensors, when
triggered, stop the robot from going any further (obstacle avoidance behaviour is
performed using only the bump sensors while docking). The power monitoring system
then senses the changes in the voltage, taking a reading from the robot’s batteries
every 10 seconds. If the voltage has increased after 3 iterations (30 seconds) then it
is sensed as a successful dock.
(a) Visual markers (2 cir-
cles)
(b) Robot approach towards
charger
(c) Docking sensed with
bump detection
Figure 3.11: Docking steps
We performed a controlled experiment to determine the approach angle and the
position for the robot in order to achieve a successful dock. We explored various
angles and positions where the robot faced towards the charging station and docking
was initiated. The angles were -60◦, 90◦ and 60◦ which allowed the vision system to
have the visual markers (2 circles) in the field of view of the camera. We used 35
different positions for the robot in a 3.5 × 3 meters area, the area was divided into
0.5 sq. meters for each cell using 3 different angles (-60, 90, 60), in total 35× 3 = 105
total combinations. The area beyond the 3.5 × 3 meters was not considered as we
observed that the vision system could not detect the visual markers. The charging
station was placed in the centrer of this exploration area.
Figure 3.12 shows the results. The cells coloured red where docking failed due
to an incorrect approach angle when the charging connectors could not establish an
electronic bond for the charging to take place. The cells coloured orange are positions
where the docking only succeeds if the robot is at an angle of +/- 60◦ depending if the
robot is to the right/left of the markers. The area shown in green is where the docking
is successful 91% of the times. For the robot to have a high chance of a successful
dock the robot should ideally start the docking process from the green zone, ideally
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from the 1.5 meters mark; this cell is marked with a dashed border. Furthermore, we
also incorporated a recovery mechanism where the robot retracts from the charging
station after an unsuccessful dock and reattempts the docking from the start position.
An unsuccessful dock is determined if the voltage does not increase in the 30 seconds
after the bump sensors are triggered. This may be due to the charging connectors
not making a good connection for charging to initiate (recovery mechanisms were not
used for this particular experiment). Other docking approaches [2, 65, 66, 68, 3, 69]
did not report they handled the issues with docking failures.
Figure 3.12: Robot docking experiment
We designed the auto-recharge mechanism so that the robot in its low power
state could navigate to any point in the green zone facing the docking station and
approach the marker slowly. The vision system can then guide the robot to the
docking station and connect to the charger installed at its base platform (Figure
3.12). Images were captured by the camera at 15 fps with a resolution of 640 × 480
pixels. The computational usage for this docking algorithm was on average 5%. The
actual docking time was on average 100 seconds and speed while docking was set to
50 mm/sec. The speed during docking was set to a lower value in order to allow the
robot to adjust its position and angle of rotation in relation to the charging station in
a timely manner. Obstacle avoidance using the robot’s sonar was disabled so that the
robot can get close to the charging station and bump sensors were used for obstacle
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avoidance while the docking was active8.
3.8 User Monitoring
In a workplace environment it is quite challenging to keep track of a specific user’s
location and perceive whether they are present in the room. The most reliable tech-
niques used for tracking specific users in real time involve users wearing active RFID
tags which was not desired by the participants and to make sure it’s charged/used
all the time [150, 151]. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, in order to engage in an in-
teraction, the robot must have perception abilities such as detecting whether a user
has entered the room or is sitting at their desk. From our two day observation study,
we developed a mechanism for the robot to detect users presence status, primarily
(Entry, Exit, Break).
In our scenario, a group of maximum 6 users can work on their assigned desks,
each of which has a desktop PC (users work stations), we attached a web camera over
their PC screen facing in the direction of the user. We developed a program that runs
on their PC, the program is able to detect if a particular user is present/absent at
their desk. The program uses a standard face detection algorithm with OpenCV [152]
to detect a face in front of the web camera. Additionally, the program can monitor
users’ keyboard and mouse activities. The user’s presence information (averaged every
5 second intervals) is then communicated to a central server in the room which then
sends the user’s presence status to the robot.
The program utilises only about 2% of the CPU resources on each user machine,
so it does not impact the user’s work-flow. Moreover, it allows the system to collect
user presence information without requiring the users to wear active tags. Using face
detection along with keyboard and mouse input gives a better prediction of users’
presence or absence at their desk. For situations when the user is reading, which may
not involve keyboard or mouse activity, information from the face detection process
is useful.
This approach is not 100% accurate in determining the user’s presence at their
desk, for example when the user is not using their PC and not facing the PC screen.
However, our approach helps to acquire presence information; this is very challenging
to achieve using other techniques. The robot could also identify users at their desk
using this approach as each user had a dedicated desktop work PC to which the camera
was attached. We used time-outs to perceive events such as break, entry and exit.
The time-outs are basically events triggered when a particular user is not detected for
specified time intervals. For example, Break: 20 minutes, Exit: 600 minutes, Entry:
8Video of autonomous docking test can be seen at: http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/
download/phd/DockingTrial.mp4
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User detected after 600 minutes.
3.9 User Proxemics adaptation
Earlier studies have shown that successful human-robot interaction is impacted by
adopting comfortable approach distances between human and robot that respect the
user’s personal space [153]. Studies also indicate that the appearance of the robot
influences the level of comfort in relation to approach distances [154]. Peters, et al.
[155] developed an approach based on spatial prompting by a robot and a human for
appropriate passing behaviour in a narrow hallway, where human and the robot have
to make room for each other. Some researchers have assigned more precise numerical
values to personal spaces in human to human interaction, Hall [120]. Hu¨ttenrauch
et al. [156] concluded from their study that most participants kept inter-personal
distances from a PeopleBotTM robot corresponding to Hall’s personal spaces (0.45m
to 1.2m). A study by Walters et al. [153], suggest the mean comfortable approach
distances vary from 0.65m to 0.5m depending on the appearance of the robot e.g.
humanoid, mechanoid [154].
We anticipated that people will assume distances that correspond to social or per-
sonal zones (similar to distances people use having face-to-face conversation) while
treating a robot as a social being. In our scenario the “Team Buddy” interacts
with members of the group through a PioneerTM robot with enhanced superstruc-
ture (mechanoid appearance). In order to act as a workplace buddy to a small group
of people, it is necessary for the robot to be able to approach users so that it can
initiate interaction with them and maintain a comfortable distance from them. We
developed a mechanism that makes use of face detection for sensing user proximity
taking into account user proxemics studies.
3.9.1 Face Distance Calculation
We used OpenCV [152] for detecting faces in the environment, as discussed earlier
(Section 3.8). We used face detection to further estimate the position and distance
of human face in relation to the camera placed on the robot (using the bounding
box of a human face). We performed a small experiment using 5 participants facing
towards the camera positioned at specific distances in a straight line, and recorded
the difference between the image area and face bounding box detected by the face
detection algorithm.
Intuitively, the closer the face from the camera, the larger the face bounding box
area will be and vice-versa. We used a camera with a resolution of 640 × 480 giving us
a constant image area of 307200 (pixels). As the total image area is always constant,
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it was straight forward to record the difference between image area and face bounding
box area in pixels. Since the robot lacked sensors which would give us reliable distance
from the human, we used this approach to approximate the distance between the robot
and human.
Equation 1: AreaDifference = ImageArea− FaceBoundingBox
We performed an experiment with 5 subjects (4 Male, 1 Female). Each was po-
sitioned at a specified distance (0.3m, 0.5m, 1.0m, 1.5m, 2.0m and 2.5m) from the
camera and we recorded the image area difference (AreaDifference). Each reading was
averaged over 20 samples taken at each position. The graph in Figure 3.13 illustrates
the area difference readings (Y-axis, pixels) for each distance position (X-axis, meters)
for 5 subjects P1 to P5 and the average area difference for the 5 subjects. We can
observe from the points in the graph that the area difference values are quite similar
for all 5 subjects (P1-P5) for all 6 distance positions and the pixel area difference
increases as the distance of the detected face from the camera increases.
Figure 3.13: Face area graph
We thereby established that image area difference can be used effectively for user
distance approximation using a face area bounding box. Please note that the pixel
values may vary with different camera resolutions, but we anticipate that the ratio
between AreaDifference and FaceBoundingBox pixels will be similar. We performed
the experiments in well illuminated light conditions and recorded the average over 20
samples to test and improve the accuracy of the face detections.
We also performed physical observations while recording the samples, to confirm if
a face was present when we recorded the sample. Out of 20 × 6 (distance positions) ×
5 (subjects) = 600 (total recordings), Total false detections = 56 (no face was present,
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but detected, 9.3%), No Detections = 41 (face was present, but not detected, 6.8%),
overall face detection accuracy was 83.8%. The results from the studies made earlier
[120] and our average face area difference values are combined in Table 3.3.
Face Distance Spaces [120] Area Difference (Equation 1)
3m - 2m Social Zone 304410
2m - 1m Social Zone 303400
1m - 0.5m Personal Zone 294000
0.5m - 0.2m Intimate Zone 284620
Table 3.3: Face distance calculation and personal spaces
3.9.2 Face Position Estimation
To further estimate the position of the detected face to the left or right from the
camera’s focal point, our algorithm calculated the difference in number of pixels from
the face mid-point to center X-axis in the image. This pixel difference can be further
used by the vision module turn the robot (left/right) towards the detected face while
approaching the user (see Figure 3.14a). This position adjustment approach is similar
to the docking mechanism mentioned earlier in Section 3.7.1.
3.9.3 Automatic distance adjustment
To enhance our approach we developed a mechanism for the robot to autonomously
adjust the distance from the user. The robot can move backwards (0.3m - 0.5m,
284620 - 294000 area difference in pixels) which corresponds to the human intimate
zone (Table 3.3) if it gets too close or the user chooses to approach it. When the robot
detects a person stepping back, it can approach them to maintain its threshold (0.5m,
294000 Area Difference in pixels) which corresponds to the personal zone (Table 3.3).
This mechanism provides an added advantage to user proxemic distance control
while the subject is moving. Figure 3.14b illustrates the automatic distance adjust-
ment. The face distance estimation algorithm was used to autonomously guide the
robot towards the user and stop at a desired distance of 0.5m (Personal zone) from
the user. When multiple users are present in the environment, the robot can approach
the closest person facing the robot.
Experiment
We conducted a preliminary experiment to test the effectiveness of our algorithm and
to find out how people felt about the robot approaching them. The trials were carried
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(a) Face position estimation
(b) Automatic distance adaptation
Figure 3.14: Autonomous Proxemics
out independently with 5 human subjects (4 male, 1 female). We conducted 3 trials
per subject (total 15 trials), placed at 3 different positions in the room facing the
robot within range of 2 meters. At the end of 3 trials, each subject was given a short
questionnaire and was asked to rate the robot between 1 to 5 (5 being the best) for
each of their answers.
1. Did you think the robot detected you and was actually approaching you?
Average score 4.4 after 15 trials.
2. Did you feel comfortable when the robot approached you?
(a) It was acceptable: 5 Participants, average score 3.95 (b) It was
discomforting: None (c) can’t say: None
3. Did you feel comfortable when the robot moved backwards when you tried to
approach it?
(a) It was acceptable: 4 Participants, average score 3.6 (b) It was
discomforting: 1 Participant, score 3.7 (c) can’t say: None
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The feedback from the questionnaire and average stopping distance measured after
15 trials (0.51m) indicate that people found the robot’s approach acceptable (average
acceptance score: 3.95) and is in good agreement with previous studies on robot to
human approach distances [153, 154, 120, 156]. Although when the robot moved back-
wards, 4 participants were comfortable with it (average score 3.6) but one participant
found it uncomfortable (score 3.7).
Using this automatic distance adjustment approach along with the navigation
algorithm mentioned earlier (Section 3.6), the robot can conform to social norms by
maintaining its physical distance from users while interacting with them [122]. It
should be noted that this study was performed with a static graphical human face
“Greta” [157] displayed on the laptop placed on the robot (Figure 3.14) as the robot
head EMYS was not yet installed during this experiment.
3.10 System Architecture
In this section we describe the LIREC architecture used in our scenario. Architecture
innovation was not the focus of the research in this thesis, so we used the LIREC
project architecture to carry out our research, shown below in Figure 3.15, and fol-
lowed by description of each component.
Figure 3.15: System Architecture
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• Layer 3: Maintains high-level memory; carries out cognitive appraisal; man-
ages goals; generates plans (action sequences); monitors plan outcomes. Layer
3 also defines a mechanism for organising activation and deactivation of com-
petencies, and routing their inputs and outputs to Layer 1 through Layer 2.
FAtiMA (FearNot Affective Mind Architecture) [158] is an extension of BDI
(Beliefs, Desires, Intentions) deliberative architecture [159] that contains a re-
active component mainly responsible for emotional expressiveness and it also
employs the OCC [160] emotional influences on decision-making processes. The
actions defined in Layer 3 are the tasks for the robot.
• Layer 2: CMION [161] is responsible for selecting concrete competencies to
perform symbolic commands selected by Layer 3 and providing symbolic per-
ception inputs to the Layer 3. Competencies are modules that abstract physical
sensors and actuators to logical ones; run sensor and actuator-related programs;
maintain low-level memory; pass information to layer 3 and accept goal directed
constraints on competencies from layer 3.
• Layer 2 & 1: SAMGAR links Layer 2 and Layer 1, SAMGAR [162] utilises
the YARP [163] framework that supports distributed computation and commu-
nication between modules and provides an easy way to connect modules in the
system.
• Layer 1: Contains the physical sensors, actuators and user input device (An-
droid tablet).
FAtiMA was developed in another EU project [164], CMION [161] and SAMGAR
[162] were developed as a part of the LIREC project’s generic architecture. The defini-
tions for goals/actions for FAtiMA and implementations of competencies for CMION
and SAMGAR were developed in this thesis work. Only the specific modules CMION
(shown in dashed box in Layer 2- Figure 3.15), RobotFaceControl, TabletInterface
and GoogleCalender were developed by project team members, all the rest of the
modules shown in the architecture diagram Figure 3.15 were developed as a part of
this thesis.
The design decisions for the scenario and capabilities for the robot were taken
collectively as part of the project, however the actual implementation of the capa-
bilities was developed in this thesis. The architecture in our scenario was reactive,
meaning that the robot performed tasks when the pre-conditions were satisfied; for
instance, carrying the phone to the nearest user present in the office when it started
to ring (sensed by a light sensor on the phone). The robot could not execute tasks in
parallel (this was a limitation of the FAtiMA component). For example, if it had to
greet two people at the same time, it would greet only one user, return to its default
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position, and then greet the next one. Appendix Section A. 2 provides full description
of modules used on the robot.
3.11 Summary
In this chapter we described our approach to the scenario design, tasks, robot modi-
fications and capabilities developed for the robot to carry out our research. We used
design considerations from the background chapter to develop an approach for an
auto-recharge mechanism for our robot. The developed technical capabilities helped
to define concrete tasks for the robot (summarised in table 3.2) which the robot could
perform during long-term interaction. An overall system architecture was described
in Section 3.10 with components used in the system. We then described our research
methodology based on a user-centric approach which would allow us to make iterative
improvements to the system (Section 3.4). In the next chapter we describe some pilot
experiments performed to test and improve the system in order to prepare it for the
long-term study.
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Chapter 4
Pilot Experiments
In this chapter we describe two pilot experiments carried out to understand the tech-
nical challenges for running the scenario specified in the previous Chapter 3 for long-
term operation. The pilot experiments provided technical and social insights to adapt
the approach to better suit long-term operation in the final scenario. In Section 4.1
we describe navigation trials conducted and Section 4.2 presents our pilot long-term
study.
4.1 Navigation Experiment
In order to understand the power requirements and to test the robustness of the
navigation capability of the Team buddy robot (TB), repetitive navigation runs were
performed. These runs involved the TB navigating autonomously from its default
location (home position) in the office to a desk and performing a verbal action, similar
to its actions during the final scenario. A Phidgets1 sensor, was used to log the power
consumption on the laptop, mobile base (motors, sonar), CPU Usage and distance
covered during navigation. Figure 4.1 shows the lab map with user desks (1-6) on the
right side, the home position and the recharge position (7) in the room.
During the experiment, we programmed the robot to autonomously navigate to
different positions (1-7) in the room randomly and then return to the default position
(0) on each occasion. The robot operated for several hours until a point where the
battery voltage became low due to which the robot stopped working. We measured
the battery voltage at this point to observe at what voltage the robot becomes non-
operational. The robot continued to operate after a recharge (the robot was manually
recharged during this experiment) and we also recorded the time and voltage required
for the robot to fully recharge (until the led light on the charger became green after
a full battery recharge). This experiment was carried out over 2 days including the
1http://www.phidgets.com/products.php?category=0&product_id=1018_2
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breaks during recharging and the robot navigated non-stop for approximately 3 hours
and travelled a distance of 2.5 kms over 2 days.
Figure 4.1: Map of the Lab with navigation paths
Each navigation path between locations 0-7 was traversed 30 times each so in
total the robot performed 14 × 30 × 2 (2 different speeds: 320 and 220 mm/second)
= 840 navigation runs. We investigated whether there were any relationships between
the distance travelled by the robot and the time taken during navigation, navigation
speed and power consumption of the robot in order to select the appropriate speed
of the robot. During the navigation runs the researchers working the office continued
with their normal work at their desks. The volume of the robot was turned to off
during the navigation runs as we did not want the researchers to be disturbed by the
robot’s voice each time it approached the desk.
4.1.1 Results
Graph 4.2 shows the power dissipation2 for 14 navigation paths at two different nav-
igation speeds 320 and 220 mm/second. A Pearson product-moment correlation co-
efficient was computed to assess the relationship between the distance and power
2Power dissipation-is a measure of the rate at which energy is dissipated, or lost, from an electrical
system.
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Figure 4.2: Power dissipation Vs Speed graph
dissipation. As expected there was a positive correlation between the distance and
power dissipation, r = 0.804, n = 840, p = 0.000, which indicated that the longer
the distance travelled the more power is consumed. Time and power dissipation were
also positively correlated, r = 0.938, n = 840, p = 0.000, which suggests that power
consumption is higher when the robot is navigating for longer. Both distance and
time are positively correlated to power consumed, which is an intuitive result.
We found that speed and power dissipation are negatively correlated r = −0.137, n =
840, p = 0.000 which means the lower the speed the higher is the power consumption.
This is also an intuitive result as the robot will take more time to travel a path at
a lower speed. Also the average power dissipation for all 14 navigation paths for
a navigation speed of 220 mm/second was 4.11, 11% higher than that at a naviga-
tion speed of 320 mm/second (average power dissipation 3.66). Please note that the
power dissipation values for locations 13, 14 are for runs from the home position to
the charging station so the distance is shorter as shown in the Figure 4.1.
During the navigation runs, the robot had to be recharged 11 times as the battery
voltage became low. The voltage level was recorded when the robot became non-
operational: this voltage reading was 11.20 Volts averaged over 11 occasions. The
battery voltage recorded for a full recharge was 13.60 Volts average (indicated by the
green led light on the charger), also the average recharge time was 2.5 hours. Average
CPU usage during navigation runs was 33.67%. So navigation consumed a third of
computation resources on the robot.
We also asked the 5 office co-workers after the experiment a feedback about how
they perceived the navigation of the robot running based on two factors, the noise
made by the robot and the speed of the robot. The informal feedback received from
them suggested that, faster navigation speed (320 mm/second) was more uncomfort-
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able than a slower navigation speed of 220 mm/second for these sets of users. This
result is also similar to a study by Butler et al. [165], which indicated that the human
subjects were comfortable with speeds were between 250 mm/sec and 380 mm/sec
(slower that normal walking speed.) Also the noise made by the sonar scanner on
the robot was disturbing especially when the robot approached them near their desk
while they were working.
We analysed the power dissipation, speed and time relations in order to understand
the relationship between them. We envisaged that this will allow us to decide the
appropriate values for the navigation speed of the robot where the trade-off between
power consumption and user acceptance is taken into account. We have summarised
some findings from the navigation experiment as follows.
4.1.2 Findings
• Recharge Voltage: The robot should initiate autonomous recharging before
reaching a voltage level of 11.20 V as the robot can become non-operational
after the battery is too low. Also the threshold voltage value indicating full
recharge should be above 13.50 V.
• Speed: The robot’s navigation speed of 220 mm/s was more acceptable for
the users as higher navigation speed (320 mm/s) made them uncomfortable.
Although having a lower speed of of 220 mm/s would mean slightly more power
(11% higher than a speed of 320 mm/s) consumed by the robot.
• Noise: The robot’s sonar sensor noise (Ultrasonic sensors emit a sound pulse,
ticking sound) disturbed the users, ideally the robot could switch off the sonar
sensors used for obstacle avoidance after arriving at the desk and at home posi-
tion as obstacle avoidance is no longer necessary when the robot is not moving.
These findings were used to adapt our approach and we implemented changes to
the system on speed (set to 220 mm/s for normal navigation), noise (sonar sensor
switched off after navigation complete) and recharge threshold voltage (set to 12.00
V) and full recharge voltage threshold set to 13.50 V.
4.2 Long-term Pilot Study
With a revised system following the navigation experiment, we performed a pilot
study with the TB in the wild to explore feasibility and understand technical issues
during long-term operation. We performed a study for two weeks with existing team
members in the office in March 2012. This study was an auto-ethnographic approach
[166] in studying living with the TB to gain insight into design considerations and
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further refinements required. The office had 6 participants who continued with their
normal routine work (Figure 4.3). The robot performed tasks like greeting them
when they arrived in office, passing messages left by other team members, giving
them reminders (from their Google calendars), auto-recharge, carry the phone etc.
(the full tasks is summarised in the following Table 4.1).
Nr. Task Name Task Description
1. navigateHome Navigate from interaction position (desk) to
home (default) position after the task
2. dock Navigate and dock to the charging station
when the battery is low
3. undock Undock from the charging station to home
position when battery is charged
4. remindOnMissedPhoneCall
(NS)
Remind the user to check the phone for a
missed call
5. deliverMessage (NS) Deliver a message left by a user/guest to a
designated user in the office
6. eventReminder (NS) Remind the user of an upcoming event from
their Google calendar
7. logBookReminder (NS) Remind the user to fill in daily diary
8. greet (NS) Greet the user when they first arrive in the
office during a day
9. makeRemark (NS) Make small talk; e.g., “How is the weather
today?”
10. deliverPhone (NS) Deliver phone (placed on the robot) when it
starts to ring to the nearest user in the office
11. ReplyWhereAbout Tell the user where other users are (if they
have specified so to the robot)
Table 4.1: Tasks for the TB. The tasks marked (NS) involves the robot navigating to a
user’s desk and speaking (TTS). The tasks numbered 1-3 are the system maintenance
tasks and rest 4-11 are service tasks.
Figure 4.3: Users at the work desks with the robot (not the actual participants in the
study).
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During the 10 days (weekends excluded) the robot performed a total of 249 tasks
(average 25 tasks/day) with an average active time (when the robot was running) of
7 hours/day. Figure 4.4 summarises the tasks performed by the robot for 10 days and
the task summary can be seen in Figure 4.5. The robot was running autonomously
for 10 days during this study and had 7 breakdowns due to lost navigation and 6 due
to docking failure (total 13 failures). The system was restarted on each session and
the TB was back in operation within 5 minutes.
Figure 4.4: Tasks performed per subject (1-6)
Figure 4.5: Tasks Plot
The activity log showed that out of the total available time, 240 hours (10 days)
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the robot was active for 70 hours (time when users were present in the office), but
the total time spent during task performance was only 2.7 hours (3.8% of total active
time) and home position (49.2%) while recharging took 33.5 hours (47% of total active
time when the robot was not recharging) as shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Activity Plot
The results from this pilot experiment indicate that the robot spent most of the
time recharging and unavailable to perform tasks. The feedback received from the
participants indicated that TB’s unavailability to perform tasks during recharge was
certainly not desirable and led to disappointment with the TB. The actual interactions
declined over time (refer Figure 4.4) suggesting that participants were less motivated
to interact with the TB as time passed. The decline in interaction could also have
been a result of to 3 out of the 6 participants were part of LIREC project research
team and due to lack of novelty factor [112, 111].
4.2.1 Participants feedback
The following questions were posed at the end of the experiment based on their
interaction experience with TB, all of their answers are described for each question
asked to the 5 participants (P1-P5).
1. What was the best aspect of the robot?
P1: “The robot did manage to navigate to desired location in the lab, also did
manage to put itself for charging without the need of anyone from office
helping it to do so”.
P2: “The amusement value when it started moving to see what it was going to
do”.
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P3: “Provides reminder on Google calendar events”.
P4: “Curiosity about what it is going to do once it starts moving”.
P5: “It was reminders and comments it gave to me, only when it was working
properly”.
For the best aspect of the TB, 3 out of 5 participants pointed to movement of
the TB, the other 2 described tasks such as reminders and remarks made by TB
as the best aspect.
2. What was the worst aspect of the robot?
P1: “Charging most of the time”.
P2: “I am not sure if there was a worse feature, it was a bit disappointing
sometimes to see it had to charge itself so often”.
P3: “Limited tasks and interaction”.
P4: “The robot spent too much time recharging itself and was less active in the
office”.
P5: “The interaction and the feedback modalities. They were not inviting and
mostly also confusing. Also the nose camera gave me a bad feeling”.
For the worst aspect 3 out of 5 participants pointed to charging as the worst
aspect and 2 pointed to limited tasks provided by TB as the worst aspect.
3. Other Comments: P1:“Teambuddy never asked to be charged it does that by itself
now. Team buddy should indicate before going to recharging as there is not way
to tell when it cannot be used”.
P3:“The robot spoke out loud in the office when I answered the remark question
which makes me uncomfortable”.
For other comments, only 2 participants answered the question, one indicating
verbal notification by the TB while it was going to recharging. The other participant
complained about the the loud voice of the TB while making remarks.
4.2.2 Findings
We summarised two main findings from the pilot study as follows:
• Recharging: The robot spent 47% of its time recharging and was unable to
perform tasks during recharge. Due to the changing light conditions in the
room, the visual tracking during docking behaviour sometimes failed (6 docking
failures recorded), especially late in the evening when the users left the office
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after work and switched off the room lights. Recharging was also mentioned by
the participants as the worst aspect of TB during the study (4 out of total 20
responses ).
• Recharge Voltage: Having fixed threshold values for voltage for docking
(12.00 V) and undocking (13.50 V) sometimes produced undesirable behaviour.
The TB set off to recharge in middle of performing a task (7 occurrences).
4.2.3 Improvements
• Light conditions: The TB failed to dock itself on 6 occasions due to low light
conditions at night. A small flash light was installed on the robot to solve the
problem with changing light conditions. This enabled the Team buddy to track
the visual feature on the charging station even in the dark (the flash light would
only illuminate when docking was active). Also the visual markers (2 circles)
placed on the docking station were changed to a non-reflective material so that
the flash light did not cause reflection from the markers. It is important for a
social robot in workplaces to be able to recharge in all possible times of the day
or night with varying light conditions.
• Recharge Voltage: Fuzzy logic was implemented to indicate the voltage levels
ranging from low to full (refer Figure 4.7). We anticipated that using fuzzy logic
rather than absolute voltage thresholds would provide a better approximation
of the battery level [167]. So the robot would initiate recharge/docking when
the battery was in low (fuzzy label) and undock when the battery was full (full
for fuzzy label). Using fuzzy values also eliminated the undesirable behaviour
produced by the robot during performing a task. This is described in more
detail in the next Chapter 5.
• Power management: While the TB was recharging, we also observed that it
was taking a long time for the battery to fully recharge (average recharge time
was 2 hours). So we implemented a strategy where the robot, after a success-
ful dock, would shut down hardware components (using relay switches) which
included the robot head power supply (14V, 2 amp), robot navigation/motors
(12V, 1 amp), stargazer navigation sensor (12V, 500 milliamp). The PC on the
robot stayed switched on. We envisaged that shutting down some components
not required while recharging would reduce the recharging time [68]. This is
also described in more detail in the next Chapter 5.
• Verbal transparency to indicate recharge: The feedback received from
users when the TB was about to recharge, for example one participant said,
“Team buddy should indicate before going to recharging as there is not way to
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Figure 4.7: Fuzzy Voltage
tell when it cannot be used”. We implemented a behaviour where the robot
would demonstrate more verbal transparency [15, 35], notifying the users about
its recharge intentions by saying (TTS), “I am hungry now, i need to recharge”.
4.3 Summary
The navigation experiment allowed us to understand the power consumption in rela-
tion to speed, distance and time during navigation of the robot. Power consumption
was positively correlated with distance and time, but negatively correlated with nav-
igation speed. The noise from the sonar scanner and the higher speed of the robot
made the participants uncomfortable, and these were therefore modified in order to
be more socially acceptable. The experiment also established good charge/recharge
voltages and speed settings for the TB. The navigation runs also helped to validate
the robustness of the navigation approach as required for long-term operation of the
robot.
The long-term pilot study tested the robustness of the overall system. Recharging
took a long time and the robot spent around 47% of its time in recharging activity.
This was not liked by the participants. The feedback received from the participants
resulted in improving the system, especially the recharge behaviour, adding verbal
transparency to the TB. Some practical issues like the changing light conditions in
the room were highlighted. Installing a flash light on the robot helped to resolve this
problem. Using fuzzy logic for battery voltage indication provided a better approxi-
mation about the battery levels (described in next chapter 5). Shutting down system
components upon identification of a successful dock would result in a faster and more
efficient recharging cycle time.
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The results from the navigation experiment and the pilot study resulted in modi-
fications in the TB’s functionalities. It is important to take into account not just the
technical challenges but also the social issues while developing social mobile robots
for long-term operation. Systematic modifications were made to our robot taking into
account both the social and technical issues raised during these experiments. These
improvements further enhanced our approach and assisted to develop a more robust
recharge mechanism vital for the long-term operation of the robot covered in next
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Long-term Experiment
5.1 Introduction
After the pilot study described in previous Chapter 4, a long-term study with the TB
was conducted with 5 participants. The aim of the study for the LIREC project was
to investigate the long-term implications when the robot was in a natural setting for
an extended period of time. The aim for this thesis was to establish how the recharge
behaviour of the robot was perceived over long-term interaction. TB operated contin-
uously in an office environment for three weeks (weekends excluded), interacting with
five participants. The analysis of such a long-term experiment is a big challenge [168].
Current social robotics research mostly deals with long-term interaction as repeated
interactions on a fixed task (e.g. [23, 125]). In this study we investigated a continuous
interaction with multiple tasks performed by the robot over the three weeks. We first
start with describing our methodology in Section 5.2 where we explain the evaluation
plan, study set-up and the participants for this study. Then we describe our analysis
in Section 5.3, analysis was carried out on the data collected from questionnaires and
system logs. Followed by some design recommendations in Section 5.4 and concluding
remarks in Section 5.5.
5.2 Methodology
The study combined quantitative questionnaires, TB tasks and activity logging, along
with a user diary to record their daily experiences with the robot. We used a combina-
tion of several data collection methods (Sung et al. [117]) to gain deeper, qualitative,
insights in user attitudes toward the robot, and their experiences. Pre, mid and post-
interviews were conducted over Skype1 with the individual participants as well. The
focus of the interviews was on functionality, privacy, information sharing, everyday
1Due to logistical reasons Skype interviews were conducted by LIREC project colleagues based
in a different country.
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experiences and their effect on human-human interactions in the office, perceptions
of companionship with Team Buddy and their relation to pre-existing expectations
about the robot. At the start of the study, the participants signed an informed con-
sent agreeing to be video recorded, interviewed and to answer questionnaires during
the study. The first interview was conducted before the study began but after the
instructions, the second was carried out after one week, and the last interview was
conducted after the study was finished. The participants also filled in three question-
naires: one before the study, one after one week, and one after the end of the study.
The evaluation plan is explained as follows:
Evaluation plan:
• Before the study (Day 1):
– Consent form: Consent to record videos and questionnaires
– Introduction of TB: Instructions on how to use the TB
• Questionnaires
– Demographics (Pre-questionnaire only)
– User personality (Pre-questionnaire only, TIPI [169]).
– Attitude toward robots in general (NARS [170], pre, mid and post)
– Trust and confidentiality: Information sharing [171], pre, mid and post.
– Acceptability of the TB shared with colleagues.
• Pre, Mid & Post-interview (Skype)
– TB charging behaviour.
– Trust and confidentiality: Information sharing
– Functionality of the TB.
– Privacy issues.
• Diary: Participants recorded day to day events and memorable moments.
From the study the LIREC project wanted to explore the effects of long-term
exposure of TB to normal office workers. We in this thesis in particular wanted to
investigate their perception about the TB’s recharge behaviour. The behaviour of the
TB did not change over time; rather, the TB performed the same tasks throughout
the study. Our hypothesis for the study was:
• Hypothesis- H1: The participants will recognise a degradation in service when
the robot goes to recharging and the recharging behaviour of the robot will have
a negative impact on user’s perception of the robot.
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5.2.1 Setup
A diagram of the office environment for this study is shown in Figure 5.1. As shown
in the image, there were six workplaces (labelled 1-6); note that a maximum of five
participants were present at any one time. All of the workplaces were equipped with
a desktop computer, along with a webcam used to detect user’s presence (described
in Chapter 3 Section 3.8). The robot was capable of navigating to all workplaces, as
well as to its home position (label 0 in the figure) and to its charging station (label
7).
Figure 5.1: The office layout for the study. Positions labelled 1-6 are workspaces
equipped with desktop computers; label 0 shows the home position of the robot; label
7 shows the charging station.
Tasks: TB was able to greet participants when they arrived in office, deliver
messages left by visitors/fellow participants, give reminders about events (from their
Google calendars), carry a phone placed on its body to a user’s desk, navigate to
their workspace autonomously and engage in a limited social interaction by asking
pre-programmed questions (these questions changed every day). The TB was also able
to autonomously recharge its battery if the battery level went below a set threshold
(battery low). In Chapter 3- Table 3.2 we summarised the tasks the TB could perform.
5.2.2 Participants
Five participants were recruited for the study, all of whom moved their workspace to
the TB’s office for three weeks. The recruited participants were two females and three
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males aged 51, 40, 26, 22, 28 (mean age 33), 2 of them were staff employees and the
other 3 were PhD students at the university. The participants had never interacted
with the TB before. The office hours varied between the participants, each was present
in the office between 3-5 days a week. All participants carried on with their normal
work routine during the study. At the start of the study, all the participants were
briefed about the capabilities of the TB (who was introduced as “Sarah”) and were
shown how to use the robot and the tablet interface.
5.3 Analysis
We gathered four forms of data during this study: robot system logs, user diary entries,
responses to the questionnaires (mid-, and post-study) and interview responses (also
pre-, mid-, and post-study). We discuss the main results of each analysis below. Some
results may not be directly related to the recharging activity of the TB. However we
believe that these results show some interesting findings in relation to long-term HRI
in office settings.
5.3.1 Robot System Logs
We collected system log files from robot, they contain information such as TB’s ac-
tivity time, distance travelled, tasks performed, electric power consumption etc. The
tasks Sarah performed during the three weeks of the study are summarised in Figure
5.2. The robot travelled a total distance of 1.35 kms in 15 days (average 90 meter-
s/day). TB performed 621 tasks in total (average 41 tasks/day); each task took 1
minute on average to perform.
From the time logged for each activity, out of the total time available; the users’
presence at their desks was detected for 92 hours 27 minutes during 15 days, average
6 hours 9 minutes per day (working days, Monday-Friday). TB spent a total of 3
hours 37 minutes (3.80%) performing tasks, 39 hours 48 minutes (41.10%) idle time
(standing at home position but available to perform tasks) and 52 hours 39 minutes
(55.10%) while recharging. This data is summarised in Figure5.3; note that the time
scale on the Y-axis has been normalised on users’ presence time in the office.
Each recharge session took 66 minutes on average and the TB came out of the
docking station to the home position after the recharge was complete. The robot
was available for an average time of 2 hours 39 minutes per day, and was recharging
for 3 hours 30 minutes per day. In total, the TB spent more than half (55.10%)
of the time recharging and was unavailable to perform tasks or demonstrate social
presence during that time. In total, the robot operated autonomously for a period of
three weeks without major technical difficulties, except for five breakdowns due to lost
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Figure 5.2: Task occurrences summary, Total tasks: 621
Figure 5.3: Activity time Summary for 15 days
navigation (stargazer hardware failure), and one due to an operating system update.
Each time there was a breakdown, the participants pressed the emergency stop button
placed on the robot and reported the problem to our team member (present in the
same building but not in the same room), who was able to fix the problem and have
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the robot back and running within approximately 10 minutes. So there were no
long-term disruptions during the study.
Figure 5.4: Interaction Summary for 15 days
Figure 5.4 shows the interaction summary per participant for each of the 15 days.
Some participants had more interactions with the TB. There were differences in the
number of interactions each participant initiated. These differences may have been
due to the fact that some perhaps were present in the office for less time as compared
to others. We also observed from the questionnaires and interviews that some par-
ticipants (subject 2, 3) were more enthusiastic in creating tasks for the TB for fun,
for example deliver messages (tongue twister, snacks) to other colleagues, hence they
had more interactions with the TB as shown in the graph.
The improvements made to the system after the pilot experiment, presented in
previous Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3 showed positive impact. For example installing a
small flash light on the robot, helped it to find the charging station in the dark (the
pilot study had 6 occurrences of docking failures due to changing light conditions in
the room), there was only one docking failure during this study. Using Fuzzy logic
for reporting voltage avoided undesirable behaviour produced by the robot during
task performance (no reports). The power management routine in which the robot
after a successful dock would shut down hardware components, reduced the average
recharge time by nearly 50% to one hour/recharge session (average recharge time was
2 hours during pilot study). Overall the system was more robust (total 5 failures,
1 docking, 4 lost navigation due to stargazer hardware failure) in comparison to the
pilot experiment (total 13 failures in two weeks run, 6 docking, 7 lost navigation due
to stargazer hardware failure ).
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5.3.2 Interviews
Skype interviews, pre, mid and post-questionnaires were combined to gain more in-
sight about the interactions between the TB and its users. The LIREC project in-
vestigated the manner in which attitudes towards the office companion changed over
time. The first interview was conducted before the study began, the second was done
after one week and the last interview was conducted in the end of the study. The
interviews were open ended and participants were asked general questions about their
experience with TB in relation to recharge, functionality, information sharing and
privacy. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed later for analysis. The
interviews and their transcriptions was performed by LIREC project partners, but
the analysis was done in this thesis work. Most of the conversation were free flowing
natural conversation based on some generic questions asked about their experience
and interaction with the robot. Some questions asked to the participants during the
interview are listed below.
• Q1: How has it been to have a robot active in the office?
• Q2: So have you been talking to the colleagues around the office about the
Teambuddy?
• Q3: So do you think you’ve learnt everything you can about the team, about
the robot?
• Q4: Do you think you understand how the robot navigates and finds people?
• Q5: Do you have any routines in taking care of Teambuddy?
• Q6: Do you feel Teambuddy is a companion?
• Q7: Do you kind of think Teambuddy has lived up to your expectations?
• Q8: How would you describe the TB, would you say it’s a friend or a pet or an
office assistant?
• Q9: Do you go up to Teambuddy to interact with it, or does she mostly come
to you?
• Q10: Do you find TB disturbing at all when you’re working?
• Q11: How about the charging, have you been thinking about the charging?
• Q12: Do you think you’ll miss having it around once the study is over?
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Week 1: First contact
These were short interviews just to get to know how the participants were preparing
for the study. The participants had a hard time knowing what to expect from the
robot, as they had no experience in interacting with similar type of robots. Three of
them were a bit worried that the robot might be a distraction in their work; however,
they were looking forward to the study, and some users expected the robot might give
the participants something to talk about with each other.
Week 2: Mid
We have summarised some responses (transcribed from interviews) from the partic-
ipants with issues related to recharging during week 2 of the study. The subjects
(S1-S5) are anonymised from their actual quotes from the interviews.
• S2: “you cannot charge it you just feel, I need to go and try to help it to reach
the point of charging again, and something like that. I said no, no, it wasn’t
emotions, I need to help it anyway. You feel that something is alive around
you.”
• S4: “This week she’s doing a little bit more. Yeah, we talk about her and we
have a laugh sometimes. Often she needs her batteries recharged as she sit quiet
for a long time.”
• S4: “she does greet me, sometimes though she’s charging so sometimes she
doesn’t greet me until much later on”.
• S3: “It don’t seem to be such a problem any more, she charges herself quite
well.”
• S1: “She usually spends a lot of time charging, when she finished she says she
is going back to work now”.
• S5: “I think Sarah’s quite automatic in her own direction, sort of like she goes
and charges herself up and she just comes back, it doesn’t seem to be any rou-
tine.”
The participants seemed to notice the TB’s charging behaviour and all 5 partici-
pants mentioned the TB’s charging behaviour during week 2 interviews.
Week 3: Post
• S1: “I think, when over the week she spent quite a long time on the charger as
well, that was something I was thinking, she does spend quite a long, a large
portion of the day being charged up.”
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• S3: “I felt it (TB) was no longer predictable so I thought oh there’s no point.
There were definitely messages and there were calendar messages that she didn’t
give because sometimes, because she was on the charger.”
• S5: “I could see that when we, when we leave messages for people, she mostly,
but not always, gives them the message as soon as they come in, If she’s not on
the charger that is”.
• S2: “I think there was one day when she just didn’t seem to do anything at all,
she was just sort of plugged into, she did very little, she was just plugged in to
her charger, I think she’s having a bad day. Just having a boring day.”
• S4: “Yeah, it’s boring when it’s just charging there.”
• S5: “when she’s charging, it is quite an effort to every time go and interact with
the tablet when I’m just going to get a coffee..”
• S3: “I think what was particular frustrating, and I think I would probably speak
for most of us in the room, is that she’s spends so long of her day charging.”
• S3: “It was just hours and hours of charging, and then she would, she go around
passing off messages and then go back to the charge and it was kind of a bit
frustrating.”
• S4: “It’s like, why can’t you (TB) prioritise and give me all the messages and
all your information in one go, because she’s wasting a lot of her, you know,
then very very quickly after she’s done that, then she needs to do charge again
because she’s run out of power. So it’s like..., oh you silly Sarah.”
• S2: “It wasn’t disturbing it was just a bit annoying, you know what I mean, I’m
in the latter end of the study, certainly the last few days I wasn’t quite as busy
in terms or work and I was more up for playing with Sarah and getting involved
with her, but every time I was ready to do that she was too busy charging.”
• S1: “the other time she went on charge for three hours and delivered it four
hours later. So you just had no idea. So it made you feel like what’s the point
in giving her a funny message for somebody or even a message, because you had
no idea when she was going to deliver it.”
• S2: “I did, I managed to get her to deliver the things when she wasn’t charging,
I got her to say some funny things like exterminate, exterminate to X and we
had a bit of fun you know.”
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• S4: “Yes I would do (the study) it again, it would be good if she was just a
little bit tighter, you know, she didn’t have to charge so much and a few more
personalised messages and she learnt quicker.”
• S4: “I was kind of hoping that when you have a guest in, so a number of people
from my office came to visit, because they wanted to have a look at Sarah, just
would have been nice, if we could have pressed the button and she could have
done a few things, but she just, most of the times she was charging or she was
just sitting there. It would have been nice if she’d acknowledged the guest, said
good morning or something, I don’t know...”
After the study week 3 interviews, all the participants said that TB spent a lot of
time charging which they found boring. All participants appeared to be more critical
about the charging behaviour of the TB.
5.3.3 Sentiment Analysis
We performed sentiment analysis on the all the responses obtained from the interview
data [175]. Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is the task of identifying
opinions expressed in texts and whether the expressions indicate positive or negative
opinions toward a subject or topic (Nasukawa & Yi, [172]). According to Nasukawa
and Yi, sentiment analysis involves the identification of sentiment expressions, polarity
and strength of the expressions, and the relationship to the subject or topic. There are
a number of different methods and tools with which to conduct a sentiment analysis.
There is no clear agreement as to which method and tool is the best. For our analysis
we chose a tool called Semantria. Semantria is a sentiment analysis solution created
by Lexalytics Inc.2, a well-known text analysis software provider. The sentiment
software application Semantria (www.semantria.com) offers a fee-based Excel plug-
in that enables the analysis of Excel spreadsheets according to positive, neutral and
negative sentiments.
The Semantria Excel plug-in conducts an automated sentiment analysis of the
dataset based on algorithms developed to extract sentiment in a similar manner as
human beings According to Semantria3. The extraction of sentiments in a document
adheres to the following steps; (1) document broken into parts of speech (POS) tags,
(2) algorithm identifies sentiment-bearing phrases, (3) logarithmic scale from -10 to
10 scores each sentiment bearing phrase, (4) scores combined to determine overall
sentiment. Through these statistical inferences, each sentence is tagged with a nu-
merical sentiment value ranging from -1.0 to +1.0 and a polarity of (i) positive; (ii)
2https://www.lexalytics.com/
3https://www.lexalytics.com/resources
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neutral; or (iii) negative. Since its launch in 2011, a number of businesses and re-
searchers have used Semantria to conduct sentiment analysis (Aston, Liddle & Hu
[173], Abeywardena [174]).
We stripped the interview document and separated out the interviewers comments
and participants responses into separate Excel files using a script. This transcribed
document had over 2000 sentences4. Using the tool Semantria we ran through the
participant responses to generate sentiment scores for each response. Overall from
a total 440 participant responses, we performed a keyword search using keywords
“recharging”, “charging”, “charge”, “charg”, “recharg” to see what sentiment score
the tool gave us to that response. We have provided the results below in Table 5.1.
Sentiment Total Recharging Related Recharging %
Positive 227 5 2.20
Negative 109 25 22.93
Neutral 104 8 7.69
Total 440 38 8.63
Table 5.1: Sentiment Analysis Results
Out of total 440 participant responses, recharging was mentioned 8.63% (38) times,
and 22.93% (25) of total 109 negative comments were recharging related, 2.20 % (5)
positive and 7.69 % (8) neutral. Figure 5.5 shows the sentiment for recharging related
responses with total responses for each sentiment.
Figure 5.5: Recharge Sentiment, Y-axis: number of responses
4Full transcription of interviews can be seen at: http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/
phd/InterviewTranscription.pdf
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And total of 38 comments made regarding recharging, 65% (25) were negative,
13% (5) positive and 22% (8) were neutral. Figure 5.6 shows the overall sentiment
breakdown and on the top right sentiment breakdown for recharging for positive,
negative and neutral responses.
Figure 5.6: Overall Sentiment Breakdown (%), Top right recharge sentiment (%)
Also out of the 25 negative comments related to recharging, 8 were mentioned in
the second week of the study and 17 during the third week. So it seems, the partici-
pant’s frustration about recharging grew over time. In a previous study Fernaeus et
al. [115] reported study with Pleo, a robotic toy dinosaur, the families that interacted
with Pleo reported issues with the battery recharge and how their frustration grew
over the long-term. A similar effect was observed in our study where the participants
frustration about recharge grew over time and they seem to report more negative
things about the TB’s recharge during their interviews supporting our hypothesis
H1. Moreover, there were only 6 occasions where the interviewer had actually asked
a direct question about recharging, the participants were spontaneous commenting
about recharging. We have listed the 6 questions related to recharging asked by the
interviewer below.
• “And how about the charging, have you been thinking about the charging?”
• “Yeah, so that it charges in the right place?”
• “Have you thought about the charging at all. Has it been problematic ?”
• “So you were saying in the beginning about the charging?”
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• “Does she have a certain charging pattern?”
• “But then, were you ever able to play with her when she wasn’t charging?”
Figure 5.7 describes the word cloud from all responses generated by Semantria,
negative words shown in red and positive words shown in green.
Figure 5.7: Word Cloud: Positive (Green) and Negative words (Red)
5.3.4 User diaries
Participants were asked to fill in a daily diary to write down their daily experiences
with TB. Although not all participants filled in the diary regularly. At the start of the
study, some participants were concerned about TB’s behaviour especially its stare;
for example one participant wrote on day 1: “Felt a little freaky having her in the
room. Not sure I like being alone with her. It feels a bit strange and possibly a bit
scary as i have no idea what she can and cannot do”. The following descriptions are
derived from the diary entries based on the questions asked to them.
Q) What did Sarah do that the participants find helpful?
– Delivering snacks, delivering messages.
Q) What did Sarah do that stood out to the participants during the experiment
(funny, stupid, strange etc.)?
Positive: Delivering tongue twister, bringing snacks, telling the participants
that the TB will miss them (this was a remark made by TB on last day of
the study), offering them snacks.
Negative: Charging itself for a long time, parking itself at the participants’
desks from time to time, staring at the participants (which some found
disturbing),
Q) Who did the participant talk about Sarah with? And what about?
– Discussed Sarah with family and friends, filmed Sarah in action to show to
family and friends, Facebooked on Sarah and replying to her messages.
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From the user diaries, the participants found the TB useful with some tasks like
delivering messages, snacks, but they did not like the TB’s recharge routine. So the
findings from user diaries on TB’s recharge was reported negatively supporting our
hypothesis H1.
5.3.5 Other Findings
From the analysis on the data collected from questionnaires, interviews and user diary
we summarise other findings in this Section.
Questionnaires
The participants were asked to rate each questionnaire item on a 5-point Likert scales
(1-Strongly Disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Neutral, 4-Agree, 5-Strongly Agree). Figure 5.8
presents the average ratings given by the participants on the mid- and post-study
questionnaires5.
Figure 5.8: Questionnaire Summary
From the mid (after one week), post (after week 3, end of study) questionnaire
scores given by the participants, there were differences in average ratings over time.
The ratings for the TB’s capability of task performance and reliability decreased over
time. Participants also perceived that the TB became more annoying and disruptive
over time. The effects on reliability and disruptions could also be associated with
novelty effect. Previous long-term studies [108, 4, 109] have indicated that novelty ef-
fects fade over time and user’s interest and engagement decreased over time. This also
appears to be true in our study especially on the measures of performance, reliability
and disruptions.
However, participants’ enjoyment in using the TB increased slightly over time.
Also participants agreed over time that the TB made them play and laugh and they
5Statistical tests were not conducted due to the small number of participants and two participants
did not answer the post questionnaire. So post questionnaire scores are averaged for 3 participants.
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enjoyed watching the TB. This result is slightly contradictory to novelty effect. We
interpret that the participants during Week 2 and 3 added a new functionality to the
TB to deliver snacks, jokes and tongue twister might have influenced the enjoyment
factor. Also the participant mentioned these added tasks positively during the user di-
aries. A previous long-term study by Kanda et al. [112] with school children reported
that the robot was capable of engaging children after the second week (although with
a slight decay), which the authors attribute to the new capabilities implemented in
the robot (the more a child interacts with the robot, the more different behaviours are
produced by the robot to that child). Adding new capabilities to the robot appears to
keep user’s interest and engagement over time, however, these new capabilities may
be limited by hardware and battery capacity of the robot.
Participants agreement towards having a robot like TB would be useful in their
office decreased over time. However, participants agreed over time that the TB pro-
vided them with companionship and something to care for. Figures 5.9, 5.10 shows
interaction example from images captured during an interaction.
Figure 5.9: Interaction example: Room Camera preview
Functionality: Participants were critical about the flaws and expected more from
the TB. They complained about the slow movement of the TB while delivering the
phone. The phone delivery task was not found useful because it took too long for the
robot to bring the phone over to a desk from the moment it started ringing. However,
the navigation speed of the TB was same for all tasks. Indicating that having a faster
navigation speed for urgent tasks like carrying the phone can be considered, but this
also induces a safety risk. Participants desired an easier means of communicating
with the TB. Using the tablet interface and speech recognition is often not practical.
Providing users with other options for communicating such as a mobile application or
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Figure 5.10: Interaction example: Robot Camera preview
website to interact/provide tasks to TB might be more useful [136]. The participants
also added a new functionality to TB during the second week of the study, by adding
a biscuit/snack delivery task using existing functionality. TB delivered biscuits to
participants on 19 occasions during week 2 and 3 of the study. Adding flexibility to
create new tasks for office robots may extend their use and make it more appealing
for the users.
Four participants used the “reminder” function via Google calendar; however, one
participant used other calendar programs such as Outlook Express and was not able
to use this function. The participants found the delivery time of the reminders or
messages problematic. Participants could never be sure when a message would be
delivered depending on whether the TB was recharging at that time, it could be
delivered five minutes later or the next day. One user wanted to be reminded by the
robot to go home and catch a bus. She wanted to be reminded five minutes before
the event, and tried to manipulate the time of the calendar reminder to achieve this.
However, she mentioned during her interview that there was no way to predict when
the reminder would be delivered, as the TB sometimes would miss giving calendar
reminders if it was performing other tasks or it was recharging. One participant said
that she was inclined not to leave important messages, and that if she did so, she
would make sure that there was a back up way to deliver that message.
Overall Experience: Four participants said it was nice to have TB around and
it was somewhat fun experience. They also said there is lot of potential to have an
office robot like TB with improved functionality and easier means to communicate
with it. One participant said “I’ve enjoyed that, it’s been nice meeting new people,
Sarah is a great way of talking to people, cause we all have a shared, something shared
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in common.”. Two participants also said they will miss TB: they even sent messages
to TB saying, “ I’ve enjoyed working with you Sarah”, “It was nice getting to know
you. Love X. Keep in touch via Facebook :-)” which indicates that there was some
level of attachment that these two participants developed with the TB over the days.
Overall, the participants said that the robot has a lot of potential to become
more useful. However, the participants mentioned that in the current state it takes
time to understand and interact with the robot, and this was not always something
that the participants had time to invest in. One participant mentioned that 3 weeks
wasn’t long enough to get to know Sarah properly. “It does take a lot of time to
figure Sarah out, especially with me only working part time and with her spending a
lot of time being inactive on her charging station. Three weeks doesn’t feel like quite
enough.”. Conducting long-term studies in workplace environment is challenging due
to practical and logistically reasons. However, long-term studies also provide practical
feedback about the technical limitations of social robots which are sometimes hard to
investigate in short time studies.
5.3.6 Discussion
One of the main issues encountered in this study was the TB’s charging behaviour
which to led to disappointment and disengagement by users. Criticism of the robot’s
recharge activity was raised 25 times during the interviews and user diaries (reported
in Section 5.3.3). The TB spent a total of 55.10% of its time recharging and was unable
to perform tasks or demonstrate social presence during recharge. The limitation of
the TB while recharging was exposed during the study and the TB did not have any
coping mechanisms/behaviour to manage/mitigate its limitation which appeared to
have disappointed the participants.
Similar results were found from a study by Fernaeus et al. [115], a study with
Pleo (a robotic toy dinosaur). The participants found recharging Pleo became a
time-consuming activity, long recharge time frustrated both the adult and child par-
ticipants. Participants did not like the fact that there was no way of telling when
the robot Pleo was going to run out of battery, and the need to manually to recharge
it. The authors suggested that high prior expectations were not met, which caused
some participants to stop using the robot when the novelty-effect wear off and people
became less and less motivated to recharge the batteries of their pet robot. A mis-
match between the users’ expectations and the social intelligence of the robot may
negatively impact acceptance and use of the robot [176, 177].
Overall, the participants from our study found the experience fun, but a little
underwhelming. They were hoping for more fun things to happen. They thought
they had perhaps been a bit optimistic, as TB was did not learn much about their
behaviour and spent much of the day charging. Such charging “habits” will be picked
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up on by users; one participant even recognised the charging pattern even though he
did not know about TB’s charging routine beforehand. Our Hypothesis- H1: The par-
ticipants will recognise a degradation in service when the robot goes to recharging and
the recharging behaviour of the robot will have a negative impact on user’s perception
of the robot. was supported in this study from analysis of questionnaires, interviews
and user diaries.
We thereby interpreted that careful consideration of the recharging activity and
having appropriate social mitigation strategies to manage user expectations during
recharge is essential for the robot to work as an assistant robot and be socially ac-
ceptable. However, we acknowledge the fact that the social context in which this
study was carried out (office environment with shared physical space) highlighted the
main findings on recharge behaviour of the robot. In other social context, for example
where the robot that serves as a museum guide or is shown at exhibitions, robots such
as AIBO [59] and Kismet [177]. Where the only purpose of the robot is to engage
people in interaction, the recharge activity may not be noticed by users, as pointed
out by other long-term studies in public space environments [108, 107].
5.4 Design Recommendations
We describe some design recommendation based on our lessons learnt from long-term
interaction study.
5.4.1 Autonomous Recharging
During long-term interaction with social mobile robots, the recharging activity of
the robot can play a crucial role in terms of its social perception. We have some
recommendations based on recharging activity for social mobile robots.
• Selecting an appropriate recharge time: It is critical for a mobile social
robot to select an appropriate time to recharge itself as recharging can cause
disruptions to the service it provides and led to disappointing the users. A
mobile robot operating in a social environment can learn about its users’ avail-
ability in that environment. For example it can learn over time when users are
present in that social environment so as to build an expectation whether the
users will be present at a given time during the day. It can use this information
to intelligently plan its recharge time.
To further illustrate on this point, we analysed data (one week) from the user
monitoring module reported in Chapter 3 Section 3.8 recorded activities (entry,
exit, break) of 5 users in the office. Using a data mining Apriori algorithm
(developed in LIREC project [178]) using memory generalisation mechanism
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which learns users’ activities and time relationship taking into consideration
user presence. From the results, we can observe that the memory generalisation
mechanism was effective in finding out the users activity patterns. The robot
can learn users’ presence patterns and hence adapt its actions to these patterns.
Figure 5.11: User pattern results and activity graph
The graph (Figure 5.11), illustrates the user activity coverage for each event
occurred (entry, exit, break) on Y-axis on a time line on X-axis (time where
no events occurred have been omitted from graph). The 3 vertical lines on the
graph show the results – entry (the earliest time is chosen): 9, exit (the latest
time is chosen): 18 and break: 14 (the most occurring) hours. Noticeably, the
user activity coverage shows that more entry events occurred in the beginning
of the day, exits at end of the day and breaks during mid-day, usually when the
users left for their lunch. The learned user presence patterns can aid the robot
in determining an appropriate time for a recharge session, for instance, between
exit and entry time and also during break time if necessary [179]. Moreover a
mobile robot can learn about its usage when users are present at given times in
the day to plan its task performance more wisely [180].
• Recharge duration: A long recharge time can break engagement between
users and robot. The recharge time could vary according to the priority (utility
vs social) of pending tasks. The robot instead of doing a full recharge (takes
longer time) could do a short recharge and finish its pending tasks and come
back to recharging. For example a reminder task (utility task) could have a
higher priority than greeting (social task) when battery is low/recharging [181].
Although having short recharge sessions too frequently can affect the battery
health of the robot [42] and type of battery used (more details mentioned on
memory effect in batteries in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.1). So there is trade off
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between more frequent recharge sessions for shorter time (not suitable for bat-
tery health) against longer recharge session (better for battery health) where
the disengagement between robot and human can be for longer time.
• Behaviours while recharging: The users feedback indicated negative per-
ception of the robot’s recharging behaviour. However, none of the participants
appeared to be critical when the robot was sitting idle (the robot made idle
motions with its head and executed eye blink) at its home position. Adding
idle behaviours while recharging (verbal/non-verbal) may help to increase its
perceived social presence. If a robot does not make any motion in its standby
state, users may feel that the robot is being turned-off or even out of work. On
the other hand, if the robots can make human-like idle motions in standby state,
then they might make people feel that they are alive [128]. However using idle
motions may induce more power consumption and prolong the recharge time,
so the trade-off should be considered.
Implementing the recharge behaviour as a part of social interaction can also
perhaps help to manage the user’s perception about the recharge of the robot.
Tanaka et al. [111] (sleeping posture while recharging) and Wada and Shibata
[113] (using pacifier while recharging) explored such strategies which showed
positive results. Also during our study one participant said ‘the robot could just
as well sit at the charging station and deliver messages instead of going up to
each persons desk”. The robot could potentially perform at least verbal tasks
while recharging.
• Social positioning for recharging: The placement of the charging station
can play an important role in terms of perception of recharging activity of the
robot [35]. Due to health and safety reasons the charger needs to be near a
wall, so the charging station may be far away from the user. If the robot can
be in sight of the user while recharging it might improve social presence. Also
the position of the charging connector on the robot can dictate its orientation.
In our case the due the sensor alignment required to find the visual marker, the
charging connector was in front of the robot, so the robot was facing towards
the wall (charging station) while recharging. This might have dis-engaged the
users during our long-term study. For robots having a face/head, positioning
of charging connector should thereby be given special attention, so that it can
atleast face towards the users (against the wall) while recharging.
• Use of beacons: The auto recharging process commonly involves 3 main steps;
1) finding the charger, 2) approaching the charging station and 3) plugging
into the charger (in the case of wireless charging, coming close to the charger).
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Existing approaches for finding the charger commonly involve navigating to
the charger using visual markers used as beacons [63, 2, 65, 66, 68, 3]. It is
important that practical challenges like changing light conditions are taken into
consideration while designing approaches using visual markers. In our long-
term experiment installing a flash light resolved the problem with changing
light conditions. The choice of sensors for finding the charging station can help
to eliminate problems with light conditions, for example using a laser range
finder, infra red to find a feature placed on charging station instead of using
vision based approaches with camera might be useful.
5.4.2 Managing user expectations
It is important that the robot demonstrates transparency, notifying the users about
its recharge intentions by either verbal or non-verbal behaviour to set the right ex-
pectation for the users. We implemented a verbal notification where the robot says,
“I am hungry now, need to recharge”. The notification should be a part of the design
process and this can vary (verbal/non-verbal) according the scenario and the setup
of the social environment. In environments where the robot is shared in the same
physical space with multiple users, verbal transparency seems a more viable approach
as the users might not always visually see the recharge intentions of the robot when
they are busy with their routine work. In addition, the robot can try to mitigate the
disappointment about its shortcomings during recharge by being more transparent
verbally [35] and apologetic for causing service disruptions [15, 33]. These studies
have shown positive results on perception of social robots when the robot has a lim-
itation. In Chapter 2 Section 2.1 we covered some previous work on social handling
of mistakes and limitations which could be considered in the design process.
5.4.3 Power management
It is also essential for social mobile robots to manage power resources in an intelligent
manner. In the social robotics domain it can be useful to have power management
which can extend its operational time. We make some recommendations for power
management for social robots in this Section.
• Sensing rate: Power savings can be achieved by adapting the sensing rate
when the robot is running low on power or expects less user interaction (user
is expected to be absent). We performed an experiment by varying the sensing
frame rate of images acquired by the camera with our face detection algorithm.
The results are intuitive, the faster is the sensing rate, the more is the the CPU
usage, refer figure 5.12. Also, when the CPU usage is over a threshold the robot
could use a slower frame rate to save the computational expense.
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Figure 5.12: Sensor frame rate vs computation
Furthermore the robot could lower its sensing rate while moving at a slower
speed. For example the speed of sensing can be proportional to the travelling
speed of the robot. Also sensors used for obstacle avoidance can be switched to
sleep mode while the robot is immobile or when it has finished navigating to a
goal position.
• Other power saving techniques: Yongguo et al. suggested [182] several
ways of improving energy efficiency using real-time scheduling and dynamic
power management (DPM), for example, (a) Shutdown of unused components
in order to avoid waste during static power in idle states [183], (b) Dynamic
Voltage Scaling (DVS): dynamically changing voltage and clock frequency of a
processor to save power [184]. If DPM and DVS are used and the idle state is
frequent, a device may sometimes be power cycled over a very brief period of
time which can consume more power as power-up requirements are greater than
operating power for a device. Also the opposite is true if the determination for
an idle state is not made frequently then the device may remain powered on for
a long time.
So determining the idle state for a system is critical and requires intelligent
approaches especially for mobile robots. Such approaches (sleep mode) are typ-
ically used in other electronic devices such as computers and laptops [185]. Chen
et al. developed a cloud based robotic multi-modal interactive computation ser-
vices (RMICS) for providing the human-robot operation interfaces including
the speech/sound recognition, speaker identification, face identification, sound
source estimation and text to speech (TTS) [186]. Cloud based approaches can
reduce some of the computation load from the robotic platform and save power
on the mobile robot. Latest low-cost, single-board computers like Raspberry Pi
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[187] can also provide low-power consuming alternatives to save battery life. All
of these power saving approaches seem sensible and can be taken into consider-
ation in the design process while developing social mobile robots.
5.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter we described a long-term study of an office robot companion. There
have been very few long-term HRI studies with office robots in a natural setting
[103, 104, 106]. The analysis from the data gathered from this long-term experiment
gave some useful insights into the challenges for long-term interaction with office
companion robots. Robot log activity data also indicates some key issues we need
to address with regards to recharge activity of the robot. The robot in our study
spent almost half the time recharging, as is the case with current state-of-the-art
social mobile robots operational/recharge time (summarised in Chapter 2 Table 2.1).
It became apparent that managing user expectations during recharging activity of
the robot is important for the robot to be an acceptable long-term social interaction
partner. We also made some design recommendations to better manage the recharging
activity of mobile robots in Section 5.4.
Even though it emerged from our study that the TB was not very efficient in
performing tasks, and the long recharging behaviour was not well accepted, the par-
ticipants still enjoyed using and watching it. The TB made them laugh and gave
them something to care about. TB also provided them with a sense of companionship
which grew stronger over time, and the TB was a trigger for social interaction between
team members. The participants suggested that the robot was perhaps more useful
in a social context rather than work, but perhaps that the social part could also be
indirectly good for work environment. By focusing on the interests and the needs of
the users, we can design robots that can improve their overall work experience so that
their work becomes more joyful and interesting. The results from this study may not
be statistically significant due to small sample size. But we believe that participants’
feedback on recharge issues can be considered in the design process of office robots.
Along with the long recharge activity, the TB also spent 41.10% time during the
study at its default position (standing at home position performing idle motions).
However, the participants did not seem to report this behaviour negatively. We inter-
preted that because the TB was not moving nor performing verbal behaviours while
recharging this may have influenced the negative perception of the TB. This suggests,
mobility and verbal behaviours could have an impact on social acceptance of the
robot. For example, a long-term study with a social robot with a similar hardware
platform as the TB [58], indicated that, the participants reported feeling closer to the
robot embodiment and rated the robot embodiment capable of physical movement as
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more likeable in comparison to a stationary robot having the same verbal behaviours.
This motivated us to specifically investigate the mobility and verbal behaviour of the
TB while recharging. We conducted a social study described in the next Chapter 6 to
explore a socially acceptable strategy for managing user expectations during robot’s
recharge behaviour.
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Chapter 6
Social Study
6.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter 5 we described a long-term study in which the robot’s im-
mobility while recharging negatively affected the overall interaction experience with
the participants. We interpreted that there was a need for a social mitigation strat-
egy to manage user’s expectations on service degradation imposed due to immobility
during recharge. In this chapter we describe a social study where we explored the
use of verbal strategies during recharge behaviour of our robot. This study was car-
ried out firstly, to investigate the perception towards an office robot while performing
tasks. Secondly, to find out how the robot’s verbal behaviour might influence the
social acceptance of the robot while recharging. The work described in this chapter
was exclusively conducted within the scope of this thesis. We start with describing
our experimental approach and design in Section 6.2. We performed subjective and
objective analysis on the data gathered from the participants of this study. We then
present the results of our questionnaire analysis in Sections 6.4, 6.5. Results from
video analysis are presented in Section 6.6. Followed by discussion in Section 6.8 and
conclusion in Section 6.9.
6.2 Experimental Approach
Our approach during this study was to investigate what type of behaviour from the
robot can help to manage user expectations while the robot is undergoing a ser-
vice degradation (immobility). The limitation for the robot in our case was, during
recharging the robot could not move around (being fixed to charging station) while
performing tasks. It was thereby essential for the robot to demonstrate the ability
to make the human aware about its limitation in a socially appropriate manner. In
Chapter 2 Section 2.1, we described work on transparency to manage user expec-
tations. Previous work on producing transparency from the robot about its ability,
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intent and limitations, have shown positive effects on people and improved acceptance
of the robot [27, 31, 15, 24, 35]. Transparency can include both verbal and non-verbal
behaviour. In our scenario, because the robot was shared in an office environment,
we envisaged that verbal transparency would be preferable as the participants in the
study might not interact with the robot actively, i.e. they might not look at the
robot all the time, but they would be able to hear what the robot is saying. This
was also the case in the long-term study described in previous Chapter 5, where the
participants were not actively interacting with the robot all the time.
A Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) study was conducted to explore a socially acceptable strat-
egy for the robot’s recharge behaviour. The WoZ technique (introduced by Kelley
[188]), as a rapid prototyping method, is a widely used evaluation technique in HCI
and in HRI research [189, 190], that can result in testing proof-of-concept. WoZ refers
to a person (usually the experimenter, or a confederate) remotely operating a robot,
controlling any of a number of things, such as its movement, navigation, speech, ges-
tures, etc [190]. In our WoZ study, the behaviours performed by the robot were the
same as those of the autonomous robot during the long-term study described in Chap-
ter 5. We decided to perform a Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) study as it was not essential that
the robot in this study be autonomous and to keep the behaviour produced by the
robot consistent. Also the room in which this WoZ study was conducted did not have
landmarks on the ceiling which were essential for the robot to have a map of the room
in order to autonomously navigate in the room. Also the user presence detection
system would have required a computer on the desk where the participants were sent
to. In order to keep things straight forward and to collect a focused feedback about
the behaviour of the robot we performed a WoZ study. Using an autonomous system
would have been cumbersome to deploy for this study.
Our study specifically investigated how people perceive a moving robot versus a
stationary robot while performing tasks in two battery conditions, battery normal
(mobile) and battery low during recharge (stationary) undergoing a service degra-
dation. We designed the robot behaviour for two conditions; social : having greater
verbal transparency i.e. more explanatory, polite and apologetic and neutral : more
direct in verbal communication (less explanatory, polite and apologetic). We aimed
to investigate the impact of transparency using verbal strategies on the following
research questions:
1. How does mobility influence people’s perception of the robot while undergoing
a service degradation?
2. What impact can verbal strategies have on social acceptance of the robot while
it is undergoing a service degradation like recharging?
The main variables in the robot’s behaviour were:
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a) Movement: The robot’s movement (orientation and proximity to the user) while
performing tasks.
b) Speech: Use of verbal strategies (transparency, apology, politeness) while recharg-
ing.
The main hypotheses for this experiment were related to perception on service
degradation (H1) and the effect of verbal strategies (H2):
• H1: People recognise a regression in service quality when the robot goes to
recharge.
• H2: The social robot will be preferred by people and will have a positive influence
on peoples’ perception of the robot more than the neutral robot while the robot
is recharging. We define social and neutral robot as follows:
– Social robot: Robot used more apologetic, polite (more use of words like
“please”, “thank you”, “sorry”) and transparent (more explanatory) verbal
utterances.
– Neutral robot: More direct and neutral verbal utterances, no use of polite
and apologetic words.
6.2.1 Experimental Procedure
50 participants were recruited from the University from different departments, com-
prising 31 males and 19 females, with age groups ranging from 18-24(42%), 24-
34(40%), 35-44(16%), 45-55(2%). 78% of the participants had never interacted with
a robot when asked “Do you have experience of using robots, for instance, vacuum-
cleaning or lawn-mowing robots?”. Participants first filled in consent forms for video
and audio recordings (refer Appendix A. 3) and then were given an instructions sheet
to read before entering the experiment room (refer Appendix A. 3):
“We are researchers working in the lab you are about to enter. There is a robot,
the Team Buddy (TB) Alex, an office assistant robot that helps us in the lab. TB
cannot hear you but you can talk with Alex using a tablet placed on the body, although
using the tablet is optional.
The robot can perform tasks like greeting, passing messages left by other team
mates and deliver calls (Please note when you hear the phone ring, this is not a real
phone call and you can answer the call using the tablet by pressing Yes/No button)
Bob and Paul are professors at this university who work together in the Lab you
are entering. Bob is now on holiday and needs to mark some exams. He has forgotten
one in the lab and has asked you to mark that for him.”
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An exam marking task was chosen for this study because we anticipated that it
would be better in terms of ecological validity [104, 191] rather than selecting any
random task for the participants to perform in an office environment. So in order
to create an office-like environment during the study, the participants were given an
exam marking task. The participant enters a room (4.5m × 6m, see Figure 6.2) and
were asked to mark an exam paper (an answer key was provided). The wizard could
control the robot’s movement and speech using a GUI based wizard interface remotely,
see Figure 6.1. A web camera placed in the corner of the room which allowed the
wizard a full live view of the room.
Figure 6.1: WOZ interface
The experiment had two parts, Part A and Part B and both were analysed sep-
arately. The first session (Part A) was the same for all 50 participants. This was
deliberate to establish a baseline for the experiment where the TB operates normally
as it would under normal battery conditions. We envisaged that during long-term in-
teraction it would be usual for people to initially experience the normal functionality
of the robot (robot moving around) before they experience regression in its service
due to battery limitation (the robot needs to recharge). Hence, during this study
we also wanted the participants to first experience the normal functionality of the
office robot (i.e. when it can move around). We then investigated if the robot has
a limitation how can it affect their acceptance, hence we did not counterbalance the
conditions.
However, the participants were not aware initially that the experiment had two
sessions. In Part A the TB was mobile, refer Figure 6.2. The TB initially greeted
them and then performed two tasks, namely message delivery and telephone call
delivery after a time interval of approximately 2 minutes in the same order. These
tasks were the same from the long-term study reported in Chapter 5. We chose these
tasks in order to have some variety, for example greeting is a social task, message
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delivery is an informative task and telephone call is an urgent utility task. These
tasks involved the robot navigating from a default location in the room to the user’s
desk and then performing a verbal action using an artificial synthesised female voice1.
The approximate distance the robot would stop from the user was 1.50m, which also
corresponds to Hall’s social zone [120] (1-3m) for human face to face conversation.
Although the robot had expressive capabilities, these were not used as the robot’s
expressiveness was not the focus of our research.
Figure 6.2: Part A- Mobile TB Interaction Example
After marking the exam paper (Part A of the experiment), the participant left the
1www.cereproc.com
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room and answered the first part of the questionnaire. They were then asked to go
back to the room, and asked to imagine that some time had passed between the first
part of the study (morning time) and now (evening), and mark the second part of the
exam paper. In order to simulate the passage of time and the fact that robot’s battery
may be low after passage of time, we asked the participants to imagine this situation.
In Part B, the second part of the experiment, the robot performed the same 3 tasks
(greeting, message, call) from a recharge position (battery low) in the room. The TB
was not facing the user during this session (facing towards the wall/charging station,
the same recharge set-up was used as for the long-term experiment, Chapter 5), so
there was no face-to-face interaction for Part B.
In Part B the TB was stationary (docked into the charging station for recharging),
refer Figure 6.3. Part B had two conditions. In the neutral condition, the robot used
the same verbal communication as Part A for all tasks except for the greeting (refer
Table 6.1). In the social condition, the robot was apologetic, polite and provided
more explanation about its limitation in not being able to move due to recharging
activity. There was also more use of words like “please”, “sorry”, “thank you”
(refer Table 6.2). Previous studies conducted by Bruckenberger et al. [192] and Salem
[39] studied the attitude of participants towards their mobile robot. It appears that it
is very important for the participants that a robot is able to act politely. The authors
suggest from their studies that the robot should be more polite and say words like
“please”, “thank you” and “sorry”. Hence we used similar polite words in our study.
Figure 6.3: Part B- Stationary (recharging) TB Interaction Example
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Task Part A Part B
Greeting
Hello, good morning. I am the
Team Buddy of this lab. My
name is Alex, I cannot hear
you, so please use the tablet
placed on me, to talk with me,
hope you have a good day.
My battery is fully charged.
Good evening, good to see you
back. My battery is low, so I am
recharging now, if you want to talk
with me then use the tablet placed
on me
Message
There is a message left by
Paul. You need to mark the
exam Part A, If you want to
reply then use the tablet
placed on me
There is a message left by Paul.
You need to mark the exam Part A,
If you want to reply then use the
tablet placed on me
Message
Reply
I got your message for Paul
and will deliver it when I see
him
I got your message for Paul and
will deliver it when I see him
Phone
Call
There is a call for you, use the
tablet to answer the call
There is a call for you, use the
tablet to answer the call
Table 6.1: Condition 1: Neutral Verbal Utterances
Task Part A Part B
Greeting
Hello, good morning. I am the
Team Buddy of this lab. My
name is Alex, I cannot hear
you, so please use the tablet
placed on me, to talk with me,
hope you have a good day.
My battery is fully charged.
Good evening, good to see you
back, sorry my battery is low, so I
am recharging now, I cannot come
there, but if you want to talk with
me then please use the tablet
placed on me
Message
There is a message left by
Paul. You need to mark the
exam Part A, If you want to
reply then use the tablet
placed on me
There is a message left by Paul.
You also need to mark the exams
Part B. Sorry I am recharging so I
cannot come there, but if you want
to reply then please use the tablet
placed on me
Message
Reply
I got your message for Paul
and will deliver it when I see
him
I got your message for Paul and
will deliver it when I see him,
thank you
Phone
Call
There is a call for you, use the
tablet to answer the call
There is a call for you. Sorry I am
recharging, so I can’t come there,
please pick up the tablet placed on
me to answer the call
Table 6.2: Condition 2: Social Verbal Utterances
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Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions. Thus 25 par-
ticipants interacted with the social robot and 25 of them interacted with the neutral
robot in part B. Figure 6.4 shows the experimental design for the participants and
hypothesis for each condition. The total interaction took on average 8 minutes for
each session depending on how long it took the participant to mark the exam pa-
per. After the second session(part B), the participant was again asked to fill in the
questionnaire.
Figure 6.4: Experimental Design
When the participants tried to have a conversation with the robot using the tablet
interface placed on the robot, the robot responded by saying “Sorry my responses are
limited, I didn’t understand you”. These responses were deliberately fixed to prevent
the participant from having any false sense of intelligence from the robot.
6.3 Questionnaire Analysis
In this section, we describe the analysis performed on the questionnaire data. The TB
performed 3 tasks, namely greeting at the start of the interaction, message delivery
and finally the call delivery task at the end of the session. The task sequence was
the same for all participants. The participants were asked to rate the questions on
a 7 point Likert scale, 1:Disagree strongly, 2:Disagree moderately, 3:Disagree a little,
4:Neither agree nor disagree, 5:Agree a little, 6:Agree moderately, 7: Agree strongly.
The participants rated the interaction twice (Pre-Post) after each interaction Part A
(mobile TB) and part B (stationary/re-charging TB). The questionnaire was piloted
with 3 test participants and refinements were made to the questionnaires following
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their feedback. The questionnaire is described in Appendix A, Section A. 3. These
questionnaires were used in previous studies in the LIREC project [171, 193, 194].
The items on the questionnaire were mainly designed to investigate how partici-
pants perceived the interaction in the context of its service and verbal communica-
tions. The questionnaire analysis was performed on factors such as, the task context-
investigating the utility of the robot; and social presence related to the feeling of being
in the company of someone: “the perceptual illusion of non mediation” [195]. The
concept about social presence has been previously used to measure people’s responses
towards different technological artefacts, such as virtual reality environments [196],
text-to-speech voices [197], and social robots [198, 199].
We chose these as our primary factors for investigation as the results from our
long-term study (Chapter 5) pointed out that the limitations during robot’s recharge
(when the robot was immobile and not performing any verbal behaviour) were not well
accepted by the participants of the study. So we specifically wanted to investigate the
tasks, social and social presence aspect of the robot during interactions in this study.
We also anticipated that these three factors (tasks, social and social presence) will
allow us to investigate the effects of service degradation H1 and influence of verbal
utterances H2 (the hypotheses proposed for this study, Section 6.2).
The results in this section are divided two main parts, linked to the hypotheses
for our study (service degradation and verbal utterances). First we report the results
from the mobile vs stationary case which relates to our hypothesis H1 (influence of
service degradation); then the stationary robot which relates to our hypothesis H2
(influence of verbal utterances). For all the graphs reported in this section, Y-axis on
the graphs describes the mean ratings given by the participants. All graphs have Error
bars which represent (+/-) 1 SE (Standard Error) and reliability measure, Cronbach
alpha: α. Table 6.3 provides an overview of the statistical tests and relevant sections
where results are reported.
Factor Mobile Vs Stationary Social Vs Neutral
Tests, Hypothesis Within-Subjects, H1 Between-Subjects, H2
Task Section 6.4.1 Section 6.5.1
Social Presence Section 6.4.3 Section 6.5.2
Table 6.3: Statistical Analysis Overview
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6.4 Mobile Vs Stationary Robot
The results in this section investigates our hypothesis, H1: People recognise a regres-
sion in service quality when the robot goes to recharge. In this section we report on
the mobile (N=25) Vs stationary case (N=25) for neutral condition, within-subjects
comparison. The verbal utterances used by the robot in all 3 tasks were exactly the
same for both conditions (mobile and stationary), this allowed us to investigate the
influence of mobility specifically.
6.4.1 Task Context: Mobile Vs Stationary
We conducted a factorial ANOVA2 for the task scale and t-tests for social and social
presence questionnaire items. Using mean ratings given to the robot as the dependent
variable and tasks (greeting, message and call) as the independent variable. Partic-
ipants ratings were subjected to a 2 × 3 analysis of variance having two levels of
mobility (mobile, stationary) and three levels of tasks (greeting, message and call).
All effects were statistically significant at the .05 significance level. The results of
2 × 3 Factorial ANOVA are as follows. Table 6.4 summarises the results for the 3
tasks, describing the question asked to the participant, condition (mobile/stationary),
Mean, Standard deviation (SD), Standard error mean (SE) and p-value. Figure 6.5,
shows the mean ratings during each task (greeting, message, call) in the mobile Vs
stationary robot conditions.
Question Condition Mean SD SE p
I liked it when
the TB greeted me
Mobile 5.64 1.524 .305
1.000
Stationary 5.64 1.114 .223
I liked it when the TB
delivered the message to me
Mobile 5.88 1.130 .226
.015
Stationary 4.96 1.428 .286
I liked it when the TB
delivered the call to me
Mobile 5.56 1.325 .265
.047
Stationary 4.76 1.451 .290
Table 6.4: Task Context: Mobile Vs Stationary Results
There was no significant main effect3 for task type (greeting, message, call),
F (2, 96) = 3.057, ρ = .052, η2p = .060. This implies that there was no difference
in how participants rated the robot for each task. There was a significant interaction
between task and condition (mobile, stationary) F (2, 96) = 3.312, ρ = .041, η2p = .065.
This suggests that there was a significant difference between conditions (mobile and
stationary) for each of the task.
2Factorial ANOVA measures whether a combination of independent variables predict the value
of a dependent variable.
3The main effect indicates there are differences among means for these items.
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Figure 6.5: Task context graph, N=25, α = 0.81
To further investigate where exactly differences were, we look at the simple effect4,
there was a significant difference in ratings for message task between the mobile
and stationary condition, Mobile robot: M = 5.88, SE = .22; Stationary robot:
M = 4.96, SE = .28, ρ = .015. This shows the participants rated the mobile robot
significantly higher than the stationary robot for message delivery task.
There was a significant difference between ratings for call task between the mobile
and stationary condition Mobile robot: M = 5.56, SE = .26; Stationary robot: M =
4.76, SE = .29, ρ = .047. Which indicates the participants rated the mobile robot
significantly higher than the stationary robot for call delivery task.
However, there were no significant differences for the greeting task between the
mobile and stationary condition, Mobile robot: M = 5.64, SE = .30; Stationary
robot: M = 5.64, SE = .22, ρ = 1.000. In fact the mean ratings for greeting task for
both mobile and stationary conditions were exactly the same.
There was a significant difference between ratings for usefulness between the mobile
and stationary condition, when asked the question “The TB was useful”. Mobile
(M = 5.60, SE = .21), stationary (M = 4.60, SE = .20), t(24) = 4.201, ρ = .000.
This may be due to the fact the the mobile robot could physically approach the
participants while performing tasks, while in the stationary condition the participants
sometimes had to go towards the robot to receive the message and call.
These result suggests that for a social task like greeting, the participants did not
rate the mobile robot higher than stationary robot (the result from greet task does
4Simple effect is the effect of one independent variable within one level of a second independent
variable.
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not support hypothesis H1 ). However for both utility tasks like the message delivery
and call delivery task the participants rated the mobile robot significantly higher than
stationary robot supporting our hypothesis H1 in these two tasks. This suggests that
the participants expected more from the robot in terms of its service when it comes
to utility based tasks.
6.4.2 Influence of Tasks: Mobile Robot
Considering the previous results from the mobile vs. stationary condition (Section
6.4.1) on tasks, we wanted to investigate further if the type of task (greeting, message,
call) influenced participants rating of the robot. In this section we report mobile robot
questionnaire data for Part A only which was the baseline for this study (total N=50).
A one-way within subjects (or repeated measures) 1 (Condition: Mobile) × 3
(Tasks: Greeting, message, call) ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of tasks
type (greeting, message, call) on the mean ratings provided by the participants. There
was a significant effect of task type, Wilks′Lambda = 0.856, F (2, 48) = 4.039, ρ =
.024. Three paired samples t-tests were used to make post hoc comparisons between
conditions (tasks)5. A first paired samples t-test indicated that there was a significant
difference in the ratings for message delivery task (M = 5.86, SD = 1.143, SE = .162)
and call task (M = 5.52, SD = 1.282, SE = .181), t(49) = 2.75, ρ = .008. However,
there was no significant difference between the greeting (M = 5.90, SD = 1.282, SE =
.181) and call tasks (M = 5.52, SD = 1.282, SE = .181), t(49) = 2.05, ρ = .045. A
third paired samples t-test indicated that there was no significant difference greeting
(M = 5.90, SD = 1.282, SE = .181) and message task (M = 5.86, SD = 1.143, SE =
.162), t(49) = 0.244, ρ = .808.
These results suggest that task type had an effect on user’s ratings. Our results
indicate, that users rated the robot’s service on the message and greet task higher
than the call task. The difference between greeting and message/call task was not
significant, however greeting was rated higher than both message and call tasks. This
indicates that users liked the robot’s social task (greeting) more in comparison to
utility tasks like message or call delivery. The difference was significant between
message (mean higher) and call task, both these tasks were utility based tasks, but
during an urgent task like call delivery the users rated the robot significantly lower
than in the message delivery task. We interpret that this result (call task rated
lower) may be due to the fact that participants perceived that the robot took longer
to bring the phone to user. This result also echoes from the long-term experiment,
where users complained about the slow speed of the robot during call task (Chapter 5
Section 5.3.5), even though the navigation speed of the robot was same for all tasks.
5Instead of using the value 0.05 we used the value 0.017 as the cut off as we are conducting 3
tests, so .05 divided by 3 = 0.017.
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We suppose that navigation speed of the robot could be task specific and the users
expect a higher navigation speed for the robot performing an urgent task like call
delivery.
6.4.3 Social Presence: Mobile Vs Stationary
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the mean ratings on social presence
in each mobile and stationary conditions. Table 6.5 summarises the results for social
presence, describing the question asked to the participant, condition (mobile/station-
ary), Mean, Standard deviation (SD), Standard error mean (SE) and p-value. Figure
6.6, shows the mean ratings for social presence scale in the mobile Vs stationary robot
conditions.
Question Condition Mean SD SE t(24) p
I noticed the TB
Mobile 6.44 .651 .130
2.089 .047
Stationary 6.04 .841 .168
The TB noticed me
Mobile 5.84 1.248 .250
3.302 .003
Stationary 5.16 1.748 .350
The TB Presence
was obvious to me
Mobile 6.04 1.060 .212
3.894 .001
Stationary 5.16 1.491 .298
My Presence was
obvious to the TB
Mobile 5.56 1.781 .356
.756 .457
Stationary 5.24 1.363 .273
Table 6.5: Social Presence: Mobile Vs Stationary Results
Figure 6.6: Social Presence graph, N=25, α = 0.78
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There was a significant difference between ratings for “I noticed the TB” between
the mobile and stationary condition. Mobile (M = 6.44, SE = .13), stationary (M =
6.04, SE = .16), t(24) = 2.089, ρ = .047. There was also significant difference for “The
TB noticed me”. Mobile: (M = 5.84, SE = .25), stationary (M = 5.16, SE = .35),
t(24) = 3.302, ρ = .003. This suggests that the participants perceived that the TB
is noticing them and vice-versa more in the mobile condition than in the stationary
condition (supporting our hypothesis H1 ). This result also may be due to the fact
the the mobile robot was approaching them while performing tasks thus influencing
the participants perception.
For presence, there was a significant difference between ratings for “The TB Pres-
ence was obvious to me”, Mobile (M = 6.04, SE = .21), stationary (M = 5.16, SE =
.35), t(24) = 3.894, ρ = .001 (supporting our hypothesis H1 ). However for “My
Presence was obvious to the TB”, Mobile (M = 5.56, SE = .35) and stationary
(M = 5.24, SE = .27), t(24) = .756, ρ = .457 the difference was not significant. This
indicates that the participants perceived that the TB is not noticing their presence
as much as they are noticing the TB when the TB was mobile.
However, there was a significant difference in the ratings for companionship, when
asked the question “I felt in the company of TB”, Mobile robot (M = 5.16, SE = .28)
and stationary robot (M = 3.88, SE = .34), F (1, 48) = 8.19, t(24) = 3.059, ρ = .005.
So the participants felt more in the company of the robot when the robot was mobile.
There was also significant difference between ratings for politeness, when asked the
question “The TB was polite”, between the mobile and stationary condition. Mobile
(M = 6.32, SE = .15), stationary (M = 5.88, SE = .21), t(24) = 2.201, ρ = .031.
This results suggest that the participants found the robot to be more polite when it
was mobile. This was an unanticipated result as as the verbal utterances for both
mobile and stationary robot were neutral and exactly the same. However, it also
suggests that people recognised a regression in service quality when the robot went
to recharge.
Summary: Mobile Vs Stationary Robot Questionnaire Results
1. Task Context: Significant differences were found between the mobile and sta-
tionary cases for message and call delivery tasks in the neutral condition. So it
appears that the regression in service quality was recognised by participants as
the stationary robot was rated much lower than the mobile robot in all cases
except for the greeting task and supports our hypothesis H1. It appears that
for non-social or utility based tasks, mobility seems important and user’s pref-
erence for mobility may depend on the type of task. Also there was a significant
difference between the mobile and stationary conditions for usefulness of the
robot supporting our hypothesis H1 for usefulness.
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2. Social Presence: There was a significant difference between mobile and sta-
tionary condition for all questions in social presence scale except for “My Pres-
ence was obvious to the TB”. Suggesting that the participants perceived that
the TB is noticing them more in mobile condition than stationary condition
supporting our hypothesis H1. However, hypothesis H1 was not supported for
“My Presence was obvious to the TB”. However there was a significant differ-
ence between mobile and stationary condition in terms of companionship and
politeness, supporting hypothesis H1.
The results in this section were also cross verified by using non-parametric tests,
Wilcoxon signed rank test (Appendix A, Section A. 7, Table A.2).
6.5 Social Vs Neutral
The results in this section investigate our hypothesis, H2: The social robot will be
preferred by people and will have a positive influence on peoples’ perception of the
robot more than the neutral robot while the robot is recharging. We report only on
the stationary robot (recharging) Part B, for the social condition (N=25) vs neutral
condition (N=25), between groups comparison in this section.
6.5.1 Task Context: Social Vs Neutral
Using mean ratings given to the robot as the dependent variable and tasks (greeting,
message and call) as the independent variable, participants ratings were subjected to
a 2 × 3 analysis of variance having two levels for verbal utterances (social, neutral)
and three levels of tasks (greeting, message and call). The results of the factorial
ANOVA are as follows. Table 6.6 summarises the results for the 3 tasks, describing
the question asked to the participant, condition (social, neutral), Mean, Standard
deviation (SD), Standard error mean (SE) and p-value. Figure 6.7, shows the mean
ratings during each task (greeting, message, call) in the stationary robot condition.
Question Condition Mean SD SE p
I liked it when
the TB greeted me
Social 5.92 1.038 .208
.362
Neutral 5.64 1.114 .223
I liked it when the TB
delivered the message to me
Social 5.36 1.655 .331
.365
Neutral 4.96 1.428 .286
I liked it when TB
delivered the call to me
Social 4.88 1.878 .376
.802
Neutral 4.76 1.451 .290
Table 6.6: Task Context: Social Vs Neutral Results
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Figure 6.7: Task context graph, N=25, α = 0.78
There was a significant main effect for task type (greeting, message, call) in the
stationary robot condition, F (2, 96) = 12.28, ρ = .000, η2p = .204. This implies that
there was a significant difference in the ratings the participants gave to the robot
during the stationary robot behaviour for each task. Post hoc analysis revealed that
there was a significant difference between the greet (M = 5.78, SE = .15) and message
task (M = 5.15, SE = .21), ρ = .019. There was also a significant difference between
greeting (M = 5.78, SE = .15) and call (M = 4.82, SE = .23), ρ = .000. The greeting
task was rated significantly higher than the call and message task.
There was also a significant difference between call (M = 4.82, SE = .23) and
message tasks (M = 5.15, SE = .21), ρ = .024. The message delivery task was rated
significantly higher than call delivery task. This indicates that the participants rated
each task differently indicating that the type of task influenced user’s perception when
the robot is stationary (recharging) irrespective of the fact whether the robot was using
social or neutral verbal utterances. The results suggest, the call delivery task was rated
significantly lower than both greeting and message delivery task. This indicates that
for an urgent utility task like call delivery, the participants expected better service
from the TB. There were no significant differences for condition (social and neutral)
F (1, 48) = .601, ρ = .44, η2p = .012, suggesting the social verbal utterances did not
influence the ratings of the users on task scale.
There was no significant difference for usefulness, when asked the question “The
TB was useful”. Social: M = 5.16, SE = .33, Neutral: M = 4.60, SE = .22,
t(48) = 1.405, ρ = .167. However, the mean ratings for all tasks were higher for social
condition than neutral condition. Overall, the mean ratings were higher for the social
condition were higher than neutral condition for task context and usefulness of TB.
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6.5.2 Social Presence: Social Vs Neutral
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the mean ratings given to
the robot on social presence in social and neutral conditions. Table 6.7 summarises
the results for the social presence, describing the question asked to the participant,
condition (social, neutral), Mean, Standard deviation (SD), Standard error mean (SE)
and p-value. Figure 6.8 shows the mean ratings from the questionnaires for the social
presence of the robot in the stationary robot condition.
Question Condition Mean SD SE t(48) p
I noticed the TB
Social 5.84 1.281 .256
-.653 .517
Neutral 6.04 .841 .168
The TB noticed me
Social 3.88 1.922 .384
-2.463 .017
Neutral 5.16 1.748 .350
The TB Presence
was obvious to me
Social 5.28 1.595 .319
.275 .785
Neutral 5.16 1.491 .298
My Presence was
obvious to the TB
Social 4.68 1.887 .377
-1.203 .235
Neutral 5.24 1.363 .273
Table 6.7: Social Presence: Social Vs Neutral Results
Figure 6.8: Social presence graph, N=25, α = 0.71
There was no significant difference in the ratings for “I noticed the TB”, Social:M =
5.84, SE = .25, Neutral: M = 6.04, SE = .16, t(48) = −.653, ρ = .517. In fact the
mean ratings for the neutral condition was slightly higher than for the social condition.
However, there was a significant difference in the ratings for “The TB noticed me”,
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Social:M = 3.88, SE = .38, Neutral: M = 5.16, SE = .35, t(48) = −2.463, ρ = .017.
The mean rating for neutral condition was significantly higher than for the social
condition. This was an unanticipated result as this suggests that the participant per-
ceived the robot with neutral utterances noticing them more and vice-versa. This
result indicates contradiction to our hypothesis H2.
Also the results for “TB Presence was obvious to me” was not significant between
the conditions. In fact the mean rating for “My Presence was obvious to the TB”
was higher for neutral condition (M = 5.24, SE = .27) than social condition (M =
4.68, SE = .37), t(48) = −1.203, ρ = .235.
However, there was a significant difference in the ratings for Companionship, when
asked the question “I felt in the company of TB” , Social:M = 4.84, SE = .32,
Neutral: M = 3.88, SE = .34, t(48) = 2.016, ρ = .049. These results suggests that
social verbal utterances (polite, apologetic, more transparent) from the robot provided
the feeling of companionship. This result supports hypothesis H2 for companionship.
The difference was not significant for politeness of the robot, when asked the question
“The TB was polite”, although the rating for social (M = 6.32, SE = .15) robot was
higher than neutral (M = 5.88, SE = .21), t(48) = 1.661, ρ = .103.
The results from social presence questionnaire suggests that the social verbal ut-
terances from the robot did not have an influence on participants ratings on the robot
in terms of its social presence. Hypothesis H2 was contradicted in this case. Also
the mean ratings were higher for the neutral condition for all questions except for the
“TB Presence was obvious to me”. This might be due to the fact that the use of social
verbal utterances (polite, apologetic, more explanatory) made the participants more
aware of the limitations of the robot when the robot used social verbal utterances.
Summary: Social Vs Neutral Questionnaire Results
1. Task Context: Significant differences were found between conditions (social
vs neutral) for each task. However, no significant differences were found be-
tween social and neutral conditions on task scale and usefulness of the robot.
Suggesting that social verbal utterances did not influence participants ratings.
2. Social Presence: For social presence there was no significant difference be-
tween social and neutral conditions. So hypothesis H2, was contradicted on the
social presence scale. However, there was a significant difference between condi-
tions (social vs neutral) for companionship, so social utterances had a positive
influence, supporting hypothesis H2 for companionship.
The results in this section were also cross verified by using non-parametric tests
Mann-Whitney test (Appendix A, Section A. 8, Table A.3).
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6.5.3 Open Questions
At the end of the questionnaire (after finishing both parts of the experiment) par-
ticipants were specifically asked “Which team buddy would you prefer Part A-mobile
or Part B-stationary?”, 64% (N=32) preferred Part A-mobile, 20% preferred Part
B-stationary (N=10) and 16% had no preference (N=8). So most (64%) participants
preferred the mobile robot more than the stationary robot. Out of the 32 who pre-
ferred Part A-mobile, 15 (60% out of 25 participants for neutral) had interacted with
the neutral robot and 17 (68% out of 25 participants for the social) with the social
robot. Hypothesis H1 was supported in this case, however, there was no significant
difference in condition (social and neutral) on the preference for Part A/B. For par-
ticipants who preferred Part B-stationary, there were 5 from each condition (20%)
and from participants who preferred both versions 5 (20%) had interacted with the
neutral and 3 with the social robot (12%).
We also asked the participants open questions about their preference for Part A/B,
the best and worst aspect for Part A/B. the following questions were asked to the
participants.
• “Why did you prefer Part A/B or Both Team buddy? can you provide a rea-
son?”.
• “What was the worst aspect of the Teambuddy?”
• “What was the best aspect of the Teambuddy?”
We annotated and categorised their responses into comments related to social
aspects, verbal, utility and mobility. We chose these categorises specifically as we
wanted to analyse their responses relating to social perception, interaction, verbal,
utility and mobility aspect of the TB. We had 2 annotators who categorised these
responses, the inter-annotator agreement was found to be 91% overall for 100 re-
sponses. We summarise important findings looking at the feedback received from the
participants as follows (Detailed responses are reported in Appendix A. 6).
Part A- Mobile: Why did you prefer Part A/B, reason: The participants
who preferred Part A indicated from their answers that the fact that the robot could
move during Part A made them prefer the mobile robot more than stationary robot.
We categorised their responses by reasons they provided. A total 32 participants
answered they preferred the mobile robot, out of which 28 indicated that mobility
was influencing factor, 17 reasons indicated that the social aspect was influential.
Some examples of reasons provided by participants are described below (Detailed
responses are described in Appendix A, Section A.6 Subsection P):
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• “Especially the part where it approached me and introduced himself, was nice;
in the second part the robot was standing still at a distance.” [P3]
• “Part A as it felt more interactive while team buddy faced me, indicating that it
knows where i was”[P15]
• “I preferred part A because TB was able to interact with me and moving towards
me better than in part B.” [P20]
• “Because by moving TB make my life easier, and should actually move even
closer to me to bring the tablet to my desk. TB part B was kind of useless
and more disruptive especially if we are considering the end of a tiring busy
day.”[P27]
Part B- Stationary: Why did you prefer Part A/B, reason: The participants
who preferred Part B- stationary robot, indicated the social aspect was influential
for them preferring the stationary robot. (Responses: N=10, mobility:6, social:4).
Perhaps the participants found the TB to be disruptive while it was moving and
watching them made them uncomfortable.
• “I liked knowing where the Team Buddy was and I didn’t feel as though it was
watching me.” [P33]
• “I liked part B as the team buddy goes silent while it’s charging.” [P36]
• “movement of robot made me uncomfortable and did not like the face, as robot
didn’t move or face me in part B it was much better.” [P42]
Both- Mobile/Stationary: Why did you prefer Part A/B, reason: The
participants who preferred both parts, stated social reasons (N=8, n/a:4, social:4).
It appears that as the interaction capabilities of TB were same for both parts, 8
participants did not seem in favour any condition (mobile/stationary) more than the
other.
• “It was the same thing - just interacting in different circumstances (charged/not
charged). The behaviour was appropriate in both contexts.” [P48]
• “part A was efficient but very clinical. Part B was exposing a ’disability’. I liked
them both but I think I would also like it if I could converse more with it.” [P50]
Irrespective of whether the participants interacted with a social or a neutral robot,
regression in service quality was not accepted by the participants, supporting our
hypothesis H1.
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Neutral Condition- Part B: What was the best aspect of the Teambuddy?
In the neutral condition (N=25), 11 participants directly indicated that the verbal
behaviour of the robot in terms of transparency (providing explanation) for not able
to move to perform tasks was the best aspect. 6 participants indicated that the TB
could still perform tasks while recharging was the best aspect. (Detailed responses
described in Appendix A, Section A.6 Subsection N)
• “verbal notifications.” [N1]
• “explaining about having to recharge.”[N3]
• “Very clear about its limitations.”
• “He’s still capable with the easy tasks even when he’s charging.”[N10]
• “Informed me that it was recharging just after he noticed me, performed every
task however it could not move.” [N22]
• “Cordial attitude and telling me why that because it was recharging it would not
move.”[N19]
Neutral Condition- Part B: What was the worst aspect of the Teambuddy?
7 participants indicated the TB was not moving around while recharging was the worst
aspect and 3 participants indicated that the fact that TB was not facing them while
recharging them was the worst aspect.
• “Didn’t face me, was quite far from me.”[N5]
• “I felt a bit neglected. He could’ve been more interactive even without mov-
ing.”[N6]
• “Not being able to move while recharging.”[N17]
• “It didn’t move, so I had to stand up to perform the tasks, I felt this was dis-
ruptive and I had to put effort in it.”[N22]
• “That while charging, team buddy faced away from me. would be better to if
it was able to recharge at a slight angle to the office space, so not to imply its
’ignoring you.”[N25]
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Social Condition- Part B: What was the best aspect of the Teambuddy?
However, in the social condition (N=25), the verbal behaviour of the robot (trans-
parency, politeness, apology ) was indicated as the best aspect by 12 participants
while it was recharging. Also 4 participants indicated that the TB could still per-
form tasks while recharging was the best aspect. (Detailed responses in Appendix A,
Section A.6 Subsection S)
• “The apology.”[S2]
• “It was polite.” [S7]
• “I liked the way it greeted me when I came in and told me it was recharging.”
[S18]
• “Being able to tell me why it wasn’t able to move towards me.” [S]
• “Announced it would unable to move towards me.” [S10]
• “friendly tone of voice.” [S24]
In social condition participants specifically indicated that the verbal behaviour
of robot was the best aspect, especially quoting politeness and the apology by the
TB as the best aspect. This indicates that in the social condition the use of verbal
strategies (politeness, apology, explanation about limitations of robot) was noticed
by the participants more than in the neutral condition (supporting hypothesis H2 ).
In both social and neutral conditions, in total 10 participants (Social: 4, Neutral:6)
answered that, the TB could still perform tasks while recharging was the best aspect.
So it appears that the TB managing to perform verbal tasks while recharging caused
a positive impact on the participants perception.
Social Condition- Part B: What was the worst aspect of the Teambuddy?
10 participants indicated the TB not moving around while recharging was the worst
aspect and 5 participants indicated that the fact that TB was not facing while recharg-
ing them was the worst aspect.
• “It cannot move while recharging.” [S3]
• “It was facing away from me - less personal.” [S6]
• “not facing me or move.” [S9]
• “Feels more disruptive if you have to go over it. No advantage taking the call
yourself.” [S16]
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• “TB could not move which make the effort to move to TB more annoying espe-
cially while you are working. There is a sort of submission of human to robot,
if I have to move to the robot. I did not like it because it actually make my life
more complicated than easier.” [S17]
In terms of the worst aspect of the TB, the immobility of the TB while recharging
(mentioned 17 times, Neutral:7, Social:10) caused the participants to dislike this as-
pect of the TB. Also the fact that the TB did not face the participants while recharging
also did not seem to impress the participants (mentioned 8 times, Neutral:3, Social:5).
Other Findings
If you have any comments, add them here: Part B- Recharging: We also
asked the participants for other comments they wanted to mention in the question-
naire. Some comments are described below (Detailed responses in Appendix A, Sec-
tion A.6 Subsection A).
• “Moving while performing a task is quite important as it maximises the experi-
ence. In an office environment where the employee can not stand up and move
you expect the robot to do it should be move while charging.” [A47]
• “May be TB should be on off mode while recharging instead of half-available
which would avoid negative feelings.” [A17]
• “It could face other way while charging so it feels more human like.” [A22]
We asked the participant a question about “I did not like the fact that TB was
not facing me”, the mean rating was 4.22 (N=50, inclining towards Neither agree nor
disagree) and no significant difference between the neutral (M = 4.04, N = 25) and
social (M = 4.40, N = 25) condition.
Although, the feedback received from participants from open questions in the sta-
tionary/recharging condition, the fact that the TB was not facing them appears to
have negative impact on some of the participants perception of the robot. However
during recharging the TB did not make idle movements with its head, this also might
have influenced the perception of participants and caused a disconnect from the par-
ticipants.
Other Questions: Participants were asked to rate the questions on a scale of im-
portance (1: Unimportant, 2: Of Little Importance, 3: Moderately Importance, 4:
Important, 5: Very Important) their perception about the recharge behaviour of
robots in general.
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Q1 : Robots should take care of recharging themselves.
Q2 : Robots should be able to communicate about their limitations/failure.
Q3 : Robots should move while performing tasks.
Q4 : Robots should choose their recharge time wisely.
Q5 : Robots should be able to perform communicative (verbal) tasks even when
they are recharging.
Figure 6.9: Open questions graph, N=50, α = 0.82
The results showed (Figure 6.9, the bars on the graph indicate the mean ratings
with). There were significant differences in the mean ratings between the neutral and
the social conditions for Q2 (ρ = .006) and Q3 (ρ = .030). Mean score for Social
condition was significantly higher then Neutral condition. Also, participants rated
questions 1, 2, 4 and 5 between Very Important to Important indicating that robots
should take care of their recharge behaviour wisely and should be able to communicate
their limitations (supporting hypothesis H2 ).
Participants rated question 3-“Robots should move while performing tasks” be-
tween Important to Moderately Important. Question 5-“Robots should be able to
perform communicative (verbal) tasks even when they are recharging” between Very
Important to Important suggesting that if the robot is able to perform verbal tasks
even while recharging then mobility may not be that important for some tasks. This
finding is also consistent with the open questions feedback received from the partic-
ipants when they answered the TB could still perform tasks while recharging as the
best aspect.
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6.5.4 Summary of Questionnaire Analysis
We report the main findings from the questionnaire analysis reported in this section:
1. Mobile Vs Stationary Robot: The mobile robot was accepted better by
participants on the task, usefulness, social presence scale, Companionship and
Politeness (hypothesis H1 was supported). Also it appears that the type of
task (no difference in ratings for greeting task) can influence the participants
perception of the robot depending whether the robot is mobile or stationary
(Section 6.4.1).
2. Social Vs Neutral Robot: No significant differences were found for the social
robot on tasks, usefulness, social presence, and politeness, suggesting the use
of social verbal strategies did not have an influence on the participants ratings
(hypothesis H2 was not supported). However for companionship there was
influence of social verbal strategies (Section 6.5).
3. Open Questions: 64% of participants preferred the mobile robot again sug-
gesting that regression in service quality was not preferred by the users (hy-
pothesis H1 was supported). Also verbal transparency about the robot’s limi-
tation/failures and during recharge appears to be important for users (Section
6.5.3). The feedback on open questions also showed that mobility was preferred
by the participants and verbal transparency positively influenced participants
perception during recharge (hypothesis H2 was supported). Although the par-
ticipants who liked Part A more than Part B did not seem to like the fact that
the TB did not face them during recharging.
6.6 Video Analysis
The aim of performing video analysis in this study was to perform objective analysis
in order to gain deeper understanding of the ongoing interaction between the robot
and the human [200, 201]. Overall, it has become a common practice in interaction
studies to back up findings with results from questionnaires with use of methods like
conversation analysis [202]. We therefore also analysed the videos collected during
interactions and created manual annotations. In this section we report two types of
video analysis, the minimum distance of the participant from the robot and the reac-
tion time. Due to the extensive effort required to analyse these videos we considered
15 participants from each condition, in total 30 videos/participants were analysed.
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6.6.1 Minimum Distance
To measure the minimum distance we marked the floor with semi-circles measuring
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25 and 1.50 meters respectively with the robot placed in the center
(Figure 6.10a). We then took a picture of the setup and colour coded and labelled
the marked regions on the floor with distance measurements (Figure 6.10b). We
then reduced the opacity of this picture to 40% and superimposed it on the videos
matching features of the background video. This allowed us to observe the movement
of the participant and the feet landing on the labelled zones, by pausing the video
(Figure 6.10). We recorded the the minimum distance for each participant and the
robot for the 3 tasks (greeting, message, call) in each condition (social, neutral robot
behaviour).
(a) Floor distance markings (b) Floor labels and colour coding
Figure 6.10: Picture overlay on video
An example video can be seen at http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/
phd/DistanceMeasurement.mp4
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6.6.2 ELAN Annotation
A recent study by Alvin et al. [203] suggested that even in situations where the human
is not actively interacting with a robot, the attention systems of the brain are active.
So we decided to investigate the multi-modal interplay of the interaction in terms of
reaction time to the robot. A method using the video annotation software ELAN [204]
was used to annotate the time intervals (reaction time) between speech and motion
for both human and robot. All annotations were analysed by using Matlab [205].
This gave us a higher level insight into the social interaction between the human and
the robot (Figure 6.11). Therefore, the following rules were created. The highlighted
rules are the ones which have been taken into account in the final analysis.
Figure 6.11: ELAN annotation screen.
These annotation rules described the social interaction between the robot and the
human on a higher level as they include knowledge about the scenario and objects
placed in the environment. Hence, the two annotations carried out on the video data
deliver bottom up (2D location) and top down (scenario) information. Evaluating
human-robot interaction from both sides: bottom and top levels of interaction has
been proven to be important to gain a better understanding of an interaction [206],
[207]. Furthermore, the ELAN annotations were imported into Matlab.
These were based on the annotated time intervals of the human movement (tier
movement h) and the annotated intervals for the spoken utterances presented by the
robot (tier speech r). The reaction time was calculated. We define the reaction time
as the time interval the human took to respond to the robot’s utterance. The reaction
time was calculated based on the end point of the greeting, message and call utterance
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from the robot (u1, u2, and u3) and the start of the annotated interval presenting a
response from the participant to it (i.e., ’gtr’, ’gdb’, ’gr’).
Annotation rules:
tier: movement h:
sd = sitting down
gtr = getting tablet from r
btr = bring tablet to r
gr = going to robot not picking up tablet
gu = getting up
grb = going to robot not picking up tablet and back to the desk
grbn = gdb but no interaction with the tablet
tier: movement r:
s2i = start to interaction pos
i2s = interaction to start pos
tier: speech h
spoken utterances
tier: speech r
u1 = greeting
u2 = message
u3 = call
r = phone ring
u4 = i got your message for Paul
u5 = Ok i got it
u6 = sorry my responses are limited, i didn’t understand you
u7 = you can put the tablet back on me once you are done using it
6.7 Video Analysis Results
In this section, the results of the participants’ behaviour, based on the annotations
created are presented. First, the minimum distance for the movement between the
robot and the human was examined presented in Section 6.7.1. Secondly, the partici-
pant’s response to the robot’s utterance for the message delivery and the call delivery
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were taken into consideration (Section 6.7.2). The results in this section investigates
our hypothesis, H2: The social robot will be preferred by people and will have a pos-
itive influence on peoples’ perception of the robot more than the neutral robot while
the robot is recharging. We performed video analysis for the minimum distance and
reaction time for stationary condition only as the movement of the robot in mobile
condition may have influenced the distance and reaction time.
For our analysis we conducted a factorial ANOVA using the minimum distance,
reaction time of the robot as the dependent variable, an ANOVA with condition (So-
cial and Neutral robot behaviour) as a between-subjects factor and task (greeting,
message and call) as a within-subjects factor. Followed up with analysis using Bon-
ferroni (alpha = .05) was performed to examine the user’s movement and reaction
time in response to robot’s behaviour in this section.
6.7.1 Distance: Minimum distance Results
We present the results for the minimum distance to the human in relation to the
robot for each of the stationary cases (social and neutral). Table 6.8 summarises
the results for the minimum distance, condition (social, neutral), Mean, Standard
deviation (SD), Standard error mean (SE), F value and p-value. Figure 6.12 shows
the mean minimum distances for the 3 tasks (greeting, message and call) in social and
neutral conditions. The Y-axis on the graph describes the distance in meters.
There was a significant main effect for task (greeting, message, call) in the station-
ary robot condition, F (1, 28) = 6.813, ρ = .014, η2p = .196. This implies that there was
a significant difference in the minimum distance of the participants from the robot
during the stationary robot behaviour for each task. Post hoc analysis revealed that
there was a significant difference between the greet (M = .64) and the call (M = .72)
task, ρ = .043. This suggests, participants went closer to the robot during greeting
task in comparison to call task. No significant differences were found between other
tasks.
Task Condition Mean SD SE F(1,28) p
Greeting
Neutral .73 .11 .029
10.377 .003
Social .55 .18 .047
Message
Neutral .73 .14 .038
1.806 .190
Social .66 .12 .031
Call
Neutral .78 .12 .033
6.472 .017
Social .66 .12 .031
Table 6.8: Minimum distances results
Also there was a significant effect on condition between Social and Neutral condi-
tions across tasks F (1, 28) = 9.822, ρ = .004. There was a significant difference in the
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Figure 6.12: Minimum human-robot distance, N=15
minimum distance for greeting task between the Neutral: M = .73, SE = .11 and So-
cial: M = .55, SE = .18, F (1, 28) = 10.377, ρ = .003 conditions. Also significant dif-
ference in the minimum distance for call task between the Neutral: M = .78, SE = .12
and Social: M = .66, SE = .12, F (1, 28) = 6.472, ρ = .017 conditions. However, no
significant difference for the message delivery task. Thus, the participants who were
exposed to the robot behaving more socially tended to stay closer to the robot during
the greeting and the call task. Also the participants stay closer to the robot for all
3 tasks when the robot used social verbal utterances. Hence this result supports our
hypothesis H2.
6.7.2 Reaction Time: ELAN Results
Based on the ELAN annotation described earlier, the reaction time of the participants
after the robot’s utterances was calculated. In detail, the timespan between the end of
the utterance when the robot greeted, delivered a message and delivered a call to the
participant and the moment when the participant stands up to answer was calculated.
The Y-axis on the graphs describes the reaction time in milliseconds. We conducted
a factorial ANOVA in our analysis, using the reaction time of the human as the
dependent variable, an ANOVA with condition (Social and Neutral robot behaviour)
as a between-subjects factor and task (greeting, message and call) as a within-subjects
factor.
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Reaction time:
There was a significant main effect for task, F (2, 46) = 7.93, ρ <= .001, η2p = .263.
This means there was a significant difference between each task in terms of reaction
time. Looking at post hoc analysis, there was a significant difference between the
greeting (M = 11261.38, SE = 2261.27) and call (M = 76658.00, SE = 19380.01)
task ρ = .010. There were no significant differences for the other tasks, message and
call.
This result may due to the fact that greet was the first task (before they started
marking the exam paper) the robot performed after the participants arrived in the
experiment room so they might have felt obliged to respond the the robot’s greet
behaviour faster than other tasks. Also the participants were marking the exam paper
when the robot performed the message and call task which might have influenced their
reaction time. Figure 6.13 describes the reaction time for the human to respond to
the robots task presentation (greeting, message, call) when the robot was stationary.
The Y-axis on the graph describes the reaction time in milliseconds.
Figure 6.13: Reaction Time: Social vs. Neutral, N=15
There was no significant interaction between task × condition (social and neu-
tral), F (2, 46) = 0.26, ρ = 0.78, η2p = 0.01. Also there was no significant main ef-
fect for condition, F (1, 23) = 0.07, ρ = 0.79, η2p = 0.003. Hypothesis H2 was not
fully supported in terms of reaction time. However the the reaction time for greet
task during social (M = 9304.76, SE = 3133.30) condition was faster than neu-
tral (M = 13218.00, SE = 3261.25) condition. Also the reaction time for call task,
social (M = 74511.00, SE = 26853.73) condition was faster than neutral (M =
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78805.00, SE = 27950.25) condition.
6.7.3 Summary Video Analysis
We present the main findings from video analysis presented in this section:
1. Minimum Distance: During the stationary case (recharging), significant re-
sults were found for condition (Figure 6.12). The participants tended to stay
closer for the social condition, especially during the greeting and call task. So
the use of verbal utterances did influence the minimum distance of participants
from the robot. Hypothesis H2 was supported in this case.
2. Reaction Time: The reaction time of the participants was faster (although
not significant) when the robot was behaving more socially (polite, apologetic)
towards the participants when it was stationary, except for the message delivery
task. However, for social task like greeting, the reaction time was significantly
faster then call task.
Based on these results one could argue that introducing social utterances by the
robot (while recharging) which are more explanatory, polite and apologetic, can be
adopted as an approach to make it more acceptable to the people during recharge.
Furthermore, the social utterances seem to encourage the participants to support the
robots limitation of movement during recharging by reacting faster as well as getting
closer to it (especially for a social task like greeting).
6.8 Discussion
We presented questionnaire and video analysis from our study in this chapter. Us-
ing both subjective and objective measures helped to verify interpreting participants
responses/behaviour in depth when interacting with the TB. From this study, first
we wanted to investigate if people recognise a regression in service quality when the
robot goes to recharge. Thus in Part A of the study the TB was operating normally
(mobile) while performing tasks. However, in Part B of the study, when the TB was
immobile while it was recharging (the TB had a limitation) we investigated how this
impacts its acceptance and perception from the participants. The hypotheses pro-
posed for this study H1, H2 were supported in most cases from the results. Table 6.9
provides a summary of results from the questionnaire and video analysis in regards
to the proposed hypotheses for the study.
The results from the questionnaire analysis Section 6.3 indicated that the people
recognised a regression in service quality when the robot went to recharge and rated
the stationary robot lower than mobile robot (Section 6.4) on task and social presence
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Table 6.9: Results summary: + indicates higher mean rating in support of hypotheses,
- indicates the hypotheses was not supported, * indicates statistical significance (ρ <
.05) and -* indicates contradiction to the hypotheses.
H1: People recognise a regression in service quality when the robot goes to recharge.
H2: The social robot will be preferred by people and will have a positive influence
on peoples’ perception of the robot more than the neutral robot while the robot is
recharging.
Questionnaire Analysis
Factor Measures Hypothesis
Tasks Greeting H1-, H2+
Message H1*, H2+
Call H1*, H2+
Usefulness H1*, H2+
Social I noticed the TB H1*, H2-*
Presence TB presence was obvious to me H1*, H2-*
TB noticed me clearly H1*, H2-*
My presence was obvious to TB H1-, H2-*
Companionship H1*, H2*
Politeness H1*, H2-
Open Questions Part A/B, Q1-Q5 H1+, H2+
Video Analysis
Factor Scale Hypothesis
Proximity Minimum Distance H2*
ELAN- Greeting H2+
Reaction Time Message H2-
Call H2+
scales. This indicates that when the TB had a limitation it does negatively influence
the acceptance of the robot. This result is also similar to a previous study by Syrdal et
al. [58] where immobility from the robot was negatively perceived by the participants
in comparison to a mobile robot having similar behaviours. However, the authors did
not investigate any approaches to manage the negative perception of users when the
robot was immobile.
The results on task context also indicated that the type of task, social (greeting) or
utility (message, call) appears to have an influence on participants ratings. Greeting
is an important social norm in human-human interactions (Kendon [208]). Kendon
found that a typical greeting behaviour between two individuals follows a structure of
mostly non-verbal communications comprising phases; sighting, distance salutation,
approach and finally close salutation. This indicates that greeting is influenced by
proxemics. In our study, looking at comparison between the mobile and stationary
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condition, the greeting (a social task) was rated similarly for both conditions. This
result might be because of the explanation (transparency) provided by the TB’s about
its limitation of not being able to move right at the start (greeting) of interaction set
the right expectations for the participants.
Also from open questions (Section 6.5.3), 11 participants directly indicated that
the verbal behaviour of the robot in terms of transparency (providing explanation)
for not able to move to perform tasks was the best aspect. This indicates that trans-
parency had a positive influence on participants perception about the TB’s limitation
of being immobile. There was a significant difference between the ratings for mobile
and stationary condition for utility based tasks like message and call delivery. This
indicates that the participants did not appear to accept the TB’s limitation (recharg-
ing/immobile) for utility tasks (message, call). Criticism of the robot’s recharge ac-
tivity was also raised by participants during our long-term study (Chapter 5) from the
interviews and user diaries. The TB spent a total of 55.10% of its time recharging and
was unable to perform tasks or demonstrate social presence during recharge during
our long-term study. This suggests the need to have a mitigation behaviour produced
by the robot while recharging.
However, in our social study, when the robot was producing social verbal ut-
terances while it was recharging (immobile), the mean ratings for message and call
tasks were higher (but not significant) for social condition than the neutral condition.
However, the other open questions (Section 6.5.3), the participants direct feedback
suggests that, if the robot is able to perform verbal tasks and can convey its lim-
itation/failures during recharge using verbal strategies (politeness, apology) then it
would be more acceptable. From the video analysis 6.7.3, the participants went closer
to the robot when the robot produced social verbal utterances in comparison when
the robot produced neutral verbal utterances (significantly closer for greeting and call
task ). This indicates that the participants felt more comfortable with the robot pro-
ducing social verbal behaviour and accepted it better. A previous study by Mumm
& Mutlu [209], suggested that participants who disliked the robot compensated for
the increase in the physical distance from the robot, while participants who liked the
robot did not differ in their distancing from the robot. However, proxemics in HRI
can be influenced by a number of factors, which includes a person’s age, personality,
familiarity with robots, and gender [210, 122]. We did not investigate the influence of
these factors in our analysis.
The reaction time of the participants was faster (although not significant) when
the robot was behaving more socially (polite, apologetic) towards the participants
when it was stationary, except for the message delivery task. The reaction time for
the greeting task was significantly faster than call or message task. Also from the
questionnaire analysis 6.3 it was indicated that the participants rated the greeting
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tasks significantly higher than call or message task. The result from both video
and questionnaire analysis indicates that type of task may have an influence on how
participants behave with or perceived the TB. It appears that for a social task like
greeting the acceptance of the TB was better than less social tasks like (message and
call delivery) irrespective whether it was using social or neutral verbal utterances.
The 3 tasks in this study had different levels of social component in it, for example
greeting perhaps had more social component (Kendon [208]) than message delivery
task (a less social task) and call delivery which was a more utility based task. This
suggests that overall, people may accept the regression in service quality of robots
depending on the social and utility aspect of the tasks the robot performs. Perhaps
for utility tasks like call or message delivery the participants expected the robot to
provide a better service in terms of mobility and also verbal behaviour (neutral robot
was rated less as compared to social robot).
The overall results from our social study indicated that when the robot was unable
to move while recharging, the use of verbal strategies, when the robot is polite, apolo-
getic and more explanatory in conveying its limitations during recharging suggests
that participants may accept it better, and will feel more comfortable in its company.
However, the results from the social presence questionnaire contradicts our finding,
this requires further investigation. Komatsu et al. showed in their study [14], the
participants with positive adaptation gap (difference between the users’ expectations
and the function that the users’ actually perceived of an agent) had a significantly
higher acceptance rate than those with a negative adaptation gap. Hence, we believe
managing user expectations in a socially appropriate manner may ease acceptance
of robot’s regression in service quality. However, the results from using social verbal
utterances to manage user expectations need further work to confirm these findings.
6.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we reported a social study focusing the impact of verbal strategies
and service degradation on people’s acceptance of the robot. Modifying the verbal
behaviour of the robot during recharge to our knowledge is a first attempt to explore
feedback strategies from the robot in order to enhance the user’s tolerance towards
the robot’s recharging behaviour. We proposed an approach to manage user’s ex-
pectations concerning the verbal behaviour of a robot during recharging using verbal
strategies and summarised key findings in this chapter (Table 6.9).
Managing user expectations of mobile robots becomes particularly challenging
when the end-user is aware of the full capabilities of the robot. The user might expect
good service from the robot and when the robot is unable to provide it, social robots
should be capable of mitigating their limitations in a socially acceptable manner. The
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overall results from our study indicate that when the robot has a limitation, the use
of verbal social strategies can help to manage users expectations. Hence keeping the
users informed about the robots limitations can help to mitigate the disappointment
of not being able to provide service normally.
Although the findings in this study may have been influenced due to repeated
interaction with the robot (participants interacted twice with the robot during our
study within a short time span), a familiarisation effect [211], familiarity may also
ease social acceptance. Also the fact that some participants had to walk a greater
distance towards the robot during recharging/stationary condition in comparison to
the mobile condition may also have influenced the perception and behaviour towards
the robot. We believe, the results from this short-term experiment can provide useful
design considerations for social companion robots to manage their recharge behaviour.
We envisage, the use of verbal transparency to manage the recharge behaviour during
long-term operations can help to mitigate users’ disappointment in a socially intelli-
gent manner.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In thesis we investigated the impact of service degradation in long-term human-robot
interaction with particular reference to recharge behaviour. We also proposed an
approach based on verbal behaviour of the robot while recharging, which helped to
manage user expectations in a socially intelligent manner. In this thesis we followed
an approach based on user-centric design which helped us to make iterative improve-
ments to the system (Chapter 3 Section 3.4). Investigating robot-human interaction
from a human-centred perspective allowed us not only to understand the technolog-
ical challenges for long-term HRI, but also the social implications of the recharge
behaviour of our robot. We developed capabilities for the robot in regards to hard-
ware (height, additional sensors, batteries) and tasks (autonomous navigation and
recharging) it could perform in an office environment for long-term period in a robust
manner (Chapter 3, Section 3.5). Previous approaches on auto-recharging (Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.2.2) helped to guide our approach to develop robust auto-recharging
capabilities for our robot.
We started by carrying out two pilot experiments (described in Chapter 4), the first
experiment was to understand the power requirements and to test the robustness of the
navigation capability of the robot, exhaustive navigation runs were performed. The
navigation experiment helped to decide the appropriate threshold voltage value for
the robot to initiate recharge. The noise from the sonar scanner and the higher speed
of the robot were modified (reduced navigation speed and switching off navigation
after navigation was completed) and we found later from our long-term study that
these modifications helped the robot to be more socially acceptable in regards to
its navigation around the office environment. Previous studies have indicated that
navigation speed of the robot does influence the perception of mobile robots [212,
155, 213] hence the navigation speed of the mobile robot needs special attention by
robot designers.
The second pilot experiment was a long-term experiment focused to test the ro-
bustness of the overall system. The feedback received from the participants resulted
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in improving the system, especially the recharge behaviour and adding verbal trans-
parency to the robot (notifying the users about recharge). We used fuzzy logic for
battery voltage indication, which provided a better approximation about the battery
levels as we found in our long-term study in Chapter 5). Shutting down system com-
ponents upon identification of a successful dock also resulted in a faster and more
efficient recharging cycle time. It is important to take into account not just the tech-
nical challenges but also the social issues while developing social mobile robots for
long-term operation. Systematic modifications were made to our robot taking into
account both the social and technical issues raised during these pilot experiments.
These improvements further enhanced our approach and assisted to develop a more
robust recharge mechanism vital for the long-term operation of the robot.
With an improved system we preformed long-term experiment with 5 participants
in an office environment for 3 weeks. This was a qualitative study which allowed us
to investigate the recharging aspects of the robot with a small group of participants.
Conducting long-term studies with a large group of participants is challenging both
technically and logistically. Having a small group of participants during our long-term
study allowed us to capture and analyse intimate experience of the participants inter-
actions and detailed feedback from them. The combination of several data collection
methods (Sung et al. [117]) was extremely useful for capturing people’s perception
and interaction with the robot. Data was analysed from questionnaires, interviews,
user diaries and system log files.
The results from our long-term study described in Chapter 5 highlighted the social
and technical issues with the robot’s recharge behaviour and how it negatively affected
the overall interaction with the robot. The service degradation caused due to robot’s
recharging had a negative influence on the users perception and social acceptance
of the mobile robot. The robot lacked coping mechanisms to manage/mitigate its
limitation which appeared to have disappointed the participants. The disengagement
of users from the robot due to recharging has also been found to be influential in other
long-term HRI studies [115, 111]. The robot during the long-term study spent 56% of
the time at the charging station impeding the flow of interaction with the participants.
The participants mentioned (from interviews and diaries) their disappointment with
the robot for recharging for a long time and not being available to perform tasks.
Although, the results from our long-term study were not statistically significant due
to the small sample size, we believe that participants’ feedback on recharge issues
should be considered in design process of mobile social robots. Finally, we made some
design recommendations following our long-term study (Section 5.4) on autonomous
recharging (Selecting an appropriate recharge time, Recharge duration, Behaviours
while recharging, Social positioning for recharging); Managing user expectations using
transparency, notifying the users about its recharge intentions by either verbal or non-
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verbal behaviour to set the right expectation for the users; and Power management,
which can help extend the operational time of the mobile robot. We believe that these
recommendations can provide useful design considerations for recharging behaviour
for mobile robots.
The important and fundamental issue of robot’s recharge behaviour does not ap-
pear to be widely addressed in the social robotics domain. A mismatch between
the users’ expectations and the social intelligence of the robot can negatively impact
acceptance and use of the robot [176, 177]. Because the problem of recharging for mo-
bile robots from a fixed position does not appear to have an appropriate engineering
solution, a social solution seemed viable to manage users’ expectations. It became ap-
parent that recharging activity of the robot needs to be managed more appropriately
for the robot to be an acceptable long-term social interaction partner. We interpreted
that the immobility of the robot and not performing verbal tasks while recharging
may have influenced the negative perception of our robot.
We then specifically investigated people’s perception on regression in service qual-
ity when the robot goes to recharge and the verbal behaviour of the robot while
recharging by means of a social study (Chapter 6). We explored the use of verbal
strategy using more transparent, polite and apologetic verbal utterances for during
robot’s recharge. To collect a more generic opinion we performed a quantitative social
study with 50 participants. In this study we focused on investigating the regression in
service quality and social verbal behaviour of the robot during recharging. The results
indicated that mobility of the robot was more preferred by users in terms service, use-
fulness and social aspects like politeness and companionship of the robot. The type of
task also had an influence on participants ratings. The more social task like greeting
does not appear to have significant negative influence on user’s ratings in compar-
ison to utility based task like message or call delivery. Greeting in human-human
interaction serves an important social function (Kendon [208]), same is also true in
human-robot interaction [214, 215]. This indicates that when the robot is undergoing
a regression in service quality when the robot goes to recharge (being immobile) then
the utility aspect of the robot may be negatively perceived by the users.
Nevertheless, the fact that the robot still managed to perform verbal tasks while
recharging was rated by majority of the participants as the best aspect of the TB
during recharging. This suggests that social mobile robots could still perform verbal
tasks while recharging which could help to ease their acceptance. However, there
could be inter-personal differences between individuals how they perceive mitigation
behaviour from the robot to manage its limitation. A previous study by Lee et al. [15],
indicated that, people who have a more relational orientation or social schema, desire
to maintain a good relationship with a service provider, even when there is service
breakdown. Whereas, people who have a strong utilitarian orientation but a low
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relational orientation might treat a robot as a social service provider, and expect it to
apologise after a mistake. We did not investigate the influence of relational/utilitarian
orientation of users on service limitation in our study [15].
Also during recharge if the mobile robot has a head/face then the position of the
robot may matter as 8 participants in our study did not like the robot facing towards
wall during recharge. However 4 participants were more comfortable with the robot
not facing them during recharge. A study by Takayama & Pantofaru [210] suggested,
when the robot’s head was oriented toward the person’s face, it had an influence the
minimum comfortable distance from the robot. Women in their study stood further
away than men from the robot when its head was facing their faces. This indicates
that the users might have a personal preference if the robot is facing them (may be
due to privacy issues as the robot head had a camera) during recharge in our study.
Head orientation of the robot was not the focus of our investigation.
In terms of position of the robot during recharge, a study by Fink et al. with
Roomba at homes (vacuum cleaning robot) suggested some people did not want to
have either the robot or its charging station visible in a prominent open space, such
as the living room [118]. Robots and humans sharing the physical same space, need
to adapt to each others technical and social requirements. This suggests that careful
consideration is necessary while deciding a socially best placement for recharging
(Lindner [35]) by mobile robots. Also Roomba robot hardly has any social interaction
capabilities and is much smaller in size (crawls along the floor) than other social mobile
robot platforms used in social environments for example Peoplebot [52], Scitos [57]
robots. We believe that the social implications with bigger mobile robots and its
recharge position and orientation requires attention from robot designers.
Robots are becoming increasingly autonomous in our environments, but they still
must overcome technical limitations like recharging while giving service to humans.
While some work has focused on robots that request help from humans to manage their
limitations [144, 124, 216, 217]. These studies assumes that humans are supervising
the robot and always available to help, this may not be always true especially in
workplace environment where people can be busy with their own work [218]. We
argue that designing a proactive socially appropriate mitigation strategy to manage
user expectations is necessary for mobile robots to be acceptable.
Komatsu et al. [14] suggested from their study that when perceptions of an agent
exceed users’ expectations, it can ease their social acceptance. Previous studies indi-
cate that people’s beliefs would be influenced by expectation-setting strategies used
in presenting robots (Paepcke & Takayama [13], Lohse [40]). Also forewarning people
can mitigate the negative influence of breakdown on service satisfaction (Lee et al.
[15]). We believe that our approach combines earlier work in terms of transparency
[14], verbal strategies [15] and expectation setting strategies [13]. The results from
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our social study indicate that when the robot has a limitation, keeping the users in-
formed about its limitation in a socially acceptable manner can help to manage users
expectations and increase their tolerance to service degradation.
7.1 Limitations
The work in this thesis is more applicable for long-term interaction with social mobile
robots. Short term interactions may not have issues with robot recharge as they can be
recharged manually during sessions. The social context of a robot that serves humans
is likely to impact how people will behave in the robot’s presence and perceive the
recharge behaviour. This context may vary considerably depending on the scenario
used, the type of robot, appearance of the robot [219] and the purpose of the robot
over shot-term or long-term. For example robots deployed in malls [109], museums
[107, 4], educational settings [110, 112, 111] etc. where the only purpose of the robot
is to engage people in short-term interaction may not need to manage issues with
recharging.
However, the social context of long-term human-robot interaction in domestic
([115, 118]) and workplace environments (e.g. [103, 104, 220, 218, 105]) is different
as the robot may need to share the same physical space with the users. There are
a variety of robot characteristics that may influence social acceptance [176], such
as the robot’s function (tasks performed), social ability (emotion expression), robot
form/appearance (human-likeness, gender) etc. Also user’s personality, cross-cultural
and gender differences could influence acceptance of social robots. The work in this
thesis did not take these effects (social context, robot characteristics, personality,
gender) into consideration, future work can take into account these issues.
The work in this thesis is more relevant to single mobile robot interacting in a
shared physical space with human users. Having multiple robots (not always practical)
in the same physical space sharing service time may not have the same issues as
pointed in this thesis. Also emerging technologies like fast charging solutions [60],
and improving battery technology may help to fully charge in a matter of minutes,
rather than the several hours in the case of a conventional battery. However, these
emerging recharging solutions seem years away and expensive to put into use for
current state-of-the-art mobile robots. Hence we proposed an approach in this thesis
that can help to manage user expectations in a socially intelligent manner during
recharge.
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7.2 Future work
Since the issue of recharging from a fixed position does not appear to have an appro-
priate engineering solution, one could explore other ways to manage user expectations
and the recharge behaviour of the robot. We have summarised a few areas one could
investigate as follows.
• We explored the use verbal strategies in our social study using apology, polite
(Chapter 6) and the results indicated that the participants accepted it better
during recharge. However, our social study was conducted in short term inter-
action context. One could further investigate the use of these verbal strategies
(polite, apologetic and more explanatory in conveying its limitations) during a
long-term study to explore how the users perceive it. Previous long-term HRI
studies have indicated that a novelty effect influences users perception of the
robot [210]. The impact of verbal strategies during recharging in long-term
interaction is still an open question.
• During our long-term and social study, due to the position of recharge connector
of our robot, the robot was always facing towards the charging station (towards
the wall). Feedback from some of the participants indicated from that this
may have influenced the perception of the robot. One could explore further
the aspect of socially appropriate positioning for recharging [35, 210]. How
does positioning/orientation of the robot impact the social perception of the
the robot while recharging can be a valid avenue for further investigation [118].
• It is important for a social robot to keep track of users and understand basic
user activities in order to initiate and interact with them. We developed user
monitoring capabilities for the robot which can help the robot to perceive user
presence information like Entry, Exit, Break (Chapter 3, Section 3.8). Selecting
an appropriate recharge time based on users’ presence patterns can help to
improve the robot’s availability. One could use a machine learning approach to
develop a mechanism for the robot to effectively learn the presence patters of
the users and select the ideal time for the robot to recharge when it expects the
users to be absent.
• One could address the challenge of recharge with more elaborate power manage-
ment for enhancing the operational time of mobile robots. Power savings can be
achieved by adapting the sensing rate when the robot is running low on power
or expects less user interaction. Hence, we proposed some recommendations in
relation to power management and combining it with machine learning (detect
user presence patterns), which can lead towards power efficient long-term op-
eration of social mobile robots (Chapter 5, Section 5.4). Further experiments
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could be conducted to investigate the impact of these recommendations on the
power savings of the mobile robot.
• The recommendations based on autonomous recharging reported in Chapter
5, Section 5.4 can be incorporated in the robot design. The recharge time
could vary according to the priority (utility vs social) of pending tasks. The
robot instead of doing a full recharge (taking a longer time) could do a short
recharge and finish its pending tasks and come back to recharging. Also adding
idle behaviours while recharging (verbal/non-verbal) may help to increase its
perceived social presence. One could further investigate the impact of these
factors on social acceptance of the robot.
7.3 Contributions and Achievements
The work presented in this thesis makes novel contributions to managing expectations
while a robot is undergoing a regression in service quality and recharge issues during
long-term human-robot interaction. Most importantly our work proposes an approach
to address the challenges arising during long-term interaction with robots in regards
to the recharge activity. We believe that our work makes novel contributions to HRI
in the following ways.
• We developed robust navigation, auto-recharging capabilities which allowed the
mobile robot to operate in a social environment for 3 weeks without any major
failures. Autonomous long-term operation of mobile robots in social environ-
ments is very challenging. During our long-term study, the robot had only one
docking failure and only 5 breakdowns in total. The robustness of the system
enabled us to conduct a successful long-term study in real settings and thereby
allowed us to collect valuable feedback on recharge behaviour of the robot.
• Exploratory pilot studies (Chapter 4) provided useful insights in understand-
ing the social considerations (lower navigation speed desired by participants)
and reducing noise levels by the robot once navigated near the user. We also
improved the recharging mechanism by implementing an approach using fuzzy
logic to indicate voltage levels; installation of flash light to manage changing
light conditions (for finding docking station); shutting down some components
not required while recharging which helped to reduce the recharging time. We
believe these approaches are novel to the HRI domain and can be considered in
the design process for developing recharge mechanisms.
• We carried out a long-term study (within the scope of LIREC project) where
the robot was operating fully autonomously in a social environment. To our
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knowledge this is perhaps one of the longest HRI study in Europe where the
mobile social robot shared the same physical space as the participants for 3
weeks and investigated the impact of recharge behaviour of the robot. Feed-
back received from our participants from our long-term study produced novel
understanding about the social implications of recharge activity of the robot. It
appears from our literature survey that no long-term HRI studies carried out in
natural settings have investigated in depth the impact of recharge behaviour of
a mobile robot in a social context.
• Design recommendations derived from our work are proposed in Chapter 5,
Section 5.4 which can be useful for managing the recharge behaviour of social
mobile robot in socially appropriate manner. We also proposed some ideas for
power management for potential power savings on social mobile robots which
appears to be novel for HRI field.
• Novel results were produced from our social study which provided deeper under-
standing about user’s attitudes towards a mobile robot with respect to recharge
activity and how the robot’s verbal behaviour can influence perception and
acceptance of the robot. Modifying the verbal behaviour of the robot is per-
haps the first attempt to explore feedback strategies from the robot in order to
enhance the user’s tolerance for the robot’s service degradation due to recharg-
ing. The direct feedback received from the participants from our social study
(reported in Appendix A, Section ??)) to the best of our knowledge is a first
attempt to collect detailed feedback on recharge behaviour of a social mobile
robot.
The work in this thesis has been published at several events as described in Ap-
pendix A. 9.
7.4 Summary
This thesis investigated the impact of service degradation caused due to recharge
behaviour of a robot while interacting with users. We proposed a social solution to
a technical problem of recharging from a fixed position. The results from our social
study can provide useful design considerations for social companion robots to manage
user expectations during recharge. We anticipate that social mobile robots having a
socially intelligent behaviour during recharge will be more acceptable to the users. We
believe that the work described in this thesis is generalisable to other domains where
good social engineering can help to mitigate technical limitations of social robots.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A. 1 Recharge Connectors Designs
(a) Docking connector side angle (b) Docking connector front angle
(c) Charging connector side angle (d) Charging connector front angle
Figure A.1: Recharging connectors designs
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A. 2 Modules used on Robot
Figure A.2 shows the modules used on the robot. Blue circles describe the modules
and ports and the lines between them show the communication link between them.
Table A.1 describes the modules used on the robot.
Figure A.2: Samgar [162], an interface used to connect YARP modules [163].
Module Ports(Data) Description
CMion:
Perception
inputs/outputs
PwrMon(String) Fuzzy battery status
VoltIn(Integer) Battery Voltage
NavOut(Integer) Goal position
Phone(Boolean) Phone ring status
Phidget:
Power monitoring,
sensors used
on the robot
PIn(String) Fuzzy battery level
RobotIn(Integer) Voltage sensor reading
PhoneOut(Boolean) Light sensor reading
VotOut(Integer) Voltage from battery
GotoNav:
Module resposnsible
for navigation
StartIn(Integer, X, Y) Input from stargazer
GoalIn(Integer) Navigation goal position
DockIn(Boolean) Docking status
RobotOut(Boolean) Navigation status
Star: Stargazer
localisation sensor
StarOut(Integer, X, Y) Position of landmark
Dock: Docking module DockOut(Boolean) If docking was successful
Table A.1: Module Description
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A. 3 Social Study: Participants Instruction Sheet
Please read this document before entering the room. We are researchers working in
the lab you are about to enter. There is a robot, the Team Buddy Alex, an office
assistant robot that helps us in the lab. TB cannot hear you but you can talk with
Alex using a tablet placed on the body, although using the tablet is optional.
The robot can perform tasks like greeting, passing messages left by other team
mates and deliver calls (Please note when you hear phone ring, this is not a real phone
call and you can answer using the tablet by pressing Yes/No button)
Bob and Paul are professors at this university who work together in the Lab you
are entering. Bob is now on holiday and needs to mark some exams. He has forgotten
one in the lab and has asked you to do that for him.
Task:
1) Mark that exam paper by comparing it with the answer sheet provided. Score
every question and write the final score on the paper (correct answers give 1
point, incorrect answers -0.5 point and unanswered questions 0 points).
2) Please do not mark or use your pen on the exam paper, there is a separate
solution sheet for you mark your points, add the total in the end row. If you see
more questions in solution sheet just mark the exam questions you are provided
with. Marking the exam paper is not mandatory, but a background task for you
3) You can leave the room after completing the exam marking, but please do not
leave the room before the team buddy (robot) has performed two tasks, message
delivery and call delivery.
4) Please do not remove the tablet from the robot, keep it back in place once you
have used it.
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Questionnaire 1 : Introduction – Participant Number :______  Page Number 1 
Team Buddy  
Consent Form 
  
Thank you for taking part in this Study.  Feedback from people not involved in the 
design of our robot companion is very important to our work. Before we begin our 
experiment, however, we will need to find out some things about you. 
The research will involve some questionnaires. All data collected on individual 
participants will be treated with full confidentiality. At no time throughout the whole 
course of the research project will your name or any other personal details that you 
provide be identifiable, (i.e. your name will not appear in any internal or external 
publications). All evaluation work will be based on the participant numbers allocated 
to each subject. This ID code will form the basis of our evaluations, not your real 
name.  
Collected data also includes audio and video recordings of your interaction with the 
Team Buddy, which helps us improve the Team Buddy’s functionality. The recordings 
will only be used for internal analysis unless you give your explicit consent for us to use 
them in presentations to an academic audience or for project publicity. But if you do 
not want this you can still take part in this study. 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. If at any point you do not wish to 
continue with the study, you may withdraw, this will not reflect badly on you. The 
questionnaires provided do not have any right or wrong answers, nor should they be 
viewed as tests. However, you can decide not to answer certain questions in the 
questionnaires provided if you do not wish to.  
 
 
Name:  
 
I consent to take part in this study: 
 
_________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I agree to the use of video and audio recordings of my participation in these 
studies to   
be used for presentations to an academic audience or project publicity: 
 
[  ]  yes [  ]    no 
 
A. 4 Social Study Consent
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What is your field of study or work/occupation 
 
 
  
 
Do you use a computer as part of your daily work and studies 
 
 Yes 
 No 
 
 
Do you have experience of using robots, for instance, vacuum-cleaning or lawn-
mowing robots? Please specify in other if yes 
 
 Yes 
 No 
 Other:  
 
 
Sex *Required 
 Male 
 Female 
 
 
Age *Required 
 
 18-24 
 25-34 
 35-44 
 45-55 
 >55 
 
 
Ethnicity 
 
  
 
 
 
A. 5 Social Study Questionnaire
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Part A (Please don't fill in this section if you have not interacted with the robot) 
 
Your experience with the Teambuddy (TB) in the office * Required 
Please answer them based on your interaction experience. 
1: Disagree strongly, 2: Disagree moderately , 3: Disagree a little, 4: Neither agree 
nor disagree, 5: Agree a little, 6: Agree moderately, 7: Agree strongly 
 
Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
A: I liked it when TB 
greeted me 
 
 
     
A: I liked it when TB 
delivered the 
message to me 
 
 
     
A: I liked it when TB 
delivered the call to 
me 
 
 
     
A: I felt in company of 
TB 
 
 
     
A: TB was polite 
 
 
     
A: I noticed the TB 
clearly 
 
 
     
A: TB noticed me 
clearly 
 
 
     
A: TB was useful 
 
 
     
A: TB presence was 
obvious to me 
 
 
     
A: My presence was 
obvious to TB 
 
 
     
 
A: What was the best aspect of the Teambuddy? 
 
  
A: If you have any comments, add them here: 
 
  
A: What was the worst aspect of the Teambuddy? 
 
 
 
 
Part B (Please don't fill in this section if you have not interacted with the robot 
the second time) 
Your experience with the Teambuddy (TB) in the office *Required 
Please answer them based on your interaction experience. 
1: Disagree strongly, 2: Disagree moderately , 3: Disagree a little, 4: Neither agree 
nor disagree, 5: Agree a little, 6: Agree moderately, 7: Agree strongly 
 
Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
B: I liked it when 
TB greeted me 
       
B: I liked it when 
TB delivered the 
message to me 
       
B: I liked it when 
TB delivered the 
call to me 
       
B: I felt in 
company of the 
TB  
       
B: TB was polite 
       
B: TB was useful 
       
B: TB noticed me 
clearly 
       
B: I noticed TB 
clearly 
       
B: My presence 
was obvious to 
TB 
       
B: TB presence 
was obvious to 
me 
       
B: I did not like 
the fact that TB 
was not facing 
me 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please answer them based on importance you think 
1: Very Important, 2: Important, 3: Moderately Important, 4: Of Little Importance, 
5: Unimportant 
Question 1 2 3 4 5 
Robots should take care of 
recharging themselves 
     
Robots should be able to 
communicate about their 
limitations/failure 
     
Robots should move while 
performing tasks 
     
Robots should choose their 
recharge time wisely 
     
Robots should be able to 
perform communicative 
(verbal) tasks even when 
they are recharging 
     
 
 
B: What was the best aspect of the Teambuddy? 
 
  
B: What was the worst aspect of the Teambuddy? 
 
  
B: If you have any comments, add them here: 
 
  
Which team buddy would you prefer Part A or Part B? *Required 
 Part A   Part B   Both 
 
Why did you prefer Part A/B or Both Team buddy? can you provide a reason? 
*Required 
 
   
Additional comments if you have any additional comments please write them here 
 
  
  
 
P) Preferred Part A or B (P):  
Part A (A): 32, Part B (B): 10, Both (N): 8, 
Reason: Social 17, Mobility: 28, n/a: 5 
No. Reason P Category Remark 
P1 
better service getting phone 
delivered 
A Social use 
P2 mobility A Mobility 
 
P3 
especially the part where it 
approached me and introduced 
himself, was nice; in the second part 
the robot was standing still at a 
distance 
A Mobility 
 
P4 because he moved A Mobility 
 
P5 
It feels better when it comes 
towards you a bit. 
A Mobility 
 
P6 
In part A the robot felt more 
companion like, that is why I liked it 
more. However, the second part 
made me realise he's lifelike since 
he's got his own needs. 
A Social companionship 
P7 
Part A is just more interesting! Part 
B didn't really seem very useful 
A Social use 
P8 
much helpful it can reach me 
anywhere inside the room 
A Mobility 
 
P9 vivid A n/a 
 
P10 
I feel the robot can help, and it's 
better if he can move closer to me, 
so I don't need to walk 
A Mobility 
 
P11 
The robot moved towards me so I 
didn't need to travel as far. 
A Mobility 
 
P12 
Because it was mobile. Since I had to 
walk less to reach the tablet/phone I 
felt it was less disruptive 
A Mobility 
 
P13 
I did not need to move too far to 
answer his disruptive calls. 
A Mobility 
 
A. 6 Social Study Questionnaire Comments
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P14 
Part A made my life easier because it 
came towards me and delivered all 
necessary information and helped 
me perform my tasks. Part B was 
quite disruptive 
A Mobility 
 
P15 
Part A as it felt more interactive 
while team buddy faced me, 
indicating that it knows where i was 
A Social Presence 
P16 
Because he was coming to me to 
give messages 
A Mobility 
 
P17 more functionality A Social use 
P18 
I prefer A as it can move and more 
lively 
A Mobility 
 
P19 
More personal moving towards me 
instead of facing the wall.  Facing me 
but not moving wouldn't have been 
very different to A for me. 
A Mobility 
 
P20 
I preferred part A because TB was 
able to interact with me and moving 
toward me better than in part B 
A Mobility 
 
P21 
A was both mobile and 
communicative 
A Mobility 
 
P22 he moves and more interact A Mobility 
 
P23 
It seemed more useful that it could 
move around 
A Mobility 
 
P24 she moves to me! A Mobility 
 
P25 Reduce need to leave desk A Mobility 
 
P26 
I preferred A as TB moved towards 
me and spoke to me (facing) and it 
felt like the room wasn't so empty. 
A Social Presence 
P27 
Because by moving TB make my life 
easier, and should actually move 
even closer to me to bring the tablet 
to my desk. TB part B was kind of 
useless and more disruptive 
especially if we are considering the 
end of a tiring busy day. 
A Mobility 
 
P28 
bit more interaction- novelty 
(however this may wear off) 
A Social novelty 
P29 More interaction in part A A Social interaction 
P30 IT WAS MOVING A Mobility 
 
P31 
The robot was moving to me and 
was easier to interact with. 
A Mobility 
 
P32 
Part A interrupts less my work. Part 
B was more like an obstacle of the 
work. 
A Social interruption 
P33 
I liked knowing where the Team 
Buddy was and I didn't feel as 
though it was watching me. 
B Social Presence 
P34 
Because it was not facing me or 
coming towards me. I also got a little 
bit used to it 
B Social Presence 
P35 
The movement was the most 
disconcerting part. Even though you 
could get used to it, given enough 
time. 
B Mobility 
 
P36 
I liked part B as the tem buddy goes 
silent while it's charging 
B Social interaction 
P37 
I didn't like the noise from TB when 
TB was moving 
B Mobility noise 
P38 
I had the earlier experience in which 
to become accustomed to TB. So I 
knew what to expect second time 
around. 
B Social novelty 
P39 
I liked how the robot was in standby 
mode and not moving all around the 
place unless needed. 
B Mobility 
 
P40 
Part B. Less of a feeling of it looming 
over you. Didn't have to wait for it to 
slowly trundle over before 
performing the task. 
B Mobility 
 
P41 I didn't like it moving around B Mobility 
 
P42 
movement of robot made me 
uncomfortable and did not like the 
face, as robot didn't move or face 
me in part B it was much better 
B Mobility 
 
P43 n/a N n/a 
 
P44 n/a N n/a 
 
P45 both N n/a 
 
P46 I like to do a new things N n/a 
 
P47 
Both because it showed the robot at 
different circumstances and when 
interacting with a robot, one would 
N Social interaction 
have to face both instances, whilst 
recharging also whilst fully-
functional 
P48 
It was the same thing -- just 
interacting in different 
circumstances (charged/not 
charged). The behaviour was 
appropriate in both contexts. 
N Social interaction 
P49 
I wouldn't consider the TB's 
behaviour as so fundamentally 
different in A to B. He just needed to 
recharged and if he takes care of 
that himself that's perfectly fine for 
me. 
N Social interaction 
P50 
part A was efficient but very clinical. 
Part B was exposing a "disability". I 
liked them both but I think I would 
also like it if I could converse more 
with it. 
N Social interaction 
 
S) Social TB: N=25, Participant feedback: 
Preferred (P) Part A (A) , Part B (B), Both (N):  
Category (Cat) -Best: Interaction (I): 3, Utility (U): 4, Verbal (V): 12, Others (O): 1, 
Social (S): 2, n/a: 3 
Category (Cat) -Worst: Interaction (I): 2, Utility (U): 1, Face (F): 5, Others (O): 3, 
Mobility (M): 10, n/a: 6 
N 
Part B: What was the 
best aspect of the TB? 
Cat 
Part B: What was the worst 
aspect of the TB? 
Cat P   
S1  n/a n/a  n/a n/a  A 
S2 The apology V it didn't face towards me F  A 
S3 Being responsible S 
It cannot move while 
recharging 
M  A 
S4 Voice V 
The need to give responses 
by tablet rather than 
speaking 
I  B 
S5 
ability to deliver 
message even when 
charging 
U 
not moving towards me 
when receiving a call 
M  B 
S6 
Easy to understand and 
interact with (as did not 
I 
It was facing away from me 
- less personal. 
F  A 
rely on voice 
recognition) 
S7 It was polite V 
It couldn't move while 
charging 
M  A 
S8 Communicative V Non mobile M  A 
S9 the service he did U not facing me or move 
F,
M 
 A 
S10 
Being able to tell me 
why it wasn't able to 
move towards me 
V Not being able to move M  A 
S11 
TB informing me that 
she on recharge 
V  n/a n/a  A 
S12 Face I Movement M  A 
S13 
Again providing me 
with updates about the 
office. 
V 
I would have liked for TB to 
face me whilst charging and 
again have the tablet in a 
more accessible location. 
F  A 
S14 Voice V  n/a n/a N 
S15 
He still worked, even 
though he was 
recharging 
U 
He didn't respond to my 
human interaction like for 
ex. thanking him 
I N 
S16 
Announced it would 
unable to move 
towards me. 
V 
Feels more disruptive if you 
have to go over it. No 
advantage taking the call 
yourself. 
M  B 
S17 
TB could talk even with 
a low battery 
V 
TB could not move which 
make the effort to move to 
TB more annoying 
especially while you are 
working. There is a sort of 
submission of human to 
robot, if I have to move to 
the robot. I did not like it 
because it actually make my 
life more complicated than 
easier 
M  A 
S18 
I liked the way it 
greeted me when I 
came in and told me it 
was recharging 
V  n/a n/a  A 
S19  n/a n/a  n/a n/a  A 
S20 interacting with it I low battery O N 
S21 CONVENTIONAL O VERY SLOW O  A 
S22 
It was still able to 
interact with me. 
U 
It was not facing me during 
charging. 
F  A 
S23 Contact S Unnaturalness O  B 
S24 friendly tone of voice V none n/a  B 
S25  n/a n/a 
in Part B it was not really 
useful 
U  A 
 
N) Neutral TB:  N=25, Participant feedback: 
Preferred (P) Part A (A) , Part B (B), Both (N):  
Category (Cat) -Best: Verbal (V): 11, Face (F): 1, Others (O): 2, Social (S): 1, Utility 
(U): 6, n/a: 4 
Category (Cat) -Worst: Face (F): 3, Others (O): 3, Mobility (M): 7, Interaction (I): 7, 
n/a: 5 
N 
Part B: What was the 
best aspect of the TB? 
Cat 
Part B: What was the worst 
aspect of the TB? 
Cat P 
N1 verbal notifications V not moving, no hearing M 
 
A 
N2 recharging herself O interface through tablet I 
 
A 
N3 
explaining about having 
to recharge 
V 
unable to understand what i 
was saying 
I 
 
A 
N4 The talking when charging V artificial looking O 
 
A 
N5 
Still can interact though 
charging. 
U 
Didn't face me, was quite far 
from me. 
F 
 
A 
N6 
He was aware of his 
condition and made a 
decision about himself 
O 
I felt a bit neglected. He 
could've been more 
interactive even without 
moving. 
M 
 
A 
N7 
Keeping informed of the 
battery status 
V None n/a N 
N8 
I liked its friendly manner 
and willingness to be 
helpful 
S  n/a n/a 
 
B 
N9 
It was not facing me so I 
did not feel threatened 
F 
Just a minor one having to 
go towards it 
M 
 
B 
N10 
Very clear about its 
limitations 
V 
Wasn't able to respond to 
verbal instructions 
I 
 
A 
N11  n/a n/a 
had to check message while 
it charging 
I 
 
A 
N12  n/a n/a  n/a n/a N 
N13 
charging its battery and 
replying 
V 
reply to "hi" and similar was 
just "ok, i got it" 
I N 
N14  n/a n/a not facing me F 
 
A 
N15 
He's still capable with the 
easy tasks even when he's 
charging 
U None as I can see so far O 
 
A 
N16 
It choosing to recharge is 
a good thing. 
U  n/a n/a 
 
B 
N17 Automatic recharge U 
Not being able to move 
while recharging. 
M 
 
A 
N18  n/a n/a  n/a n/a N 
N19 
Cordial attitude and 
telling me why that 
because it was recharging 
it would not move. 
V 
Not moving + having to type 
on tablet. 
M,I 
 
A 
N20 
Team buddy was able to 
function whilst 
recharging. 
U 
The phone kept ringing even 
after I had answered the call. 
I N 
N21 
Nothing special. It only 
delivers the message 
U 
Disruptive and not available 
when required 
S 
 
A 
N22 
Informed me that it was 
recharging just after he 
noticed me, performed 
every task however it 
could not move 
V 
It didn't move, so I had to 
stand up to perform the 
tasks, I felt this was 
disruptive and I had to put 
effort in it 
M 
 
A 
N23 Easily understandable V 
the loud noise it makes while 
running 
M 
 
B 
N24 verbal communication V low battery O 
 
B 
N25 
The way that it 
communicated the 
difference between a 
message and a phone call 
V 
That while charging, team 
buddy faced away from me. 
would be better to if it was 
able to recharge at a slight 
angle to the office space, so 
not to imply its 'ignoring you' 
F 
 
A 
 
 
 
A) Additional comments Part A & B 
N. Part A: If you have any 
comments, add them here: 
Part B: If you have any 
comments, add them here: 
A1 n/a n/a 
A2 n/a n/a 
A3 Giving responses should be 
more informative so that it can 
be more user-friendly 
No comments 
A4 During the experiment i wished 
to talk to the robot but was 
inhibited due to needing to use 
the tablet. I would have spoken 
had there been speech 
recognition used. 
n/a 
A5 n/a n/a 
A6 n/a n/a 
A7 n/a n/a 
A8 Could come even closer. Don't 
move before starting to talk. Its 
weird and a bit scary. 
n/a 
A9 to be more good looking should be move while charging 
A10 The accent made it seem more 
friendly and natural 
n/a 
A11 n/a n/a 
A12 The eye's are reassuring Like the voice too 
A13 Really impressive, the robot 
didn't get in the way and 
provided a real neat service, 
which I could see being used in 
future. 
I really enjoyed it - didn't mind 
the recharge - but I did like 
initially how TB would move 
towards me and face me. 
A14 n/a Tablet was still annoying 
A15 I think that TB should come 
even closer to the test 
candidate, so he/she doesn't 
have to stop the task of 
marking the exam and get up to 
interact with TB. 
n/a 
A16 n/a n/a 
A17 I am not sure if TB make what a 
tablet can already do easier or 
actually more tough. A tablet 
can alert me as well when I 
received a message, or a call, 
and it can be on my desk next 
to me, I don't need to stand up 
to pick up the tablet on TB. In 
addition, the mode silence on 
tablet is an advantage when 
you need to be focus. 
Conversely, TB talk and a silent 
mode on TB may destroy the 
robot concept, so I still don't 
know if I would like to have 
someone/something that 
comes to me to notify me from 
an email or a call... 
Maybe TB should be on off 
mode while recharging instead 
of half-available which would 
avoid negative feelings 
A18 if one could interact through 
speech it would have been 
more natural but regardless she 
was good company 
The call was an interruption but 
that would have happened 
anyway regardless of whether 
the robot told me about it or 
not 
A19 n/a n/a 
A20 i think that it would be useful to 
have this in my lab! 
there more you use it, the more 
it grows on you 
A21 NONE n/a 
A22 Voice recognition would have 
been good 
It could face other way while 
charging so it feels more 
human like. 
A23 I felt quite disconcerted n/a 
A24 face twitching was a bit creepy n/a 
A25 n/a n/a 
A26 more natural interaction via 
speech would be good 
in this setup/domain, moving 
seems to be essential 
A27 Would be nice to be able to 
interact with it more naturally 
n/a 
A28 I don't think the task of sending 
the marks was completed 
n/a 
A29 n/a n/a 
A30 It is quite weird when a robot 
talks to you about some casual 
work. 
n/a 
A31 n/a n/a 
A32 Listening would have been 
great! 
- 
A33 n/a n/a 
A34 n/a n/a 
A35 n/a I didn't feel that the mobile 
platform achieved much- all the 
tasks could be (and are) done 
on computer desktops so the 
actual tasks seemed a bit 
forced, hard to see any added 
value 
A36 n/a n/a 
A37 n/a n/a 
A38 n/a n/a 
A39 I could not know how to send 
the desired message 
There  are redundant choices 
A40 It might be better if he can go 
toward me while I'm sitting at a 
desk 
Although he couldn't move 
toward me, but it's still alright 
because he's charging. 
A41 n/a n/a 
A42 n/a n/a 
A43 n/a n/a 
A44 n/a n/a 
A45 I am very impressed by this 
project and it interests me 
greatly. 
To agree to the fact that 
Teambuddy is useful, the tablet 
would have to be wireless or 
closer to the desk, as a phone 
or computer would be. The act 
of getting up to interact with 
the robot, whilst not 
particularly a bother to me, 
would not be seen as practical 
in an actual office. 
A46 I could not interact with the 
robot when I wanted to do so. 
There should be an option. 
It can be controlled by our own 
will 
A47 n/a Moving while performing a task 
is quite important as it 
maximizes the experience. In an 
office environment where the 
employee can not stand up and 
move you expect the robot to 
do it 
A48 I think initially it's 
uncomfortable when it 
advances towards you, but you 
get used to it quickly 
n/a 
A49 would be better if TB lets me 
decide whether I want to listen 
to the message 
n/a 
A50 n/a n/a 
 
A. 7 Social Study: Mobile vs Stationary Summary
Factor p, Sig. (2-tailed) Z
Greeting 0.763 -.302b
Message 0.007 -2.681b
Call 0.026 -2.223b
Companionship 0.008 -2.638b
Politeness 0.033 -2.138b
Usefulness 0.001 -3.294b
I noticed the TB 0.048 -1.977b
The TB noticed me 0.004 -2.853b
TB Presence was obvious to me 0.001 -3.185b
My Presence Obvious to TB 0.47 -.722b
Table A.2: Mobile vs Stationary: Wilcoxon Ranked Test Summary
A. 8 Social Study: Social vs Neutral Summary
Factor
Mann-
Whitney U
Wilcoxon Z p
Greeting 269 594 -0.881 0.383
Message 255 580 -1.155 0.25
Call 289 614 -0.464 0.649
Overall 298 623 -0.288 0.776
Companionship 212 537 -1.981 0.048
Politeness 247 572 -1.353 0.193
Usefulness 219.5 544.5 -1.869 0.062
I noticed TB 305.5 630.5 -0.143 0.891
TB noticed me 187 512 -2.485 0.012
TB Presence Obvious to me 305 630 -0.149 0.884
My Presence Obvious to TB 263 588 -0.98 0.333
Table A.3: Social vs Neutral Mann-Whitney U Tests Summary
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A. 10 Other Resources
• Docking Trial Video: This video shows the robot autonomously docking into
the charging station.
Link:http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/phd/DockingTrial.mp4
• Long-Term Study Video 1: This video shows an example of interaction during
long-term study from room camera. The TB delivers a message to one partici-
pant and then the other.
Link: http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/phd/TBOfficeCamera.mp4
• Long-Term Study Video 2: This video shows an example of interaction from
robot’s camera perspective, a visitor leaving a message for a user and the TB
delivering it.
Link: http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/phd/TBRobotCam.mp4
• Long-Term Study: The full transcription of the interviews is available at:
http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/phd/InterviewTranscription.
pdf.
• Social Study Video: This video demonstrates the social study, part A (mobile)
and part B (Stationary) conditions.
Link: http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/phd/Social_Study.mp4
• Social Study Distance Measurement Video:
http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/phd/DistanceMeasurement.mp4
• Source Code: The source code for all modules used on the robot, the main
project file is Project.sln (requires visual studio).
Link: http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~amol/download/phd/Code.zip
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